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GENERATION Y PREFERENCES IN
ONLINE CONTENT CONSUMPTION:
CONTENT MARKETING
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ARTS
Edita Štrbová1, Simona Boldišová2
Abstract
This paper focuses on analysing the specific attributes and applications of content marketing
in social media. Through an engaging and targeted content strategy using the “personas”, this kind
of marketing creates an engaged and motivated audience both in the commercial and non-commercial environment. The social networks are an appropriate environment and a tool for distributing
and promoting content, including arts. The aim of our research was to use an online questionnaire
to describe the behaviour of Generation Y (25-40 years) when using online content and identify their
preferences. We also characterize the current state and future direction of content marketing in the
Slovak conditions and the possibility of its use in the realm of arts.
Keywords: Generation Y, social media, content marketing, arts

INTRODUCTION
This specific type of marketing, which has appeared in the recent years, was until
recently the domain of large multinational corporations, but today it is also used by medium-sized and small businesses, and thus it receives increasing attention by the marketers themselves. The concept of content marketing appears to be new and unknown,
but quite the opposite is the case. Content marketing collectively shelters the activities
directly related to content: any word, image, or pixel that can be engaged with by another
human being, whether within the traditional forms of marketing communication (newspapers, magazines, etc.) or digital platforms (websites, social networks). In the context
of this article, “content is compelling content, that informs, engages, or amuses” [Pulizzi,
2013, p. 10].
When defining content marketing, our definitions are derived from those presented
by various authors with the endeavour to capture its essence. According to J. Pulizzi,
the founder of Content Marketing Institute [2013, p. 9], “Content marketing is the marketing and business process for creating and distributing content to attract, acquire, and
1
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engage a clearly defined and understood target audience - with the objective of driving
profitable customer action.“ According to this author, “Good content marketing makes
a person stop, read, think, and behave differently” [ibid. p 10]. Instead of constantly offering products or services to the customers, we provide them with information that
expands their knowledge of the products or services prior to the actual purchase. “If we
provide the consumers with a consistent, relevant and valuable information, they will
reward us – they will decide to buy the product or service from us.” [Kuenn, Kuenn, 2015,
p. 30]. S. Patel [2014] adds that content that is not intended for a direct purchase should
be informative, enlightening, educational or entertaining. By publishing such content, we
get the attention of the potential customers and, at the same time, encourage the existing ones to repeat their purchases. However, it is necessary to offer such topics that
are directly related to our business, thereby presenting our expertise to the audience, or
making them know us more deeply. According to B. Clarke [2014],3 the essence of content marketing lies in “...creating and distributing valuable content for free to attract the
Internet users, some of which may later become your regular customers. The content
you create is closely linked to what you sell or offer. In other words, in content marketing,
you’re trying to educate the people so that they get to know you, develop sympathy for
you, and trust you enough to do business with you.”
According to the above definition the essence of content marketing lies in the creation and publication of information that promotes trust and builds relationships with
the audience in such a way that both potential and current customers develop a sympathy for the brand. This is not just about writing new articles, but rather about an elaborate marketing strategy that helps the companies become a leader in their field and
sell without traditional “forced” sales techniques. And although content marketing is not
primarily focused on selling products or services, it ultimately leads to this goal.
However, if we perceive content marketing from a non-profit perspective, according
to C. Steele [2018], “designing engaging content is essential to growing every business,
no matter the industry. Nowadays, every sector is influenced by the use of technology
and utilizing digital means to grow a brand. In order to delight and attract more people to
the arts and culture sector, organizations need to realize how important content marketing is in creating widespread awareness. “4
In the current understanding of marketing and marketing communication, the customer is one of the key concepts. The former analysis of the sales cycle and customer
segmentation differs significantly from the modern understanding especially as the customers today continuously receive information on the Internet and social networks. According to Radimák [2014], content marketing is a marketing strategy based on content
that the people on the Internet search for and share. This makes it possible to thoughtfully use the fact that most strategic purchasing decisions are made on the Internet when
searching for information about products and services. And although in the past the
customers were viewed mainly in terms of the traditional socio-demographic indicators
such as gender, age, place of residence, marital status, income or employment when
planning the marketing communications, contemporary companies are focusing on adequately determining a plethora of segmentation criteria, including the behavioural and
psychographic ones. Likewise, R. Rose [2018] argues that “It’s critical to go beyond traditional segmentation of demographics when defining target audience.” Modern content
marketers should therefore view the customer in a broader context and try to identify the
target group against the backdrop of the process of its socialization in a given culture.
This implies the need for examining and understanding the specific motives, interests,
values, shopping styles and habits, forms of learning, attitudes and social norms applica3
https://copyblogger.com/content-marketing/ [online: December 15, 2019]
4
https://www.culturepartnership.eu/en/article/how-to-use-content-marketing-to-share-arts
[online: August 25, 2020]
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ble in a particular target market and/or audience or social group. “The art of virality lies
not only in funny and interesting content, but also in its targeted impact on the target audience. And that’s one of the many basic features of good content marketing” [Řezníček,
Procházka, 2014, p. 21].
As a key element in the content marketing strategy for which content is made and
created, the audience should be perfectly described and understood, and possible alternatives should be suggested to deal with its current problems. We strive to answer the
audience’s questions in a timely and accurate manner, teach the audience something
new, and entertain it at the same time. Through this kind of communication, we create
the prerequisites for building a mutual and confidential relationship. “The purpose of
content marketing is to create interesting information your customers are naturally interested in, and thus naturally interested in you” [Pullizi in Řezníček, Procházka, 2014, p. 23].
If the target audience comprises people with interest in art and culture, the organizations must also be aware of the importance of content marketing when raising the
awareness of a particular artwork, its author or the institution that conveys art to the
audience.
However, it is just not enough to specify the target group when creating the content
marketing strategy. Content marketing uses the so-called “persona” as an effective tool
to define the typical representative of the target audience, a particular person, the embodiment of an ideal customer, which helps to more effectively target the creation and
dissemination of content [Hrdličková, 2015]. The original definition of the term “persona”
from 2002 states that:
“Buyer personas are research-based archetypal (modelled) representations of who
buyers are, what they are trying to accomplish, what goals drive their behaviour, how they
think, how they buy, and why they make buying decisions. (Today, I now include where
they buy as well as when buyers decide to buy.)” [Zambito, 2013, online].
According to R. Rose [2018], “buyer persona development is a critical part of helping
product- and service-focused marketers get an understanding of how to bring their product into the marketplace.” At the same time, however, the author states that this concept
only provides limited answers for content marketing. “Instead, as we develop personas,
what if we started with the customer’s need at the centre of the story? In other words,
what if rather than starting with an answer – and then attempting to figure out how we
lead the audience to get to that answer – we started with the question. What if we started with the audience’s interests, challenges, and questions – and then figured out what
our unique answer to them might be.” [Rose, 2018, online]. This claim builds on the above
need to use multiple segmentation criteria.
The target group consists of several specific personas for which unique content is
created separately. The persona therefore does not replace the target audience but extends its quality for a more accurate targeting of content. The characteristics of specific
customers are not simple; they are based on target groups and, at the same time, take
into account the questions the customers ask when making a purchase or relevant decisions. This way, the personas can be found directly in the stores, online forums close
to our focus, or on social networks. D. Bayer [2016] argues that although the personas
are mostly unrealistic, their profiles and data are based on real-world data collected from
market research, own experience or customer databases. There are several ways to
find out all the information about personas, but the qualitatively oriented interviews and
questionnaire surveys are considered to be the most effective.
Today’s world full of technological innovation sparks the changes in human behaviour, which in turn affects the world of trade, including the marketers. An [2016]
states that in the mid-1990s access to the Internet changed the way people searched
for and consumed information, and marketers had to develop a whole new way of online
marketing. In the early 21st century, millions of people were able to connect thanks to the
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social networks, and the marketers had to respond to this phenomenon and work with
the customers in the best possible ways with consideration to future prospects. Later,
with the advent of smartphones, the public has been granted an immediate access to
everything the Internet has to offer regardless of where they are. The marketers therefore
had to ensure that their content was also compatible with mobile devices. The changes
that affect the use of the Internet are becoming increasingly frequent and they affect
consumer behaviour in the online environment. Therefore, we have decided to take a
closer look at this issue.
Methods
We used the above theoretical outcomes to define our research problem: characterization of the current status and future outlooks in Slovak content marketing. The
research is based on the questionnaire survey titled “The Future of Content Marketing:
How People Are Changing the Way They Read, Interact and Engage with Content“[An,
2016, online], which was implemented by HubSpot in 2016 as an online survey of online
users from around the world (N=1091)5. The population sample with Slovak respondents
(N=451) replicates the stated research.
The main research objective was to characterize the behaviour of Generation Y
(25-40 years) in the consumption of online content. The sub-objective was to identify the
motives Generation Y has for consuming online content, track the changes in viewing
and searching for content, identify the new preferences in content consumption, use of
voice search and viewership ratings for video content on social media.
We have put together the following research questions:
RQ1: What is the motivation for connecting to the Internet?
RQ2: What changes have occurred in viewing and retrieving online content over the
last four years?
RQ3: What are some of the new preferences in the consumption of online content?
RQ4: How was voice search adapted to the Slovak conditions?
RQ5: What viewership ratings does video content have on social media?
The research questions aimed at analysing the specific preferred online content
in Generation Y at present and/or in the future were also focusing on artistic content.
Based on our findings, we suggest some of the ways content marketing can be used in
this area.

Population
The basic set, and/or population, is represented by the members of Generation Y
living in Slovakia. Some authors define the age range of this demographic cohort in the
years 1976-1996, others prefer the range 1983-2000. However, there is no unanimous
agreement among the authors regarding the starting and ending years; therefore, we
decided to define the age range according to the study by Edelman Berland [2012] who
classifies this generation with an age range of 1980-1995, i.e. this age group is aged
25-40. This generation is also known under the term “Millennials”, “Generation Why”,
“Net-gen” or “iGeneration”. It grew up with the digital technologies and during the de-

5
https://research.hubspot.com/reports/the-future-of-content-marketing; [online: December,
15, 2019]
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velopment of social media, which also supports the finding that its members can be
online almost continuously. Martin Buchtík, a sociologist and member of the Institute of
Sociology of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic [in Koníčková, 2019, online]
claims that: “What most influenced this generation is technological progress. They have
the technology in their genes, and Generation Y is completely identified with the advent
of the iPhone, laptops and tablets. He also adds the following: “Digital communication
is very important for young people. 90% of young people aged 18 to 34 are using social
networks, mostly Facebook”.
The research by Edelman Berland [2012] also suggests that Generation Y is very
influential because 7 out of 10 believe that it is their duty to share their opinions about
brands and positive or negative experience. They are surprisingly open-minded to branding and advertising if the brands use the correct approach, while only 3% think that all
advertising is boring, and 80% want the brands to be fun. It was the first generation that
grew up digitally, it has information at hand, and expects a two-way dialog with the preferred brands.
Based on the above, we consider Generation Y to be the most appropriate population for our research on content marketing in the online environment. The members of
this age group spend most of their time on the Internet, especially on social networks.
They want their brands to be entertaining and they demand content with some added value. This is a great opportunity for the companies and non-profit organizations in terms
of content marketing.
Generation Y is represented in our study by a sub population that consisted of 451
respondents from all over Slovakia.

Research method
Due to our research focus and objectives, we have selected a quantitative exploratory research method – an electronic survey – to collect the necessary data. An electronic
questionnaire became our research tool of choice. To select the sample, we used the
random probability sampling method with the age range of 25-40 as the main criterion
for the selection of respondents. The pre-research was not conducted since we largely
replicated the research titled “The Future of Content Marketing: How People Are Changing the Way They Read, Interact and Engage with Content“. The validity and reliability of
the research instrument was verified in the original research, and we did not address it
any further.
The questionnaire contained two additional items aimed at a deeper understanding
of the target set. The original questionnaire was translated from English in order to avoid
the semantic shifts and increase the reliability of the instrument, and it was submitted
to an independent expert for review. The questionnaire was created through the Survio.
com website and distributed via Facebook because Facebook allows us to reach a large
number of potential respondents from Generation Y. The data were processed by MS
Excel, the results were evaluated using the methods of descriptive statistics, and they
were graphically visualized.
The questionnaire consisted of 16 open-end, multiple choice and mixed type questions; it was viewed 2 305 times and completed by 451 respondents.
Analysis
In the first question we focused on the motivation and/or reasons why the respondents access the Internet. The following table shows the resulting percentage values
for each response. 66.9% of the respondents indicated chatting, visiting the forums etc.

5
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61.3% of the respondents most often look for information and documents related to
their hobbies and activities that are not directly related with the study. A total of 48.9%
of the respondents said they go online to retrieve information necessary for their study
and 36% of the respondents download software, music, movies, photos etc. 21.1% of
the respondents’ use the Internet mostly for fun and 10.4% create or manage a website,
publish text, audio or video files. 8.4% of the respondents said they connect to the Internet for other reasons, such as work (4.2%), online gaming (1.1%), watching erotic movies
(0.9%), search for expert literature (0.7%), watching TV shows (0.7%), sale or purchase
of products (0.2%). The respondents were also asked to choose from multiple answers
because we realize that situational context is detrimental to the motivation to connect
to the Internet. The above findings suggest that Generation Y spends most of their time
on social networks where they spend their leisure time and communicate with friends.
They also connect to the Internet because they want to learn new things – even
those that are not directly relevant to their study. This finding is also positively associated with the use of content marketing in which the audience is engaged by the companies
or non-profit organization thanks to interesting content.

Figure 1. Motivation for Internet use
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Figure 2. Methods to search for online content

In the next two questions, we were asking the respondents where they search for
content nowadays and where they searched for the same content 2 years ago. Chart 2
shows that nowadays content is mostly searched for on Facebook (74.9%), but 2 years
ago the same content was searched for through the search engines (70.2%). A significant change in the preferences of Generation Y in the way they search for content can
be noted over a relatively short period of time. The popularity and use of social networks
continue to grow, and the content strategy and actual published content should adjust to
it. 32.8% of the respondents answered that they search for content directly on the publisher’s website, and almost the same number of respondents searched for content this
way 2 years ago (32.4%). The same applies to blogs where the situation has not changed
significantly. Two years ago blogs were visited by 11.1% of the respondents, and the
number rose slightly to 12.6%.
Other possibilities were not strongly represented, which either implies their nonuse, or low awareness of the respective ways to search for content on the Internet. The
answers to the multiple-choice questions included services such as Tumblr, Reddit, Instagram, YouTube and Trending stories on Getpocket. The Other option in the 2 years ago
category included options such as Pokec.sk, Reddit and DVD rentals.
We noticed a general increase in each content searching option with the exception
of search engines. This means that people want to consume content more widely and
they are using an increasing amount of methods and ways to get to it. Therefore, the
exclusive use of its website is not sufficient for a business or non-profit organization
to reach the target audience. We also note that traditional search engines are being increasingly pushed aside by various social platforms and tools. We could mention Insta-
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gram and YouTube, which are gaining traction these days.

Figure 3. Attention to forms of content

The next two questions were related to the rate of interest in certain forms of content. We wanted to know what forms of content the recipients carefully pay attention
to, and vice versa, what forms of content are only viewed casually or briefly. The results
indicate that Generation Y pays the greatest amount of attention to newspaper articles
(58.3%), videos (50.8%), and posts on social networks (49.9%) and research (37.3%).
On the contrary, a large proportion of respondents only pays limited attention to longer
forms of business content (52.1%) and pop culture (36.4%), blogs (33.5%), online courses and educational games (29.3%) and podcasts (25.1%).
The results indicate the significance of distinction between certain forms of content on the part of companies and non-profit organizations with respect to a specific audience. In other words, the companies must take into account not only the attractiveness
of the content itself, but also its forms due to the specific target group of recipients. If a
company is currently looking into making Generation Y attentive to its products, services
or ideas, it should prioritize videos and posts on social networks or online news articles
as the forms of content marketing. However, interesting findings can be seen in the next
research question where the current recommendations become obsolete and/or it is
likely that the most preferred forms of online content consumption will decline in the
future.

SOCIAL COMMUNICATION ONLINE JOURNAL
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Figure 4. Preferred content in the future

In relation to the previous questions, we asked the respondents about the types of
content they would like to see in the future. Research (39.5%), videos (35.7%) and newspaper articles published on the Internet (34.1%) can be considered the most expected
and/or preferred forms of content in the future. A slightly lower level of interest was
noted regarding the online courses or educational games (26.6%), interactive articles or
instruments (19.7%) and posts on social networks (17.3%). The lowest level of interest
was declared in the area of blogs (14.6%), podcasts (8.6%) and longer forms of content
about business and pop culture (4% each).
It follows from these findings that compared to the current rate of attention of Generation Y to the forms of content, we could see the expected increase in the forms such
as online courses and educational games, interactive tools and research. On the contrary, a significant decline in reader preferences was noted in the posts on social networks, videos, newspaper articles published online, blogs, longer articles about business
and pop culture and podcasts. Therefore, we recommend the businesses and non-profits to focus their production of content for on the currently preferred forms while continuously evaluating their level of attractiveness relative to the target audience. The current
preferred forms of content may significantly change over time, especially in the dynamic
environment of digital marketing communications. Therefore, the less preferred forms
of content should not be completely excluded from the strategy of content marketing
communication. The actual needs and trends in communication preferences of the given audience are important since there is no universal content or its form to capture the
attention of every representative of the given target group. It is therefore necessary to
create and publish various types and forms of content, which also fosters originality,
novelty and variety in communication.
Due to our estimation of the habits of Generation Y when browsing for content, we
asked the respondents about the devices they use most for Internet access. A whopping
64.3% said that the primary device is their smartphone. In conjunction with tablets (2.9%
of the respondents), up to 67.2% of the respondents prefer accessing online content on
a device with a mobile operating system. Therefore, the marketers should take note of
the fact that the content will be most probably viewed on a mobile device and adapt it
accordingly in the creation phase. This has to do with the optimization of websites for
mobile devices. Only 32.8% of the surveyed respondents mostly use a PC or laptop.
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Figure 5. Preferred notification methods according to the primary device

The answers to the question “How do you want to be notified of published news?”
were divided by the primary devices that the respondents use to access the Internet.
This question only allowed one answer, and it comes as no surprise that most of the
respondents who use a smartphone or tablet as their primary device want to be alerted
via mobile notifications (38.6%). E-mail notifications were indicated by 33% and desktop
notifications by 15.5% of the respondents. A total of 11.9% wanted to be notified via the
Messenger app and 1% of the respondents prefer text messaging. Notifications through
Slack were not selected by any of the respondents. This result may be viewed in the context of low awareness of this platform/application in Slovakia. We expect that the Slovak
users would rather choose Snapchat, WhatsApp and Viber.
The respondents who mainly use the PCs or laptops most frequently indicated the
possibility of being notified by e-mail (48%), desktop (23%) and mobile phone (20.9%)
notifications. The respondents preferred the Messenger app notifications (5%), Slack
(2%) and text messages (1.4%) at a much lower rate.
In general, the best way to alert the audience to new content is an e-mail (37.9%) or
mobile alert (32.8%). These two methods appear to be the most preferred by Generation
Y. The newer methods of notification, such as desktop notifications (18%), Messenger
(9.5%) and Slack (0.7%), have a rather small potential audience these days. However, we
expect the audience to be more open to receiving such notifications on the published
content in the future.
As the use of mobile devices is increasing significantly, we wondered how many of
the surveyed use voice search, and/or to what extent is this function used by the representatives of Generation Y living in Slovakia. The results show that most of them do not
use this service (Siri 91.6%, Cortana 99.3% and Alexa 99.5% of the respondents). The respondents who do use voice search mostly indicated Siri: 4.3% use it every month, 2.3%
every week, 1.4% every day and 0.5% several times a day. The data on the use of voice
search is negligible (the highest attained value is 0.5%) in the case of Cortana and Alexa.
In our opinion, the reason behind these numbers is English as the language of communication, as well as the dominance of Android in the Slovak environment. In the future,
however, we expect an increase in these numbers because the voice search technology
is constantly improving. It is becoming a natural component in the smartphones and tab-
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lets and it enables the creation of smart homes. According to Martindale [2020]6, virtual
assistants such as Cortana, Siri, Google Assistant and Alexa, are now a signature feature
of smartphones and tablets. We’re seeing them expand their software capabilities and
platform support.

Figure 6. Watching videos on social platforms

In relation to the demand for video content, we investigated how much time the respondents spend watching the videos on YouTube, Facebook and Snapchat. Regarding
YouTube, most respondents (39.8%) stated that they view the content for less than an
hour per week. The second most common response (29.7%) was 1-2 hours per week. Up
to 15.8% watch the videos on YouTube for more than 4 hours and 11.2% for 3-4 hours a
week. Only 3.5% of the respondents said they do not watch any videos on YouTube.
In the case of Facebook, the most common response was less than one hour, which
was selected by up to 44.4% of the respondents. Up to 28.4% of the respondents watch
the videos on this social network for 1-2 hours a week and 11.7% of them do so for more
than 4 hours. Up to 8.7% said that they watch the videos on Facebook for three to four
hours a week, and only 6.8% do not watch any videos at all.
Following Chart 3, which shows that up to 50.8% of the respondents pay careful
attention to videos, and Chart 4, which shows that 35.7% of the respondents would appreciate watching more videos in the future, we conclude that the marketers can use
video as an important, high-quality and attractive tool in content marketing that addresses their offering and brands. The video content platform on Facebook is relatively new
compared to YouTube, but Chart 6 shows that the viewership ratings are increasing very
quickly.
Facebook has 1.69 billion of daily active users (as of August 2020) and over 8 billion
average daily video views, while YouTube, which has nearly 67 million daily active users
worldwide, reports almost 5 billion videos being watched every single day.7 It is also
worth mentioning that Snapchat, a social network based on short videos with 238 million
daily active users (as of August 2020)8, has recently surpassed Facebook in terms of

6
Available at: https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/cortana-vs-siri-vs-google-now/ [online: August 7, 2020]
7
Available at: https://www.omnicoreagency.com/youtube-statistics/ [online: August 7, 2020]
8
Available at: https://www.statista.com/statistics/545967/snapchat-app-dau/ [online: August 7, 2020]
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viewership ratings with around 18 billion daily video views worldwide9.
Based on the above, we decided to add this social platform alongside YouTube and
Facebook compared to the original research. The results have shown that this social
medium is not very popular among Generation Y in Slovakia because up to 91% of the
respondents do not watch videos on Snapchat at all, 6.9% watch them for less than an
hour a week, 4.4% watch them 1-2 hours per week, none of the respondents selected the
3-4 hours option, and 0.7% watch them for more than 4 hours a week. Despite our findings, we conclude that the popularity of Snapchat continues to grow both worldwide and
also in Slovakia, and we can expect the viewership ratings to rise in the future.
In comparison with other popular social media, Twitter has 152 million active daily
users10 and 2 billion videos are watched on this platform every day11. Instagram is actively used on a daily basis by more than 500 million users and the number of photos & videos uploaded per day is upwards of 100 million. TikTok is a relatively new social platform
(founded in 2016), and it specializes in sharing video content. Currently, its content is
watched by more than 800 million monthly users, which instantly places it amongst the
top social media platforms in the world in terms of sheer user figures.12 Therefore, this
platform will become a major player in the area of video advertising in the future even in
our geographic area.
Most popular social
media in 2020

Daily Active Users

Daily Video Views

Year of Establishment

Facebook

1.69 billion

8 billion

2004

YouTube

67 million

5 billion

2005

Twitter

152 million

2 billion

2006

Instagram

500 million

100 million

2010

Snapchat

238 million

18 billion

2011

TikTok

27 million

1 million

2016

Table 1. Social media users and video views
Source: Own processing according to Footnote 5-10

The comparison of social media in terms of the adequacy of use by a given company or non-profit organization must take into account the specific marketing objectives,
target audience and its communication preferences and habits, as well as the capabilities and characteristics of the social platforms. If our intention is to publish video content for Generation Y, our research recommends to focus on Facebook and YouTube, but
we should not forget the rapidly growing platforms such as Snapchat or TikTok, which
are primarily specialized in disseminating video content.
According to R. Robinson [2019, online], “while on one hand, this explosion of social
media platforms presents brands with unprecedented opportunities to reach growing
audiences on emerging platforms, there’s also an increasing challenge around how to
best allocate time, resources, and attention among the sea of options now at the disposal of marketers around the world. No matter which social media sites you decide
to spend your time on, you’ll need to employ the right tools in order to be successful in
9
Available at: https://wallaroomedia.com/blog/snapchat/snapchat-statistics/ [online: August
7, 2020]
10
Available at: https://www.statista.com/statistics/242606/number-of-active-twitter-users-in-selected-countries/ [online: August 7, 2020]
11
Available at: https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-statistics/ [online: August 7, 2020]
12
Available at: https://spark.adobe.com/make/learn/top-social-media-sites/ [online: August 7,
2020]
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growing an audience and achieving an ROI on your campaigns.”13
We have also analysed the types of videos the respondents watch most in relation
to the viewership ratings. Since the respondents provided a broad variety of answers
in this open question, we divided them into the following categories. Most of the respondents watch music videos (66.1%), and over half of the respondents watch tutorials
(50.3%). The favourite types also include sports videos (21.1%), travel videos (19.5%)
and entertainment (19.3%). Television, movies, TV shows and cartoons are watched by
11.3% and vlogs by 7.1% of the respondents. Other categories were selected by a smaller number of respondents (see Figure 7). Unfortunately, the category of arts does not
belong to the preferred or frequently watched types of video content in Generation Y,
which shows not only the need for a specific approach to communicating with artistically oriented audience (because it does not belong to mass audience), but also the need to
increase the attractiveness and intensity of communications by the artistically oriented
entities (artists or art institutions).

Figure 7. Most watched video types

We were also interested in the types of tutorials the respondents watch. Up to 36.5%
of the respondents enjoy beauty tutorials (makeup, hair and nail tutorials), 35.7% of the
respondents indicated the general answer “tutorials” or “DIY”, 18.5% watch cooking and
baking tutorials, and 5.7% enjoy exercise tutorials. The tutorials focusing on photography, film-making and graphics were reported by 1.8% of the respondents. The fact that
tutorials are popular among Generation Y poses a huge advantage – and a challenge
at the same time – for the marketers. The companies have the chance and opportunity
to promote their products and the methods of their use through instructional videos.
They can show their products to the audience and demonstrate their proper use and/or
installation. In the non-profit sector, we can talk about the promotion of ideas and the

13
2020]

Available at: https://spark.adobe.com/make/learn/top-social-media-sites/ [online: August 7,
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creation processes (such as graffiti or street art), and the methods of implementation of
various projects (installations, events, happenings) can be presented in the artistic sector. This also allows our audience to gain new knowledge and skills useful in their own
line of work, and mediate artistic experiences to them. We think it is very likely that such
people will search for such content themselves and further distribute or recommend it to
their friends. Therefore, a tutorial and/or instructional video has a strong viral potential
exploitable in the “for profit” and “non-profit” sector.
Conclusions
The present scientific study deals with the characteristics of the current state and
future direction of content marketing in Slovakia and it is based on the design of the
questionnaire survey titled “The Future of Content Marketing: How People Are Changing
the Way They Read, Interact and Engage With Content“, which was implemented by HubSpot in 2016 as an online survey of online users from around the world. The population
of Slovak respondents (N = 451) was used to describe the behaviour of Generation Y (2540 years) in the consumption of online content, and it also identified the motives behind
the consumption. We also examined the changes in viewing and searching for content;
we surveyed the current preferences in the consumption of content, level of use of voice
search, and viewership ratings of video content and its various types on social media.
The Slovak respondents most often search for content via Facebook (74.9%),
search engines (65.4%) and on the publisher’s websites (32.8%). When comparing these
data with the situation two years ago, we see an increase in the use of Facebook by more
than 16% at the expense of search engines.
When focusing on a particular type of content the people search for, we can see
quite a difference in the content that attracts the audience. The respondents in Slovakia
devote most attention to online newspaper articles (58.3%), social media posts (49.9%)
and research (37.3%). Other options were often referred to as those that the respondents
just browse through but pay no detailed attention to.
In relation to the previous question, we also investigated the types of content people want to see in the future. The interviewed Slovaks would like to see more research
(39.5%), videos (35.7%), newspaper articles (34.1%) and online courses/educational
games (26.6%) in the future. These are followed by interactive articles or instruments
(19.7%), posts on social media (17.3%) and blogs (14.6%). Podcasts (8.6%) and longer
forms of content about business and pop culture (4% each) scored low.
The respondents go online mostly from their smartphones (up to 64.3%), PCs or
laptops (32.8%) and tablets (2.9%). These results were no surprise to us since the population consisted of members of Generation Y, or the so-called iGeneration. Some authors
describe this generation as being online 24/7 and not willing to give up their cell phones
even for a day.
Another question was aimed at how the respondents want to be notified about the
published news. These results depend on the primary device that is used to access the
Internet most frequently. E-mail notifications are dominant however, this option was selected by 48% of the respondents using a computer and 33% of the respondents using
a smartphone or tablet. The second most common response was mobile alerts (smartphone/tablet - 38.6%, PC/laptop - 20.9%). A significant proportion of the respondents
would appreciate receiving desktop notifications (smartphone/tablet - 15.5%, PC/laptop
- 23%). It is surprising that 11.9% of the respondents using a smartphone/tablet said they
would prefer to be notified through a Messenger notification. We attribute this to the fact
that Facebook is becoming very popular and people are spending most of their online
time on this platform. Messenger is a paired application to receive messages from this
social network.
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To provide a holistic view of content marketing, the surveyed areas also included
the use of voice search. In our results, the data on Cortana and Alexa were almost negligible and the highest value was 0.5%. The most widely used voice search service in Slovakia is Siri and it is used by 8% of the respondents (of which 4.3% use it monthly, 2.3%
once per week, 1.4% daily and only 0.5% several times per day). It is surprising that more
than 90% of the respondents in Slovakia do not use voice search at all. The function is
still being improved and we can assume it has a potential for growth.
In relation to social networks, we also investigated how much time a week the respondents spend watching video on YouTube, Facebook and Snapchat because video
scored high in the answers to the questions: When it comes to content, what type of content do you carefully follow? and What types of content you would like to see more in the
future? The results are very much in favour of video, with only 3.4% of the respondents
not following any videos on YouTube and 6.9% on Facebook. Compared to the original
research, we added Snapchat as another option because it is gaining traction globally
and it is becoming very popular. In some countries it even surpassed Facebook in terms
of daily viewership ratings (An, 2016). However, according to our research data, it is still
a novelty in Slovakia because up to 91.1% of the respondents do not watch videos on
Snapchat.
However, it can be generally assumed that our entire set of results indicates that
the conditions for the future development of content marketing are very favourable not
only in Slovakia but also worldwide. Content marketing is currently receiving much more
attention in Slovakia – both practical and theoretical – and specific job positions are
created, and professional publications and scientific studies are published on the subject. However, most of them explore content marketing in terms of the specific content
themes, or in terms of the posts published on social networks and their subsequent
perception by the audience. We tried to tackle the issue from a different angle. Each
company or non-profit organization has a different focus, so it is most natural that it
produces different content.
According to C. Steele [2018 online], “in order to create engaging digital content, organizations in and culture sector should have been place in marketing team with at least
one branding specialist. Since the arts and creative outlets influence the business sector, it only makes sense that cultural organizations similarly implement certain business
strategies to carry out their own objectives. By integrating content marketing, arts and
culture can be shared in a quicker, easier and more efficient way to multitudes of people
on a global scale. If you manage an arts organization like a small gallery or an annual
festival, you should make it easy for people to share their support by creating well-developed and engaging content. Offering compelling videos, updates on social networking
sites, and informative blog posts are all sure-fire strategies that will lead people to share
your content—and your art. In addition to generating shareable content, marketing teams
in the arts and culture sector should also employ content as a means to quickly follow
up with visitors or customers. Advertising your social channels, registering customers to
an email list, or asking for their home address are all great ways to send out content that
may turn them into loyal patrons. By integrating digital content strategies into your marketing plan, organizations in the arts and culture sector can form lasting relationships
with their visitors or customers in a manner that inspires continuous support.“14
The results of our research indicate that online (and social network) users are primarily interested in entertainment, communication with friends, self-expression in online forums, and therefore are willing to learn something new and interesting even if it
is explicitly unrelated to their field of study or line of work. Today, the customers (and
audiences) prefer to communicate with the companies and non-profit organizations in
14
Available at: https://www.culturepartnership.eu/en/article/how-to-use-content-marketingto-share-arts [online: August 25, 2020]
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a two-way dialog and are open to new possibilities. The research results provide these
stakeholders with some answers on where content should be published, what types of
content are popular and attractive with Generation Y and what content is welcome in
the future. And although the voice search functionality is not used on a large scale, we
suppose that an increase in its popularity with the ever-increasing use of mobile devices
can be expected in the future. Voice search is linked to SEO (search engine optimization)
because the voice results always offer one answer only. Those companies and non-profit
organizations that wish to be that answer should put an emphasis on sophisticated content marketing, quality content and sophisticated key word analysis. Since the recipients
are more attentive to video and would like to see more video in the future, we also took a
closer look at the consumption of video. Our respondents were asked about the types of
videos they watch most commonly, and we divided their answers into several categories.
According to our findings, music, tutorials and/or instructional videos should dominate
with the marketers, taking into account the specifics of the target audience. The emerging digital marketing agencies are offering a wide range of products and tools necessary
for the current marketing communication in the online space, and content marketing is
its inherent part.
Generation Y encompasses the people aged 25 to 40 years, i.e. the young – probably studying in a college – and people in productive age. It represents the largest group
among the generations and is characterized by a positive relationship with the media
and digital technologies. If a company decides to devote its efforts to content marketing in the online space, it is likely that the content will also be consumed by members
of this generation. Therefore, the results of our research may also be used as a kind of
instruction or recommendation toolset for the companies and non-profit organizations
to ensure that their content reaches the target audience and is created in a way that suits
their preferences.
Further research can freely revolve around the possibility of extending the population by other age categories and comparing them. It would be interesting to see what
content consumption preferences are preferred by the elderly or teenagers who are easily influenced by trends and brands. The companies also have the opportunity to use this
research tool to directly identify the preferences of their audience, and/or to add more
options to the answers if other methods are used to disseminate their content. Based
on the analyses the companies can create a sophisticated content strategy, which is
tailored to the target audience that consumes the created and published content.
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PLATFORMS OF DISCOURSE
BRIDGING CONFLICTING CULTURAL
REALITIES
Will McWhinney1, William David Brice2,
James Katzenstein3, James B. Webber4
Abstract
Conflict is rooted in diverse sources of reality and language cannot alone solve conflicts. It is
necessary to know the party’s grammar and ways of discourse. There cannot be compromise without understanding each parties’ reality truths and the rules of discourse relating to the platform of
reality with these embedded truths. This work of theory posits that multiple platforms of discourse,
each with differing rules, underpins every type of human interaction, political polarization, cultural and
ideological clash, and all international relations including that of war. This understanding leads to an
engagement strategy for compromise and agreement between the seemingly irreconcilable.
Key words: culture, intercultural communication, conflict management, mental worldviews

INTRODUCTION
This paper is a work of theory investigating how we might negotiate diverse views
of reality such as those found in seemingly irreconcilable cultural, political, and international disputes. This work is a direct extension of theory discussed in this author’s “Paths
of Change: Strategic Choices for Organizations and Society” (McWhinney, 1997b). However, where the previous work concerned “how to create organizational change”, this
paper’s contribution is “how to make meaning, bridge different world-views, and create
new collaborative cultures in place of conflict”. The questions include: How do managers
organize diverse ideas into discourses, and group diverse and divisive coworkers into
teams? The goal becomes setting new rules of discourse. How do negotiators find the
most useful language for settling disputes when the warring parties come from diverse
beliefs about reality?
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The belief patterns discussed here are as fundamental as Hofstede’s (2001) cultural dimensions. Research concerning culture-based taboos has shown how strong and
fundamental these types of conflicting attitudes can be; as well as how they are linked to
specific groups in society (Brice, et al., 2017). Furthermore, in the context of overwhelming social polarization, especially in Western societies, it is argued here that we must
negotiate across these basic realities when entering a dialogue and facing differences;
recognizing the games that are played among participants to attain goals defined in
terms of their diverse realities.
David Bohm, physicist and philosopher, suggested that before a group focuses a
discourse on some issue, that the participants have a dialogue about discourse and explore the vehicles that they will use to come to a shared understanding and trust before
confrontation of issues [Bohm, 1980, 1995]. The first work should be to know each others’ way of discourse where participants are “not going to decide what to do about anything” except how to “communicate coherently” [Bohm 1995, p. 17]. Participants need
to bring into focus how diverse modes of thinking produce their differences, and frame
approaches to working the differences. Discussing a topic without knowing sources of
differences typically ends in a power struggle that shuts down dialogue. Bohm notes
that whenever a discourse has a definite purpose, it is limited by assumptions relative to
that purpose and by those who the purpose serves. Given an awareness of limitations,
participants can search for the basis of disagreement so they can agree on what they
disagree about. Exploring arenas of disagreement will provide an approach to building
coherent discourse.
Bohm’s ideal for initiating dialogue without confronting the overt purpose appears
as a useful first step in resolving issues. However, Bohm’s dialogue, by definition, denies
confrontation at the most elementary level. Agreement can be achieved, but it is about
nothing. For a dialogue to have substance there needs to be confrontation of worldviews
though which ideas, feelings, and observations are realized. If a dialogue is to have an
impact, it must begin with the realization and confrontation of different beliefs.
Ideally, a discourse proceeds as a progression of negotiations establishing shared
meaning. Bohm considered the first essential step to be establishing trust and common
ground that allows each participant to be heard. The common ground will be rules establishing what is valid and true for the participants. The matter of a discussion is established by confrontations between beliefs about sources of reality. What is valid or true in
a discourse differs with the fundamental beliefs of the participants. A dialogue’s basis
is a set of standard rules of exchange between different reality constructions. There will
always be a degree of differentiation; for example, the theoretician must establish rules
of measurement in dialogue with the empiricist and the writer must find his audience.
The rules of correspondence they develop form the grammars though which we notice
events and ideas. Through confrontation between realities, we come to know. We establish the ontology and the epistemology of our discourses.
This paper examines the forming of coherent discourses and describes the qualities and rules of arenas where discourses are conducted. These steps take place in arenas labeled platforms of discourse. The platforms serve as the underpinnings for every
type of discourse; those that lead to accommodation of differing views, as well as those
that support the emergence of new understandings. The platforms are arenas of conflict, say between an empirical observer and a theorist, or between a moral position and
a social ethic. Discourse begins in disparity; the work on a platform is to enable mutual
discourse. Thus, the major focuses of this paper are on characterizing the platforms and
working with conflicts that are at the core of realization and are inherent in the existence
of different sources of reality. It is suggested that these conflicts are never fully resolved;
leaving an ontological uncertainty.
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The Appearance Of Reality
The appearance of reality follows on engagements between people using different
sources of reality. A sense of reality is achieved when an actor projects the datum of one
reality into a second reality. The projection takes place on a platform of discourse that
substantiates engagements between any pair of reality bases. Initially, the realizations
are weak speculations that need to be reinforced by successive confrontations until they
become established patterns, or rules of engagement, on that platform. These rules are
the processes through which images and words are selected and a dialogue flows. The
definitional assumption is that rules, and thus grammars, operate on a single platform,
involving only two sources of reality in well-formed propositions. Introducing projections
from a third source requires a far more complex set of rules than we can manage in a
single proposition. However, in normal discourse we call on more than one platform thus
creating changes in logic and worldviews that call on skills associated with gaming and
conflict management. Rules of grammar are not sufficient. It is asserted here that we
use four sources of reality beliefs, requiring the interfacing of pairs of beliefs. There are
six pairings and six platforms, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Six Platforms of Discourse

A platform of discourse carries a realizing process based on confrontations among
parties with different beliefs in the source of reality: unitary, sensory, social, and mythic.
Meaning is on the evaluative platform. A conversation between a gardener and botanist
takes place on the analytic platform with the gardener observing from a sensory view
and the botanist drawing on theory based in unitary reality. Other platforms of discourse
would appear in dialogues in a church service, in procedural battles on the floor of a
legislature, in the metaphors of a poet, or in the internal dialogue between a person’s
emotions and the concepts used to express it. They are given shape, contoured by the
views of participants.
The platforms are sites for activities that create images of events and objects and
where reality is felt, created, organized, and projected. They provide places that give
structure for meaning which requires expression via a coherent set of rules defined here
as a grammar. The grammar is expressed in the vocabulary of a particular discourse and
conform to limitations of the reality beliefs on which they formed. A set of rules that does
not conform to the reality constructs will produce ill-formed propositions, contradictions,
and ambiguities. There is no limitation to the number of grammars that can operate on
a platform so long as each conforms to the operative transformations that relate the
constituting pair of reality beliefs. The structuring of the scheme of realities, platforms
of discourse, and their grammars is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: The Structure of Realities, Platforms and Grammars

This illustrates development of grammars: projecting images into reality creates
platforms of discourse; negotiation between participants specify the rules of discourse;
thus producing a stable set of rules called a grammar. We can specify innumerable sets
of rules on each platform and in casual conversations we move back and forth among
sub-grammars. In formal discourse, we will stay mostly on one platform with few grammatical variations.
Each platform is an arena for dialogue between two distinct views of the source of
reality. The exchange between reality views produces a position statement of what is. In
a typical discourse, one or the other reality is likely to prevail. The dialogue may proceed
as a power play between the polarities of assertion and dogma. It is similar with each
platform where dialogues involve pairs of realities. In some arenas, particularly the analytic, there is a well-formed theory of measurement arbitrating between theory and data.
A different experience of dialogues will be built on the generative platform; that may
produce “continuous renovation and individualization via stylistically irreproducible utterances. The reality is in its generations” Voloshinov [1986]. Some uses and characteristics of the six platforms are displayed in Figure 3. Note that each platform uses different
truth systems and validation processes, extending the range of permissible grammars
well beyond the analytic models of most grammatical studies.
Platforms of
Discourse
I

Polarities

Descriptions

Disciplines

Assertion

Assertions confront existing
structures enforcing a new dominant pattern, or reinforcing and
extending the existing rules.

theory
construction, theology, mathematics

ASSERTIVE
M-U
Dogma
Theory

II

III

ANALYTIC
U-SE

Empirical
Fact
Morality

NORMATIVE
U-So
Ethics

Actions are defined by logical
empirical scirules and, conversely, rules are
ences,
craft
sustained by observation and
practices
judgment of correspondence.
Discussions play between the
politics, ethics
values and principles of the par& morality, neticipants, settling if the two overgotiation
lap.
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Platforms of
Discourse

Polarities
Materials

IV

EVALUATIVE
Se-So
Values
Pure Images

V

VI

CREATIVE
M-Se

Pure
Sensation
Community

GENERATIVE
So-M
Ego

Descriptions

Disciplines

human
relaExchanges and relations be- tions, market
tween people trading off things economy, comand opportunities for receiving munications,
and giving value.
management
arts, technolImages give coherence to physiogy, planning,
cal sensation and plans test the
entrepreneurial
feasibility of ideas.
behavior
Images capture and give coher- metaphors, poence to feelings in a cultural con- etics, narrative,
text; ultimately forming meaning. drama

Fig. 3: Characteristics of the Six Platforms of Discourse

The figure displays the polarities of each platform, between which the particular operators are formed. Thus, on the assertive platform, the extreme positions are the mythic
assertions and the unitary dogma.
Projections shape the platforms
Any expression will appear as a projection on the platform. Every outcome occurrence is a resultant of projection of an input according to a particular grammatical rule.
For example: a sensory observation is transformed by social (emotional) function into a
fear response on the evaluative platform; or, a collection of concepts is transformed into
a quality by a mythic imposition on the assertive platform. A discourse could follow the
inverse projection; on the assertive platform, a mythic image can be shaped into a verb
or noun or used to posit a new property; on the evaluative platform, the expression of
fear can be observed as qualia of the sensory world. In any expression one or the other
reality dominates. On the analytic platform, theory dominates the observation, or the
observation drives the theory; on the normative platform, emotions evoke ideas, or ideas
capture emotions. Some dialogues are dominated by one reality. Einstein hypothesized
qualities based on theorizing, making no reference to empirical observation. In some
dialogues negotiations settle on a preset pattern; in others, the rules are continually in
contention. The varying invocation of rules by participants shapes the platform. For example, a charismatic with devout followers will create a different platform than one used
by the participants in a liberal democracy. Generally, the shape of the platform will follow
the enduring forces in a culture.
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Fig. 4: Accommodating and Constituting Platforms

The platforms support distinct social functions. They can be divided into two modes
of discourse: accommodating and constituting, as displayed in Figure 4. Accommodating is that which works to find a common definition, evaluation, or response. Constituting
digests foreign material into a system to be integrated and understood. Each of the six
platforms supports discourse in one of these two modes:
- The Analytic platform is where empirical observations are made to work with theory
propositions and the converse. The scientific method is exactly an accommodative process designed to produce a correspondence of theory and data.
- The Evaluative platform provides for an accommodation of desire and the sources
of satisfaction: a buyer and seller accommodate each other to close a sale, two people
agree on how to share a resource, and two lovers exchange affection.
- The Normative platform is the ground for settling between issues of principles and of
social desirability, of the moral and the ethical, and of administrative law and a sense of
fairness.
The other three platforms provide a stage for constructive integrations, for creating
ideas and new understandings. The constitutive platforms are:
- The Assertive platform is the site of asserting and maintaining principles, laws, theories, and truth. In a discourse, the participants propose principles and rules to others who
will follow the orderly dictums on how principles are to be exercised.
- The Creative platform is the engagement between ideation and physical realization,
where ideas and materials come together for inventive formation of things and processes.
- The Generative platform is a meaning-making place, where ideas are valued, chosen,
and plotted into narratives from which a society gains cultures, languages, myths, and
sciences.
Accommodating platforms identify forms of discourse that tend to keep the status
quo, moving it toward social equilibrium and an established scientific paradigm. Constituting discourses add to the culture and can be enlivening, disturbing, or threatening to
existing society; they are more likely than the accommodating form to introduce novelty.
Concurrence on a grammar is easier within the accommodating platforms than on constituting platforms.
The model assumes that grammars are formed on single platforms. So long as a
discourse is confined to a single platform, the grammar can produce coherence. Problems arise if participants attempt to use more than two reality bases, exceeding the defining power of a platform of discourse, resulting in a mix of rules introducing irresolvable
ambiguities which interfere with meaningful exchanges. Multi-platform exchanges tend
to be disruptive, argumentative, and unmanageable. However, natural speech includes
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dialogue from all the platforms. In casual discourse, discordant noise is filtered out. In
purposeful discourse, unidentified mixing of platforms can lead to significant ambiguity.
To achieve coherence, conversants must stay within the logic of a single platform or cooperatively shift dialogue among platforms. Since most discussions are not so confined,
we have to be concerned with the mixed cases.
Structure of a Discourse
Dialogue presumes initial fragmentation, small in a harmonized community, but
greater in a diverse group. Successful discourse involves trade-offs between dialogues
leading to agreement and increased knowledge. There is no discourse at the extremes.
Tensions are progressively resolved by creating agreements from the most fundamental
levels; progressing toward communication of information, ideas, and feelings. The sequence:
- The first stage reflects the way participants deal with reality and the selection of platforms of discourse on which to present their positions.
- The second stage concerns selection of grammars, often accomplished by establishing the discipline of the participants.
- The third stage is vocabulary selection of the topic of interest. In academic writing this
is performed by referencing other authors’ writing; in common conversation it is done by
sharing contextual information to get others ‘on board’ with common meanings.
Only in the face of serious conflict will participants step back to search for common
grammar. Luhmann [1995] dissects the role of custom in affairs of the heart, particularly
noting the role of silence. Romantic efforts fail if participants adhere strongly to different
sources of reality and cannot settle on a platform of discourse. Because participants
may not recognize the form of conflict they cannot resolve it. Accepting the other’s reality belief may be inconceivable. Even when conflict can be worked, its first appearance
is likely to produce a power struggle. Thus in important engagements, even where the
intent of all parties is to arrive at understanding, common dialogical practices are likely
to induce conflict and power games. Gaming and power are visited in the following two
sections.
Games as an Expression of the Platforms
In Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass, Alice joined in on the Red Queen’s
croquet court, “I don’t think they play at all fairly.... And they don’t seem to have any rules
in particular, at least, if there are, nobody even attends to them.” There is an affinity between the use of ‘games’ here and the heuristic device that Wittgenstein called “language
games” [Stern, 1995]. Alice had assumed the conventions of the games she thought she
was playing. Her confusion arose because the game was not croquet, but the game of
deciding who is to choose the game and its rules. We play similar games in dialogue
not knowing the grammar or game rules that have been chosen for us by convention or
manipulation. Dialogue is a game played on at least two levels, structural grammar and
content. Both must be chosen and understood to effectively communicate.
We have a common experience of choosing a game board and the particular game.
We can choose a checkerboard, then decide whether to play chess or some form of
checkers. All well-formed games are both competitive and cooperative. First, the players
cooperate in choosing the game; then play by its rules. Dialogues are similar in that they
need a well-formed set of rules for exchanges. We often forget that those rules come
from a vast range of alternatives.
Platforms of discourse are similar to game boards; the platforms are like checkerboards or athletic fields in that they delimit a range of possibilities based on some
meta-rules. In the case of the platforms, these are the rules of cause, or sequencing,
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of ideas. These delimitations and the opportunities provided by setting rules are made
tangible by showing the parallel between games and grammars. So, to ground the ‘game’
of dialogue in our experience, the six boards of play are described that simulate the platforms of discourse:
On the first board (M-U), labeled assertive, games and rules are formulated for
games to be played on the other boards. The purpose of first board games is to get
proposed rules accepted. It proceeds by specifying legal moves and the consequence of
each resulting play situation. The games of the first board are the creation of theories,
legal structures, aesthetics, and grammars in which a player presents its orthodoxy. The
first board game is an engagement of power for or against established principle.
The second board (U-Se), the analytic, is the board on which games such as chess
are played, fields where athletic contests are held, and laboratories where we test theories. Aspects of war and high finance are also framed as well-defined games. Their
purpose is to exhibit expertise within a set of rules and to win. Most of these games are
fundamentally competitive yet are valid only so long as the players conform to the rules.
Speech and writing are played on this board.
The third board (U-So), the normative, is a stage for politics. These games are played
in continuing confrontation between the desires (social) of one party and established
position (unitary) of the other. The play is often called gaming the rules. The game is to
gain the right to choose what sort of game is to be played. Jean Piaget, the Swiss child
psychologist, observed in watching young boys play the game of mumblety-peg, that as
they matured, they spent increasing amounts of playtime trying to enforce changes in
the rules to gain an advantage. As they mature, they move from mumblety-peg to adolescent testing of their gaming power, then move in adulthood to political games. On this
board, coaches, referees, and judges argue over what will be the rules of their games. It
is the arena of legislators, spouses, market manipulators, and church cardinals. Play on
this board is highly visible in the game of establishing new laws and governmental forms
following a revolution. Most games on this board are what James Carse calls “infinite
games” as they have no final winners and losers [Carse 1986]. Each side tries to modify
rules to increase its advantage without driving the opponent off the field. Driving the
other players out of play is a non-accommodating behavior that voids play on this board;
perhaps reverting to first board play.
The fourth board (Se-So), the evaluative, is the site of games of relation between
people in a marketplace. The players may be carrying out a courtship or haggling over
prices, but the game is played wherever there is discourse among concerns of involved
people. The board provides the marketplace in which moves are evaluations of opportunities in setting up exchanges where goods are assigned social values. In one form, it is
about interpersonal relationships and in another it is pure market economic transactions.
The fifth board (M-Se), the creative, is the site for creating and naming sensory images. It creates the game board, the pieces, and rules of play. Mythic images give form to
the sensory and plans to the mind; the sensory input stimulates the creation of perceptions. This is the primordial game board, on which engagement itself was created. The
creative board is similar to the first board, but the opposition is nature and time.
The sixth board (So-M), the generative, is the site for organizing symbols and metaphors to give meaning to dialogue or a community through creating stories and traditions. In this cooperative form, the game seems little different than the creation of
literature. It is a game as the creator continually constructs and violates conventions to
enliven a community of interest and develop a culture, and in turn the community endorses or rejects the creations.
The properties of these six game boards are summarized in Figure 5. The rules of
the games played on each board differ, as do linguistic grammars. On each board rules
may be simple or complex, and may never be complete.
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PLATFORM
of DISCOURSE

BOARD

GAME

OBJECTIVE

ASSERTIVE
M-U

1st

New Games

Set rules to gain advantage for
play on 2nd Board. This is a power move through which play on the
1st board designs a game to favor
its creator.

ANALYTIC
U-Se

2nd

The Game

Play most competently within the
rules.

Politics

Work for new agreements on rules
is the play in this political-ethical
game. In its unending form, in social relations and legislation, the
objective is to maintain enough
advantage to win often but not so
often as to discourage others from
continuing the play. A clear win
can destroy play on this board.

Market Place

Assign values and priorities to reallocate resources - to arrange ‘wins’
by producing a surplus of value for
one or both (all) parties.

NORMATIVE
U-So

EVALUATIVE
Se-So

CREATIVE
M-Se

GENERATIVE
So-M

3rd

4th

5th

Explore opportunities in new
games. These games are often
New Opportunities played against nature, to increase
resources available for playing any
game.

6th

Create new meanings; setting metaphors in a culture. A cooperative
game, involving players in the design and maintenance of the culture.

New Cultures

Fig. 5: The Boards of Play

Rules of a marketplace (fourth board) may be simple but not well-defined and on
a creative board (fifth board), the sole rule may be that play may not stop until a novel
outcome is found. Play on a given board may be dominated by play in a ‘bigger’ game. In
most of gaming we are playing on two boards concurrently. Players of accommodating
games on the second and third boards are dominated by values and opportunities that
are ‘markers’ on the evaluative board (fourth board). Accommodations take place in a
market. Professional sports illustrate a double play: to win games to make money. Given
that involvement, the focal game can conflict with the market. There should be no gambling by players or political manipulation while bargaining for the players. Gambling on
soccer is a legitimate game, but not by those on the field. This analysis argues that we
should play one game at a time. Games are most effective when they are played strictly
within the game’s definition and that each game needs to be played consistently within
rules designed for a specific platform. These admonitions apply equally to language
games of the accommodating platforms.
Games played on the constitutive boards (lst, 5th, and 6th) call for a different awareness. Play is still rule oriented, but often focus is on novel and unauthorized uses. On
these boards, play may go beyond the implicit and established rules of behavior. A fe-
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cund strategy is to import rules from other games or boards, a metaphoric route to creating new forms and outcomes.
Dominations and Hierarchies
Discourses and games are often conducted using two or more platforms; thus different grammars and rules. Such mixed sourcing leads to ambiguity and miscommunication unless their use is structured to establish intentional interrelations. Structuring
the relation among platforms used in a dialogue allows conversants to select a given
platform for a focal discussion and to introduce platforms that frame the conversation or
expand the grounds of discourse. The structuring may bracket unwanted platforms that
would intrude on to the focal discourse such as a dominating view of reality manifested
in another platform. A conversation might be held on a platform that is subordinated to
an unacknowledged but dominating platform. For example, a dispute over scientific data
(on the analytic platform) might bog down because it is embedded in a political struggle
over distribution of rights to findings the discourse produces. Thus, there is a shadow dialogue being carried out on the normative platform. By recognizing that the focal conversation is embedded within a second platform, participants can separate conversations
and conduct them sequentially and coherently. An initial conversation might take place
on the normative platform to resolve ownership problems, then return to the analytic
platform to work out measurement issues. This two-level discourse is illustrated on the
left side of Figure 6. Here a focal discussion on the analytic platform is dominated by a
restrictive background discourse on the normative platform. Salthe introduces a similar
use of the “focal” platform in hierarchical systems [Salthe, 1985].
In scientific discourse, a researcher might introduce speculative reinterpretations
of data that appear unjustified or fantastical. This introduces a creative mindset to evoke
new solutions beyond limits of scientific creditability. This moves the discourse to a
sub-platform to explore solutions unavailable to analytic thinking. Testing the generated
creations reverts to the focal scientific platform. The creative platform here is subordinate to the analytic platform; illustrated on the right side of Figure 6. If the parties recognize a subordinate platform is being used in service to move the main discourse forward,
discussants can make this multi-level conversation coherent. Success in this requires
agreement to return to the focal platform to complete the task.

Fig. 6: The Impact of Dominating Platforms and Use of Subordinate Platforms

Almost every focal conversation is a sub-text to issues on a ‘larger’ platform. Usu-
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ally some personal, cultural, or legal discourse dominates the focal platform. In recent
years ‘socially correct behavior’ has come to dominate conversations; creating a fear of
offending. For example, the use of the male gender with a singular subject has become
offensive even though English makes no provision for a neuter subject. Such limitations
are shadow constraints on the platform of discourse; they censor what we think. We
are oblivious to the forces that constrain the focal discourse. Many seemingly acceptable dialogues on the focal platform are now disallowed due to unspoken dominating
rules; they are now taboo. Without awareness of the dominating platforms, the mixed
discourses are unmanageable. Identifying the dominant and subordinate conversations
is an important step in clearing away elements that cannot lead to a resolution. Following the lead of the German sociologist Jurgen Habermas, every discourse is conducted
under a power relationship [Habermas, 1984]. Every discourse may be embedded in a
variety of supra-platforms, often not apparent to the conversants. By making clear the
nature of the power structure, the confusion is understood and the possibility of dialogue
increases.
Earlier studies have shown the application of the four realities model in a variety of
fields:
- Personality difference, following Lawrence LeShan [1976].
- Leadership and followership interaction [McWhinney, 1997a, 1997b].
- Creativity: Maxine Junge [1992] explored different forms of creativity using the four realities model and McWhinney, explored the condition that support diverse creative styles
[McWhinney, 1993].
- Neuro-Linguistic Programming. Peter Young has built a new foundation for NLP based
on the four realities [Young, 2001].
Conflict Management on The Platforms
The philosopher, Paul Ricoeur writes of a discourse as “the promise, a bond of good
faith underlying all communication” [Clark, 1992, p. 99]. However, given the view that a
discourse arises in the exchange between individuals, groups, or cultures which are likely to hold different views of reality, it is unlikely that the discourse arises in agreement.
Rather good faith in discourse is developed by establishing rules of exchange, which in
turn may be based in a shared belief in what is real. Discourse begins in conflict but continues in a hermeneutic cycle of interpretation and reflection that leads toward a base of
trust and respect for differences.
In a study group at UCLA during the 1970s, conflicts were never resolved but their
source came to be seen in the differing beliefs about sources of reality that were identified. The enlightening finding of the group was that we did not ourselves share common
views of sources of truth, laws of science, or of political-economic realities; it was recognized that these disagreements are pervasive in Western societies. This was not a new
finding, but this work contributed a means of mapping the realities that arose articulated
these fundamental differences.
Out of the conclusion that conflict is inevitable in any public discourse, an approach
was developed to managing if not resolving conflicts. This approach identifies the worldviews of conflict participants and selects the resolution processes that will be most
suitable to parties coming from their diverse worldviews. This method assumes conflict
arises from differences among parties’ views of reality. It assumes that it is difficult for
parties to negotiate on platforms they find entirely alien and that they must work from a
familiar place. The four realities model suggests that when parties to conflict share the
normative platform (U-So), the mode of choice for resolution would be different than
when they share an analytic (U-Se) or an assertive platform (U-M). On the normative
platform, the approach would be to negotiate. The normative platform is one of the most
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discussed arenas of conflict, as it differentiates between the ethics of the socially constructed worldview and that of the unitary morality of conviction. This axis of conflict is
fully discussed by Robert Larmore [1987] as a conflict of ethics of responsibility versus
an ethics of conviction. Alternatively, if the participants are assertive, one would choose
a powering model. And if they are analytic, one would choose fact-finding.
Working from the four-reality model produces a different set of resolution strategies than that which is described in conflict literature. Whereas the four realities model
focuses on reality differences among the parties to a dispute, the typical approach today
is to begin with characteristics of the presenting problem. It focuses on reconciling interests, establishing rights, and ‘powering’ a solution [Ury et al., 1988]. This model is based
in Habermas’s [1984] communicative model, of technology, relation, and power. Another
school focuses on moral argumentation, described by Habermas as one in which the
“opponents engage in a competition with arguments in order to convince one another
to reach a consensus.” The four realities model first considers reality beliefs to expose
intrinsic conflicts among participants; before choosing a process for resolution. This
expanded consideration leads to a variety of different modes of approaching resolution.
Tamara Bliss [1996] investigated how non-profit groups attacked corporate positions
on issues of environment, human rights, and inequalities. She found that the non-profit
groups used greatly differing paths of resolution. The differences could be explained by
the group’s dominant worldviews and choice of platforms. For example, groups coming
from a generative base used relational tactics such as boycotts to set public opinion
against corporations. Corporations often had legal resources that led them by habit and
skill to attempt to arbitrate solutions on the normative platform. Clearly these institutions did not attempt to find a common ground (platform) for resolution. An exception
was with environmental groups, often led by scientists, who tended to appeal to pragmatists inside corporations using empirical arguments. This tactic led to mutually attractive
solutions as would follow from the disputants’ use of a common platform. Examples of
approaches based in different platforms are illustrated in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7: Resolving Conflicts - One Platform

Conflicts in which parties come from different overlapping platforms are most likely to be resolved by moving the discourse to a third platform; one where neither party
has advantage [McWhinney, 1997a, 1997b]. For example, a conflict between a party that
operates on the political normative platform with one that sees the world in evaluative
market terms may find the issue best worked out by developing empirical data about the
situation and potential outcomes on the analytic platform. This pairing is shown in Figure 8A. In a second example, conflict between theorists defending theory (assertive) and
empiricists with a data interpretation (analytic) may be resolved on the creative platform
to evolve a new theory or data interpretation. See Figure 8B.

Fig. 8: Resolving Conflicts: Two Platforms
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The most difficult cross-platform conflicts to resolve are those in which the contestants share no dominant beliefs about sources of reality. There are three such inter-platform pairs in which the parties have no arena within which to form grammars of conduct.
They might better be called stand-offs than conflicts for there are no direct approaches
to resolution. These three are illustrated in Figure 9 as:
Sacred versus Secular.
Scientific versus Humanistic.
Artistic versus Moralistic.

Fig. 9: Conflicts Involving Four Realities

Interestingly, the most terrible conflicts in history appear to have been between
ideological groups based on the unitary source of reality. The scheme does not explicitly
deal with conflicts on a single platform. However, it does suggest that when groups are
attached to a single form of belief they have an insufficient base for reality and subsequently fear their belief may be unsustainable in confrontation with an alternative. It
might be that the most threatening condition is to face another culture that also believes
it has the Truth.
National culture always embodies many Truths which differ from those of other
cultures. Geert Hofstede’s work identifying dimensions of national culture (using values) illustrates this in a large-scale way [Hofstede, 2001]. With his approach of culture
dimension scores, a concept of cultural distance can be discussed. The widely differing
Truths embodied in culturally distant societies mirror those discussed here. Professional
classes within the same country have also been found to differ on cultural values and
beliefs [Brice and Richardson, 2009]. Differing cultural values and beliefs have also been
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found to lead to differing business behavior and performance [Brice and Jones, 2013;
Brice, 2012]. On a smaller-scale, populations within the same country have been found
to enthusiastically accept or adamantly reject imported products that seemed to violate
cultural norms for one group but fit the cultural norms for another [Brice, et al., 2017].
There seemed to be no basis for compromise (with the product or its marketing) with
these differing cultural groups as they proceed from differing cultural values, beliefs as
well as differing reality platforms.
Conflicts that have driven Western history, and current social polarization, are seemingly irresolvable with no basis for compromise. Sometimes these conflicts are avoided
by keeping parties separated, keeping “church from state” and colleges of humanities
distant from technological institutes. In the case of sacred-secular issues, the sole resolution is annihilation of one party and its beliefs as we have seen in innumerable efforts
at genocide. These conflicts are visible in nations torn apart by wars between theocratic and social-democratic political forces. There is no platform to which the disputants
can retreat from conflict. An analysis of polarized conflicts supports the evidence that
approaches to resolution through dialogue are unlikely to be successful. This analysis
posits that successful resolution can be gained by negotiating the parties differing grammars prior to discussing issues related to differing reality mindsets.
Conclusions
This paper describes how six platforms, created by confrontations among four realities, generate a base of exploration within the development of diverse grammars. Platforms of discourse are constructions arising out of the process by which we make our
world real. Conflict management issues arise when participants use grammars that are
mutually incongruent. An understanding that parties to conflict proceed from different
sources of reality informs us why negotiation often fails at resolution and illustrate how
societies can become culturally polarized. Knowing the conflict parties’ differing truth
realities, and the rules of their grammars of discourse, is prerequisite to achieving compromise and avoiding greater conflict.
In the past century there have been a number of major conflicts that were said, beforehand, to be impossible as war was not in any country’s economic interests. However,
diplomacy to prevent the outbreak of hostilities invariably failed as the parties proceeded from different realities. There again seems to be great conflict in the offing, and it is
again said that large-scale war cannot happen, as it is not in any country’s economic
interest. A closer look at the parties’ differing truth realities shows us a different picture,
however. It can be seen that the major powers are conversing with differing grammars;
mutual incomprehension of their differing realities is moving the world closer to conflict.
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EXPLORING POLITICAL PARTIES
ON FACEBOOK: LITERATURE
REVIEW OF THE TWO MAIN
POLITICAL PARTIES IN GHANA
John Demuyakor1
Abstract
Ghana currently has over 25 registered political parties. The two key political parties in Ghana
are the New Patriotic Party (NPP) and National Democratic Congress (NDC). Before the introduction
of social media, especially Facebook, political parties in Ghana employed traditional communication
strategies, such as TV, Radio, and News Papers, to execute political communication. However, since
2012 political parties in Ghana have deployed and relied heavily on social media platforms, particularly Facebook, as a political communication tool to disseminate their political manifestoes to the
electorates in order to clinch political power.
This article adopted a purely descriptive approach with an emphasis on document analysis to
review relevant information and literature for the study. Hence literature is sourced from secondary
sources like a pool of online libraries, political party’s websites/Facebook pages, and other scholarly
research related to the subject under investigation. The objective of this paper is to carefully explore
political parties on Facebook, emphasizing the two main Political parties in Ghana, thus the New
Patriotic Party (NPP) and National Democratic Congress (NDC).
Key words: Ghana; social media; political communication; Facebook; political parties; New Patriotic Party (NPP); National Democratic Congress (NDC)

INTRODUCTION
The increase in social media usage has attracted a lot of analysis from social science [Pulido et al., 2018 and Felt, 2016]. According to a report by Internet World Statistics, 2020, it is estimated that 3.6 billion of the world’s population will be using social
media by the end of 2020 and expected to increase to almost 4.41 billion in 2025. Social
media platform such as Facebook is expected to register more than 1.90 billion account
users by the end of 2020. The information transmission process has drastically changed
in recent years, with the inception of social media. Before, a significant barrier to communication was how to disseminate fast information within and across nations, especially
those in the developing world [Boulianne, 2015]. However, the post-American internet
era, has seen countries like; China, India, and Russia developing their internet technology.
This has led to the partial removal of internet access bottlenecks [International Telecom1
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munication Union, 2020]. Social media relevance in contemporary political communication has brought about a massive shift in the usage of the fundamental of traditional
public communication styles [Van Aelst, Walgrave, 2017].
Van Aelst and Walgrave, [2017] again cited that traditional communication was
some sought of a top-down approach, customarily initiated and managed by actors. The
actors include businesses, politicians as well as journalist. Besides, other fields of study,
such as political science and information communication technology (ICT), are classified as key areas of study that use social media so much. Wihbey [2015], Mensah, [2017]
and Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan, [2013], contended that the high demand and growth of
social media usage in recent years, specifically Facebook and Twitter, is associated with
the increased rate at which ordinary citizens and political actors have deployed in their
everyday activities. It is well acknowledged that think tanks, political foundations, politicians, and political parties, have recognized social media as the efficient and cost-effective means of communicating their policies and programs to the electorates and other
interest groups.
Mensah, [2017] and Gyampo, [2012], have argued that since the introduction of
social media about a decade and a half ago, political participation has increased. It is
reported the citizens of most democratic countries now have a stake in the day-to-day
management of their respective countries due to the upsurge in social media use. Election years are always characterized by high demand in social media utilization in most
democratic practicing nations such as Ghana. Some scholars also hold that some political parties and politicians adopt social media before, during, and after elections to
build opinions from general electorates on the effects of their programs and policies.
According to some experts, political communication enhances the bottom-up approach
to communication and enables political parties to have candid feedback from the civilian
population.
Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan, [2013], also reported that, within this concise time frame,
political parties and politicians in contemporary democracies worldwide had deployed
social media to interact and reach out to the constituents. Wattal et al., [2010] cited
that the use of social media as a political communications tool was manifested and
popularised in world politics when the former US president Barack Obama, successfully
adopted social media in this 2008 election campaign and won. Facebook’s online and
live features are alternating; for instance, aided political parties, politicians, and other political authorities to solicit feedback from the voter population on the perceptions of the
governance process [Bimber, 2014]. Wattal et al., [2010] and Bright et al., [2019], believe
that, Facebook strategy adopted by the 2008 US presidential candidate Barack Obama
and who later became President to canvass for political power as the turning point in the
history and application of political communication in political activities in recent years.
Since 2008, political parties worldwide have increased their dependence on social media
on the bid to prosecute their electoral campaigns and diversify from the traditional oneway communication strategy that was previously adopted by political parties [Bright et
al., 2019]. Social media strategy adopted by political parties has enabled party support
ers to have direct interactions with the leadership of their various political groups [Stier
et al., 2018 and Lee et al., 2012].
The objective of the study
The objective of this paper is to explore political parties on Facebook, with emphasis on how the two major Ghanaian political parties; New Patriotic Party (NPP) and National Democratic Congress (NDC) used Facebook as the main political communication
tool during elections.
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Methods and Materials
Primarily this article adopted a purely descriptive qualitative writing approach with
an emphasis on a document review, which enabled the researcher to analyse various
related literature on how political parties use Facebook as a strategic political communication tool in Ghana. Baillie, [2019] and Holly, [2014] described the descriptive qualitative research as a means of accurately and systematically describing a population,
phenomenon, or situation through observation and document review. Hence, the article’s
relevant information is secondary sourced from a pool of online libraries, political party’s
websites, social media handles, or pages, as well as a review of other scholarly research
related to this study. This article adopted document analysis because it helps the researcher to organize systematically, collect and interpret verbal and textual data, which
is described as a suitable criterion for judging the quality of a research paper [Hammarberg et al., 2016].
Out of over twenty-five [25] registered political parties under the 4th Republic of
Ghana, only two are very active. Political power in Ghana under the 4th Republic, from
1992 to date, alternates every eight [8] years between the National Democratic Congress
[NDC], New Patriotic Party [NPP], and this explains why they are only parties having representation in Ghana’s parliament. Therefore, this study purposively samples and analyses how these two political parties utilize social media platforms as campaign strategies to carry their ideologies across to its supporters in Ghana, especially run-up to the
2020 general elections.
Political parties on Facebook in Ghana
In most democracies, especially those in developed and developing countries, social media platforms like Facebook are considered the key measure of citizens’ participation in the governance structure [Mensah, 2018]. This tremendous role of the Facebook in our democratic dispensation was exhibited during the 2008 US general elections,
where the youth groups and political parties capitalized on social media as a communication platform to ‘‘sell’’ the programs and policies of the Democrats [Stier et al., 2018
and Druckman et al., 2014].
According to Mensah [2017], Gyampo, [2012], and Dzisah, [2014], political news on
Facebook in democratic nations such as Ghana attract much audience and readership
than other stories. The advent of social media in Ghana about a decade ago has significantly impacted the country’s socio-politico landscape. Some social media and political experts hold a strong opinion that the use of Facebook in Ghana has dramatically
shaped democratic credentials and deepened political inclusiveness or participation in
the country [Mensah, 2017 and Gyampo, 2012].
Since 2012, political parties in Ghana have employed Facebook as the most appropriate avenue for conducting impartial political debates and the comparison of development achievements. Civil society organizations and other key political actors seeking
accountability and transparency in the country have had the chance to participate fully in
the governance process due to Facebook [Dzisah, 2014].
In Ghana, the total number of internet users is more than 14.76 million, equating to
about 40.8% of the Ghanaian population. In contrast, Facebook users are estimated at
6 million as in the second quarter of 2020, according to [Digital, 2020, and International
Telecommunication Union, 2020]. Mensah, [2017] and Gyampo, [2012], cited that, social
media, especially Facebook was crucial in the 2016 national elections of Ghana between
the president and candidate for the National Democratic Congress [NDC] Mr. John Mahama and the opposition candidate, now President for the New Patriotic Party [NPP],
Nana Addo Dankwa Akuffo Addo.
The current President, then-candidate for the opposition party, won the election by
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over one million votes during the 2016 general elections in Ghana. This landslide-victory
by the NPP’s candidate was partly credited to social media’s deployment, particularly
Facebook. A considerable number of citizens within the voting age in Ghana are classified as ‘’floating-voters’’, thus, people who do not owe political allegiance to any political
party but are eligible to vote. Such a group of voters in Ghana use Facebook to monitor
political party manifestoes to make their voting decisions [Mensah, 2017].
According to Stier et al., [2018], Miller et al., [2016, P.155], Bimber, [2014], Facebook
has shaped the course of public opinion in most democratic nations. Adopting these social media tools has led to a considerable increase and influence in Ghana’s political activities. The distribution of social media platform users in Ghana are; Facebook [42.9%],
Twitter [29.38%], and 19 million use WhatsApp, and [41%] of all users fall between [25-35]
years of age. Therefore, this implies that the impact of social media on national elections
and party politics, in general, can ever be underestimated. In every electioneering year,
Facebook usage among political parties usually peaks three months before the general
elections. Political manifestoes and key national development programs of the various
political parties are debated via social media, particularly Facebook. Every election year,
key non-state actors such as civil society organizations, opinion leaders, and other interest groups use social media to preach and educate citizens on the need to maintain
peace before, during, and after elections. As Ghanaians are preparing for the general
election in December 2020, the political party’s social media subscription has increased
considerably. Therefore, it is not out of place for one to conclude that the use of social
media by political parties’ in Ghana continues to increase from one election year to another.
How the two main political parties and their presidential candidates’ use Facebook in Ghana
A recent report by Internet World Statistics (IWS) indicated that, as of June 2020,
there 7.03 million Facebook users, accounting for about 22.6% of the total population in
Ghana. Political parties and their Presidential aspirants in Ghana relied heavily on social
media, particularly Facebook, to articulate them manifestoes and interact with voters
one-on-one via live streams.
In recent years, political parties and political candidates have adopted Facebook
to organize fundraising and disseminate party programs to convince voters [Stier et al.,
2018 and Ndavula & Mueni, 2014]. It reported that the Democrats party and its presidential candidate Barack Obama made great use of social media to support American
voters in the 2008 general election. Bimber, [2014] and Stier et al., [2018], posit that the
chances of winning political elections are dependent on the effective political communication; therefore, political parties in recent years have reported and relied heavily on
social media as the first-choice strategy for communicating to the electorates.
According to Bimber, [2014] and Bright et al., [2019], the prominent social media
platforms such as Facebook have offered political parties the opportunities to marshal
the needed political communication strategies woo prospective voters. Again, Bright et
al. [2019] noted that in recent years, social media outlets are used by political parties’
world over as one the most resourceful means of providing education on their intended
policies and programs to their teaming supporters. In 2016, a presidential and parliamentary general election in Ghana, for instance, social media use, was unprecedented.
Going into the 2020 presidential and parliamentary elections, political parties and
their flagbearers have adopted various social media platforms to canvass for votes.
About political parties are currently registered with the Electoral Commission of Ghana
to compete in the forthcoming elections in December 2020. Out of this number, only
the two dominant political parties can be elected into office. Since the beginning of the
fourth republic in 1992, only the National Democratic Congress and the New Patriotic
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Party have ruled the country and created a tradition of rotating political power every eight
years. Both the NPP and The NDC have had Facebook pages, with over 6 million followers both in Ghana and abroad used for political communication purposes.
Besides the political parties, both leading candidates have also deployed Facebook
for live broadcasts of their policies. The two leading candidates for these 2020 elections
are:
The current President, Nana Akuffo Addo, is also known to be a serious social
media user for his interaction with the Ghanaian population. He has more than 1 million followers (Facebook, 2020). In his re-election bid, he is using Facebook hashtag
#4More4Nana.
John Dramani Mahama, the opposition leader and the presidential candidate for
the NDC, has over 1 million Facebook followers and makes great use of Facebook for
this political campaign. He captions his Facebook encounter with the citizens as the ‘’
moment of truth’’ which is telecast twice a week on Facebook Live.
Since 2012, the two main political parties in Ghana, the NPP, and NDC, have used
various social media, especially Facebook, as a political communication tool to canvass
for political power.
The usefulness of Facebook in the political communication environment can never
been underestimated. In Ghana, Facebook is the leading social media Apps used by political parties to disseminate essential political manifestoes and policy directions of the
various political parties to win or sustain parties in power. Political party’s positions on
very pertinent national issues, such as health, education, economy, among others, are
also communicated to the teaming party supporters and the general public through the
power of social media [Gyampo, 2017].
Essel, [2020], and Gyampo [2017] hold the view that; political parties use Facebook
as an advocacy tool for communicating party policies to the general voting population.
Before the advent of social media, political parties had significant challenges using
mainstream media such as print, TV, and Radio. According to some political parties,
a fundamental problem is related to the limited coverage of the traditional media platforms, which prevent some sections of the public from getting access to political parties’ political programs. For instance, most political parties, especially the two leading
parties in Ghana, use social media to communicate their manifestos and policies.
The NPP’s candidate and the current President, use Facebook live to address the
nation. The opposition NDC’s flagbearer for 2020 general elections, Mr. John Dramani
Mahama, hosts a live Facebook program dubbed ‘’ moment of truth’’, which is intended
to educate the electorates on the programs of the party and the need to vote the NDC
into office in December 2020. These political communication strategies via social media
offer the citizenry the opportunity to ‘’comment’’, ‘’like’’ and ask questions on some of the
country’s developmental issues [Essel, 2020, and Braimah, 2019].
Due to the seriousness and instant feedback, politicians get from the use social
media platforms for political communication, political parties in Ghana have attached to
social media as a political communication tool, some political parties such as the NPP
and NDC have recruited social media content managers to create and manage various
Facebook pages to propagate the manifestoes of political parties. Mensah [2017] belief
that prominent platforms like Facebook are powerful. Some traditional media outlets
(Radio, Newspapers, and TV) now heavily depend on the vibrant Facebook platforms to
source news and other information for the audience.
William, [2017], alluded to the fact that Political parties in Ghana deploy as a primary political communication strategy for soliciting opinions from the general public and
party faithful’s on very topical national issues affecting the socio-political development
of the country. As a democratic country, public opinion forms a very integral part of the
daily management of the nations. Therefore, the adoption of social media in the political
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landscape of Ghana, since 2012 has strengthened and empowered millions of citizenries to participate in the national development plan to ensure transparency and accountability. The level of feedback from social media in politics is instantaneous and provides
leadership the opportunity to react to constructive criticisms on key national issues that
need to be redressed.
In the run-up to 2020, elections, for instance, one key issue that has engaged the
attention of political parties on Facebook is the proposal by the electoral management
body to change the voter’s register. The Electoral Commission of Ghana has raised critical issues of the credibility of the voter’s register. Besides, the question of credibility, the
commission has also raised concerns of the register been over-bloated with names of
minors and names of other West African nationals register going into the 2020 elections
with the old voters’ roll compiled in 2012. While in power, the [NPP], supports the electoral management body [Electoral Commission of Ghana] decision to change the voters
register for the 2020 general elections, some opposition parties, led by the [NDC], are
strictly opposing the proposed change. The opposition claims the move to change the
voter’s roll is a deliberate attempt to rig the elections for the ruling party [NPP]. Hence,
the electoral decision to change the voter’s register is a majoring trending issue, in which
political parties and their flagbearers have resorted to Facebook platforms to debate this
key national issue for several months.
Facebook platforms are also used as an avenue for mobilizing funding and membership support for the political party’s activities. It is argued that due to broader coverage of media platforms, political parties can register all its members. Some scholars
hold that; Facebook is the cheapest means of mobilizing members of a political party.
The Facebook group platforms created; also help political parties to mobilize financial
resources to support the party’s political demands. Political parties are run on the dues
and the donations from members. In the past, it was quite challenging to get political
party members to pay membership dues; however, the adoption of platforms like Facebook has helped the political parties in Ghana mobilize funds to embark on their political
agenda [Mensah, 2017, Essel, 2020, Gyampo, 2017].
The levels of political consciousness among the youth in Ghana have also received a considerable increase in numbers; this positive development is attributed to the
‘’mass’’ and extensive use of social media among the youth groups. The proliferation of
Facebook as a political communication tool in Ghana from 2012 onward has made the
Ghanaian voter sophisticated and very descending than ever. Facebook has also made it
possible for the political parties to quickly disseminate its programs to the rural and hard
to reach communities in the country. The regrettable facts about the use of Facebook
in party politics have not translated much to the party’s winning political power. Some
scholars have described the adoption of Facebook tools in Ghana’s political landscape
as necessary but not sufficient tool for winning political elections. It is mostly said that
‘’elections in Ghana are won at the polling stations and neither on traditional media nor
social media platforms such as Facebook’’.
Political parties on Facebook in Ghana: Challenges
Despite the tremendous roles Facebook plays in the political party’s political communication strategy, there are still some drawbacks. Social media are characterized by
false publication or hoax, fraud, scams, lies, defamation of people, among others [Spears
et al., 2015].
Another critical opinion of political parties using social media as a political communication tool is that Facebook audiences are face-less; hence, it is complicated to do
damage control in case of false publications.
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Conclusion
The deployment of social media applications, as a political communication tool for
political engagements, is crucial for the socio-political development of most democratic
counties, including Ghana. One cannot deny that the Ghanaian political parties have also
accepted and integrated social media platforms in their bid to win political power. From
this paper, one can conclude that the dominant parties in Ghana, - NPP and NDC have
made so much use of social media. Some schools of thought also believe that, due to
limited internet access, many Ghanaians do not use social media. Other factors, such as
poverty and illiteracy, are also a significant hindrance to parties’ adoption of social media
as a strategic political communication tool. A good number of Ghanaian political parties
still rely heavily on traditional media outlets like Radio and TV to ‘’prosecute’’ it’s political
activities. Some political and communication experts have recognized that social media
is used as an avenue by the youth for trading insults on those in authority. The ‘‘misuse’’
of the social media is gradually destroying the beautiful Ghanaian culture of ‘’respect for
elders and authority’’.
Despite the numerous challenges, political parties are using social media as a political communication strategy to attract electorates. Many scholars still hold a firm believe social media has the potential to improve and build on the democratic dispensation
in Ghana. Social media is a flexible and has enabled a significant number of civilian
populations to participate and express themselves on key national issues. As a growing
innovation, many scholars believe the impact of social media on the political party’s activities does not have a massive influence on the two dominant parties’ political fortunes,
even though social media is a necessary tool for advancing political communication.
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DID POLISH NATIONWIDE
CATHOLIC WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS
SUPPORT ANDRZEJ DUDA IN THE
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN
2020? A CASE STUDY
Rafał Leśniczak1
Abstract
The aim of the article was to determine the degree of political involvement of the most important representatives of the Polish Catholic press, i.e. “Gość Niedzielny”, “Niedziela”, “Idziemy”, and
“Przewodnik Katolicki” in the 2020 presidential campaign in Poland. The periodicals took into account
the important context of the campaign, i.e. the coronavirus pandemic, the lockdown and its social
and political consequences, as well as the problem of polarisation of the Polish political scene. “Gość
Niedzielny”, “Niedziela” and “Idziemy” gave clear support to Andrzej Duda. The political involvement
of the above press titles should be assessed as going beyond Catholic social science. “Przewodnik
Katolicki” was the only one to point out both the strengths and weaknesses of the incumbent’s programme and political activity.
Key words: Andrzej Duda, press, Catholic weekly, newspapers, elections

Introduction
The media are important channels of communication, which not only transmit the
message, but also offer its specific interpretation, and consequently create a mediatized
reality in the minds of the recipients [Hjarvard, 2017, pp. 1221-1241]. The Catholic Church
uses the means of mass communication in its mission, which are regarded as important
tools for communication with the modern world and shaping public opinion [González
Gaitano, 2010, pp. 26-40]. The above complementarity of information and interpretation
implies the need for the recipients to understand what has been communicated in official forms of communication of hierarchs (e.g. announcements of an episcopal spokesperson, information published on the official website of an ecclesial institution) and in
alternative mediatized forms, whose sender remains directly dependent on the ecclesiastical hierarchy and carries out the mission commissioned to them (these include,
among others, the Catholic media with its assistant who represents the diocesan bishop
or other church superior) [Leśniczak, 2019a, pp. 241-242].
1
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The subject of the political involvement of the Catholic Church in Poland in successive parliamentary and presidential campaigns after 2000 has become the subject
of many media and political analyses [Burdziej, 2018, pp. 207-220; Jezierski, 2012, pp.
140-143; Leśniczak, 2018, pp. 37-56; Leśniczak, 2020a, pp. 171-190].
The axis of the presidential campaign was the dispute between Andrzej Duda and
Rafał Trzaskowski. It expressed the competition that had been taking place since 2005
on the Polish political scene between ‘social-solidaristic’ Poland and ‘liberal’ visions of
Poland [Szczerbiak, 2007, pp. 203-232; Sowiński, 2020, pp. 358-380]. Cześnik and Kotnarowski note that in Polish society there was, and still is, a conflict, probably immanent
for societies similar to Polish, between the winners and the losers of the transformation.
The first is quite naturally closer to the most broadly defined liberalism, which emphasizes the freedom of the individual: the winners expect the least limited by the state and its
institutions opportunities to pursue their interests. For others, ideological options referring to social solidarity are more attractive: losers expect state aid, equal opportunities,
social protection, etc. [Cześnik, Kotnarowski, 2011, p. 132].
In principle, the formal institutional messages of the hierarchical Church do not
manifest the intentions of the bishops to become involved on either side of the electoral
competition, i.e. their clear support for a specific political entity. In turn, alternative, mediatized forms of communication of the Church, exemplified by publications published
in national titles of the Catholic press, prove the support of the right-wing camp and its
candidates for the office of president in subsequent electoral elections [Ibid.]. For this
reason, this article adopts a hypothesis of the continuation of the political commitment
of an ecclesial institution in the presidential elections in 2020, using Catholic weekly
opinion magazines [Leśniczak, 2020c, pp. 447-459].
Materials and methods
The aim of the research was to verify whether the Polish Catholic press joined the
political discourse of the presidential campaign and supported the current President
Andrzej Duda in his fight for re-election. The research material consisted of press texts
of printed versions of “Gość Niedzielny”, “Niedziela”, “Idziemy”, “Przewodnik Katolicki”,
which contained one of the following keywords: ‘presidential campaign’, ‘elections’ or
the name of at least one of the candidates applying for the office of President of the
Republic of Poland.
The press titles selected for the analysis are nationwide weeklies. “Gość Niedzielny”
is an opinion weekly that is dynamically gaining the market, whose average circulation
in October 2017 was - according to ZKDP (Press Distribution Control Association) data
- 181,486 copies, and total sales, including traditional and electronic editions, reached
the level of 118,695. It is worth noting that in 2015, the average one-off circulation of the
periodical exceeded 200,000 copies [Stachowska, 2017, p. 44-45]. The approximate circulation of “Niedziela” fluctuates around 130,000-170,000 circulation (data from 2016)
[Leśniczak, 2019b, p. 110]. “Przewodnik Katolicki” is published in a single circulation of
approx. 40,000 copies of [A Catholic Guide…], and “Idziemy” - less than 20,000 [Idziemy.
pl…]. The catholic weeklies are distributed in over 60% in parishes, sales in distribution
networks account for about 35% of the circulation. The overall rate of returns is around
20%. [Leśniczak, 2019b, p. 110]. “Niedziela”, “Gość Niedzielny” and “Idziemy” are of a
right-wing conservative character, while “Przewodnik Katolicki” is a more liberal magazine [Tasak, 2014, pp. 70-85]. The publishers of the analysed periodicals are bishop’s curia. The press titles are held by church assistants, hence their content is controlled by the
representative of the diocesan bishop and may use the adjective “catholic” [Leśniczak,
2020b, 107].
The temporal scope of the analysis covered the period from 5 February 2020, i.e.
from the date of the Decision of the Speaker of the Sejm of the Republic of Poland on the
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Ordinance on the election of the President of the Republic of Poland, on the basis of which
Elżbieta Witek indicated 10 May 2020 as the date of the presidential election [Postanowienie Marszałka Sejmu Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej z dnia 5 lutego 2020 r….], to 12 July 2020,
i.e. to the date of the second round of the election which selected its winner, the incumbent President Andrzej Duda2. As a result of the coronavirus pandemic and the impossibility of holding elections on the 10th of May 2020, the Speaker of the Polish Parliament
set a new election date of 28 June 2020, by his decision of 3 June 2020 [Postanowienie
Marszałka Sejmu Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej z dnia 3 czerwca 2020 r….].
Given that Andrzej Duda was a candidate of Prawo i Sprawiedliwość (Law and Justice, PiS), the press texts that referred to the programme and political activities of Mateusz Morawiecki’s Council of Ministers were also included in the analysis. The possible
positive assessment given to the camp of Prawo i Sprawiedliwość was treated as approval of Andrzej Duda’s actions. The negative assessment of the government’s actions
was interpreted as a concurrent criticism of the president’s actions. A quantitative and
qualitative method of content analysis was used in the research.
The following research hypothesis was formulated, consisting of two statements:
H1. The national Catholic press titles “Gość Niedzielny”, “Niedziela”, “Idziemy”,
“Przewodnik Katolicki” addressed the topic of the 2020 presidential campaign.
H2. The above titles were politically committed and supported Andrzej Duda.
In order to verify the research hypothesis, a categorisation key was constructed, in
which the following features were distinguished: NUMBER OF TEXTS, EVALUATION OF
5 YEARS OF THE PRESIDENCY OF ANDRZEJ DUDA (2015-2020), EVALUATION OF THE
ELECTION PROGRAMME OF ANDRZEJ DUDA.
Categorisation key with examined features and categories:
I. Feature under examination: NUMBER OF TEXTS
Definition of a feature: number of texts recording as the leading protagonist of one
of the candidates for the office of President of the Republic of Poland3.
Categories within the feature under consideration together with definitions:
1. Andrzej Duda - PiS candidate, incumbent;
2. Civic Coalition candidate - Małgorzata Kidawa-Błońska or Rafał Trzaskowski;
3. Szymon Hołownia - independent candidate;
4. Krzysztof Bosak - candidate of the Konfederacja Wolność i Niepodległość;
5. Władysław Kosiniak-Kamysz - PSL candidate;
6. None of the above - a press release notes that any of the above candidates was
a prime protagonist, or that the text only dealt with the presidential elections in general
without listing any of the candidates.

2
Andrzej Duda received 51.03% of votes in the second round. [Cf. Państwowa Komisja Wyborcza, 2020].
3
It was assumed that in one press text the number of the most exposed politicians running
for the office of President of the Republic of Poland is 1 or 2. If there is only one politician in the
publication, the candidate is assigned one unit. In the case of the presence in the press text of a
larger number of candidates for the office of President, the two most stressed were indicated. In
such a case, each of the politicians was assigned 0.5 units in the NUMBER OF TEXTS feature under
examination. A person who meets at least one of the following conditions was considered to be the
leading protagonist: the name of the politician appears in the title or in the lead; the political views of
the presidential candidate were presented in the most extensive way in the publication; the illustrative
material exposes the politician as the leading person.
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II. Feature under examination: EVALUATION OF THE 5 YEARS OF THE PRESIDENCY
OF ANDRZEJ DUDA (2015-2020)
Definition of the feature: the way the press publication refers to the political and
social activities of Andrzej Duda during his first term of office (2015-2020), presented at
the official website of the Presidential candidate Andrzej Duda in the 2020 presidential
elections https://www.andrzejduda.pl/program4.
Categories within the feature under consideration together with definitions:
1. approval - only a positive assessment of the activities is recorded in the press
release;
2. disapproval - only a negative evaluation of the actions is recorded in the press
release;
3. mixed - both positive and negative evaluation of the actions are recorded in the
press release;
4. no assessment - no assessment of the first term of office of President Duda in
the press publication.
III. Feature under examination: EVALUATION OF THE ELECTION PROGRAMME OF
ANDRZEJ DUDA
Definition of a feature: the way in which a press publication evaluates the election
programme of Andrzej Duda, who is applying for re-election5.
Categories within the feature under consideration together with definitions:
1. compliance - the legitimacy of the programme is noted in the press release;
2. non-compliance - the press release calls into question the legitimacy of the programme;
3. mixed - the press release records both the legitimacy and the contestation of the
programme;
4. none of the above - the press release refers to the evaluation of the programme.
Results of quantitative and qualitative press analysis
The analysis criteria were met by a total of 151 press publications, of which 45 were
published in “Gość Niedzielny”, 45 in “Niedziela”, 52 in “Idziemy” and 9 in “Przewodnik
Katolicki”.
Tables 1-3 show the number of publications assigned to each category under the
examined categorisation key features6.

4
Such declaratory effects include restoring the dignity of many families, eliminating the
scourge of child poverty, caring for the elderly, reducing the level of unemployment, taking care of
the development of Polish companies, restoring public finances, tightening the tax system, implementing a stable state budget with a low deficit and implementing an anti-crisis shield in times of
pandemic. [Cf. DUDA 2020, Program…]
5
Andrzej Duda’s programme declarations included: social programmes supporting families,
caring for a strong economy and maintaining jobs during the coronavirus pandemic, development of
the Medical Fund, promotion of Polish products abroad, effective economic diplomacy, development
of Polish villages, counteracting water shortages, actions for the safety and energy independence of
Poland, care for the historical truth and image of Poland. [Cf. DUDA 2020, Program…; Nowak, 2020].
6
The number of press releases classified into each category is expressed in percentage
points dividing the number of these texts by the total number of texts of a given press title meeting
the analysis criteria and multiplied by 100 are shown in brackets. The procedure for two other examined categorisation key features characteristics were similar.
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Andrzej
Duda

Civic
Coalition
candidate

Szymon
Hołownia

Krzysztof
Bosak

Władysław
Kosiniak
-Kamysz

none of
the above

“Gość
Niedzielny”

17.5
(38,89)

2.5
(5,56)

0
(0,0)

0
(0,0)

0
(0,0)

25
(55,55)

“Niedziela”

20
(44,44)

3
(6,67)

2.5
(5,56)

0
(0,0)

0.5
(1,11)

19
(42,22)

“Idziemy”

24
(46,16)

8
(15,38)

1
(1,92)

0
(0,0)

1.5
(2,89)

17.5
(33,65)

“Przewodnik
Katolicki”

5
(55,56)

2
(22,22)

0
(0,0)

0
(0,0)

0
(0,0)

2
(22,22)

Press title
category

/

Table 1. The examined feature NUMBER OF TEXTS - number of publications assigned to particular categories
Source: Own study.
Press title / category

approval

disapproval

mixed

lack of assessment

“Gość
Niedzielny”

26
(57,78)

2
(4,44)

4
(8,89)

13
(28,89)

“Niedziela”

31
(68,89)

0
(0,0)

0
(0,0)

14
(31,11)

“Idziemy”

25
(48,08)

1
(1,92)

3
(5,77)

23
(44,23)

“Przewodnik
Katolicki”

1
(11,11)

0
(0,0)

2
(22,22)

6
(66,67)

Table 2. The examined feature EVALUATION OF THE 5 YEARS OF PRESIDENCY OF ANDRZEJA
DUDY (2015-2020) - number of publications assigned to particular categories
Source: Own study.
Press title / category

conformity

non-conformity

mixed

none

of
above

“Gość
Niedzielny”

12
(26,67)

1
(2,22)

2
(4,44)

30
(66,67)

“Niedziela”

21
(46,67)

0
(0,0)

0
(0,0)

24
(53,33)

“Idziemy”

20
(38,46)

0
(0,0)

1
(1,92)

31
(59,62)

“Przewodnik
Katolicki”

0
(0,0)

2
(22,22)

1
(11,11)

6
(66,67)

the

Table 3. The examined feature EVALUATION OF THE ELECTION PROGRAMME OF ANDRZEJ
DUDA - number of publications assigned to particular categories
Source: Own study.

If one assumes that the number of texts reflects the degree of interest of a given
press title in the subject of the presidential campaign, one can see that the “Przewodnik
Katolicki” has a significantly lower interest in the political agenda connected with the
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election in 2020 than other Catholic periodicals analysed. All, without exception, weeklies recorded the highest number of texts in which Andrzej Duda was the main protagonist. A varied assessment of his first term of office and also an uneven assessment of
the ruling camp from which he came can be found in different press titles. The greatest
approval was given to a politician in “Niedziela” (over 68% of the total number of publications of the periodical) and “Gość Niedzielny” (over 57%), slightly lower in “Idziemy”
(nearly 50%). “Przewodnik Katolicki” in more than 66% of the texts did not undertake the
evaluation of the presidency of Duda, and its positive evaluation was recorded in only
one publication out of nine (which is about 11%). As far as the evaluation of the incumbent’s electoral programme is concerned, there is not a single publication in the weeklies
“Niedziela” and “Idziemy” that would call into question the validity of the incumbent’s
programme statements. More critical in the assessment of Duda’s political aspirations
turned out to be “Gość Niedzielny”, in which a total of 6.66% of publications classified in
the categories ‘inconsistency’ and ‘mixed’ were recorded in the examined feature EVALUATION OF THE ELECTION PROGRAMME OF ANDRZEJ DUDA. In turn, the “Przewodnik
Katolicki” most frequently contested the political project of the President (in total, over
33% of publications undermined, at least in part, the validity of the Duda’s programme
declarations).
“Gość Niedzielny”
A press analysis proved that you could find statements made by Polish bishops related to the presidential campaign (the position of the President of Polish Episcopal Conference, Archbishop Gądecki concerning the criteria that should be met by the president)
[Gądecki, 2020, p. 22] and the statements of the clergy explaining the principles of Catholic social teaching about the criteria that should guide a Catholic in elections, as well as
concerning the consequences of concordat for relations between state and church, only
in the pages of the “Gość Niedzielny” [Burgoński, 2020, pp. 40-41; Kowalczyk D., 2020c,
p. 38]. The above statements did not constitute a formal political commitment and support given to any of the candidates.
The weekly magazine features extensive statements by representatives of the government of Zjednoczona Prawica (United Right-wing), exposing the political achievements of the ‘good change’ camp, for example, an interview with climate minister Michał
Kurtyka, in which the politician emphasised Poland’s success at the COP24 conference in
Katowice [Kurtyka, 2020, pp. 20-21]; an interview with national defence minister Mariusz
Błaszczak on the importance of purchasing F-35 planes for Poland’s security [Błaszczak,
2020, pp. 20-21]; an interview with foreign affairs minister Jacek Czaputowicz on Poland’s involvement in the defence of freedom of religion in the world [Czaputowicz, 2020,
pp. 48-49] or an interview with deputy prime minister Jadwiga Emilewicz on government
support programmes for companies and housing and pharmaceutical packages [Emilewicz, 2020, pp. 22-24].
The political achievements of the Morawiecki’s government and President Duda
were presented with approval and recognition by the authors of the Gość Niedzielny as
a result of joint actions of the head of government and the head of state in the area
of foreign policy, social policy and pro-family policy. The weekly magazine addressed,
among other things, the following issues of the political agenda: the meeting of President Macron of France with Prime Minister Morawiecki [Dziedzina, 2020b, pp. 34-36;
Bault, 2020, p. 35]; the cross-cut of the Vistula Spit, which will enable Poland to gain a
significant port in the Baltic trade [Jałowiczor, 2020a, pp. 32-34]; the introduction of further anti-crisis shields during a pandemic [Krzemiński, 2020, pp. 35-37]; the signing of
the Family Charter by Andrzej Duda, which assumes, among other things, „maintenance
of social benefits such as 500 Plus and 300 Plus, introduction of a holiday voucher and
support for the disabled, protection of marriage understood as a relationship between
a man and a woman, lack of consent for adoption of children by homosexual couples
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and ban on promoting LGBT ideology in public institutions” [Jałowiczor, 2020b, p. 10;
Łoziński, 2020b, p. 8].
Andrzej Duda was presented in the weekly newspaper as a man of prayer and Christian values [Dziedzina, 2020a, p. 14]. The periodical paid compliment the actions of the
incumbent during the lockdown period, which proved concern for the economy and the
health of citizens [Kabiesz, 2020, p. 11], although, as Piotr Legutko [2020, p. 48-49] noted,
these were unpopular actions, marked by the risk of losing public support.
The only publication was recorded in the pages of “Gość Niedzielny”, in which the
government of Zjednoczona Prawica has been criticised, namely Aborcja i obrona dzieci
w Sejmie [Abortion and Defence of Children in the Sejm]. It highlights the negative attitude
of Prawo i Sprawiedliwość towards the proposals to ban eugenic abortion and to protect
children from sexualisation [Łoziński, 2020a, pp. 42-43].
It is worth noting that the periodical presented the views and activities of Rafał Trzaskowski - Andrzej Duda’s main rival - in the tone of disapproval:
“The problem begins when we look at his [Trzaskowski’s] views and
activities. In KO he is a representative of the left-wing current. For example, as the ruler of the capital, he signed the LGBT Charter, which,
among other things, provided for the introduction of sexual education according to the depraving standards of the WHO, which triggered
loud protests. (...) Trzaskowski’s task is to regain the lost electorate, which was largely taken over by Szymon Hołownia. The President
of Warsaw, with his liberal views in the sphere of customs, may also
be attractive to people with left-wing views [Łoziński, 2020e, p. 10].
The text Poznaj kandydatów describes six candidates for the office of President of
the Republic of Poland, who received the highest support in surveys, in terms of their reference to the teaching of the Church [Łoziński, 2020d, p. 28]. The above publication presents the differences in worldviews between Duda and Trzaskowski. The President-in-Office was presented as a candidate meeting the criteria of Catholic social teaching, a
co-creator of the successes of the government of Zjednoczona Prawica, and a man of
high competence to perform the highest functions in the state. In turn, among the activities of the candidate of Koalicja Obywatelska (Civic Coalition, KO) it was stressed the
signing of the LGBT Charter; financial support for the in vitro programme as Mayor of
Warsaw; patronage of equality parades, failure to fulfil the promises made when applying
for the office of Mayor of Warsaw, aversion to Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, and good education [Ibid, p. 29].
The editors of the periodical did not omit the political debate on the new election
date, in the face of the impossibility of holding a vote on 10 May 2020, explaining that
the Prawo i Sprawiedliwość party does not want to introduce a state of natural disaster
and postpone the election until a more distant date, due to particular interests, when
society will start to feel the negative economic effects of the pandemic and, as a consequence, public support for President Duda in his efforts to re-elect will diminish [Grajewski, 2020a, p. 10]. The Gość Niedzielny also presented the legal basis for the elections,
which were held on the new date, i.e. 28 June 2020 [Łoziński, 2020f, pp. 40-41; Dziedzina,
2020c, pp. 48-49].
The periodical also highlighted Duda’s independence in making autonomous decisions, as exemplified by Jacek Kurski’s removal from the post of president of TVP in the
spring of 2020 [Grajewski, 2020d, pp. 46-47] or the veto on the reform of the judicial system and the law on Regional Chambers of Auditors [Grajewski, 2020b, p. 18]. However,
the weekly was not uncritical of the reforms in the justice system by the Prawo i Sprawiedliwość party [Łoziński, 2020c, pp. 40-42] and the negotiations between Deputy Prime
Minister Sasin and trade unionists from the Polish Mining Group on the level of miners’
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salaries [Grajewski, 2020c, p. 9].
“Niedziela”
The weekly newspaper “Niedziela” reported in detail the Andrzej Duda’s electoral
campaign in approving tone, treating him as the candidate with the greatest chance of
victory and explaining the reasons for this opinion as follows:
“Whatever Kidawa-Błońska, Holownia, Biedroń or Władysław Kosianiak-Kamysz might say, polls, but also the so-called common sense suggest that Andrzej Duda is the favourite of the race to the Presidential
Palace [Dudkiewicz, 2020a, p. 5]. (...) He kept the vast majority of his
election promises, remained faithful to his programme, and at the same
time forced a correction of the course of the political camp from which
he himself originated. He and his wife represent the Republic of Poland
in the international forum with dignity [Karnowski M., 2020a, p. 45]”.
“Niedziela” reported extensively - in the form of a reportage - one day from the campaign of the president Duda in Uniejowice, Złotoryja and Trzebnica, on the farm of a married couple of farmers Anna and Grzegorz Bardowski, known from the television show
Rolnik szuka żony (The farmer is looking for a wife) [Woynarowska, 2020, pp. 12-13]. The
press publication cited positive opinions about the president:
“The majority will vote for Duda, because he keeps his word. He loves
Poland and cares for a family – says the old man. - I’ve never lived better
than I do now, adds the second. Both of them burned by the sun, with their
hands worked, and thick as a loaf of bread. - He is the best president we
have had - said a younger man with a blushing kid in his arms [Ibid, p. 13]”.
The statements made by Andrzej Duda himself, concerning fulfilment of the promises of the 500+ programme, the lowering of the retirement age for Poles and the reform
of the Polish Supreme Court, are also quoted:
“This support from the Polish state was provided by the 500+ programme.
This is a great reason for me to be proud. I will not let those programmes
which support the family go! I will neither make them worse nor abolish
them! (...) I am not afraid that those who raised the retirement age for
Poles, when I lower and sign the law, will call me a ‘pen’. I work for my
compatriots. I am not afraid of insults. When I sign the law that is reforming the Polish Supreme Court, they will call me dirty names. Well,
it’s hard. It is important that I do what you expect me to do, what Poland
needs,’ he points out. (...) I am happy to be here to talk about Poland and
what needs to be done so that they - who have nothing to offer except
screaming - will not spoil us Poland again (...) I want to continue to work
for the Republic of Poland, work for the state that I started in 2015. [Ibid.]”.
The editorial staff of Częstochowa magazine listed the achievements of Duda’s
presidency and the government of the ‘good change’ camp in the area of economy, adopted values, foreign policy and social policy. All the publications of “Niedziela” without
exception reported on the achievements of the incumbent and the government of the
Prawo i Sprawiedliwość party in the key of the attitude of service for the common good
of Poles, for example, the takeover of the German airline Condor by LOT [Grzybowski, 2020, p. 8], the prevention of cases of academic freedom restrictions [Dudkiewicz,
2020a, p. 5], the participation of the Speaker of the Sejm Elżbieta Witek in the Pilgrimage
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of Polish Parliamentarians [Tomoń, 2020, p. 9], the signing of the Family Charter by President Duda [Dudkiewicz, 2020a, p. 5], the meeting with Emmanuel Macron [Stelmasiak,
2020b, p. 29], the meeting with Donald Trump at the White House [Dudkiewicz, 2020e, p.
5; Górski, 2020, pp. 8-9], and the reforms in the judiciary [Johann, 2020, pp. 46-47].
The politician was presented as the ‘President of Polish affairs’, who consistently
implemented the 2015 electoral programme, was active at home and in international
politics, understood Polish affairs perfectly and fought effectively against the consequences of the coronavirus pandemic in order to reduce the negative consequences for
the economy and, above all, save jobs [Mucha, 2020, pp. 10-11; Duda, 2020, pp. 26-29].
The editorial staff of “Niedziela” has highlighted the beliefs of the most important
rivals of Andrzej Duda as negative and contrary to Christian science:
“Left-wing candidate Robert Biedroń is too radical in his worldview even
for left-wing voters. The participants of LGBT marches, supporters of
abortion and homosexual unions will probably vote for him. In recent days,
Biedroń has become famous for the fact that Poland was destroyed more
during the PiS era than during the Communist era. (...) Władysław Kosiniak-Kamysz can change his views quite often. After all, less than a year ago
he sat next to Donald Tusk and applauded Jazdżewski’s extreme left-wing
and anti-church speech. (...) The question mark is the journalist and TV
celebrity Szymon Hołownia. He is partly associated with the Church, and
his start is calculated to receive the more conservative PO electorate and
probably some of the PiS voters. Unfortunately, Hołownia is very distanced
in the election campaign on key issues of the Church’s teaching, such as
homosexual relationships, he supports eugenic abortion, and recently stated that it has changed its views and supports in vitro [Sarafin, 2020, p. 5]”.
“Niedziela” associated with the person of Trzaskowski, among other things, obstructing the enactment of laws enabling the elections to be conducted in a safe, constitutional and democratic manner, obstructive extension by the opposition Senate of
work on the law on postal voting, and fulfilment of only five of the 77 promises made
during the campaign before the local elections in 2018. The periodical also highlighted
the declarations of candidate KO concerning the detention of important ‘good change’
investments initiated by the camp, i.e. the crossing of the Vistula Spit and the construction of the Central Communication Port [Dudkiewicz, 2020d, p. 8].
In turn, Szymon Hołownia was presented by “Niedziela” as a candidate who instrumentally used the Catholic Church to build his own popularity and authority:
“He probably went around half the Polish parishes, because people of
faith saw him as a young person who was taken over by the fate of the
Church. They trusted him. Today, many are saddened and bruised, many
feel cheated. It can be said that candidate Hołownia is today using the popularity and authority he has gained on his alleged concern for the Church
in a bizarre and disorderly way, in my opinion [Karnowski M., 2020b, p. 45].
“Niedziela” also highlighted the possible consequences of choosing Trzaskowski
and Duda. The victory of the candidate of the Civic Coalition was associated with the
liquidation of pro-social programmes and the dismantling of pro-family policy, which is
exemplified by the signing of the Warsaw LGBT+ Declaration. In turn, the election of
Andrzej Duda was a guarantee of continuation of the flagship programmes, such as the
‘Family 500+’, an increase in the minimum pension and the so-called 13th pension for
seniors [Stelmasiak, 2020a, p. 28].
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“Idziemy”
The “Idziemy” weekly newspaper clearly legitimised the political activities of the
ministers of the Morawiecki’s Government, including Health Minister Łukasz Szumowski
and Deputy Minister of Justice Marcin Warchoł, and gave political support to Andrzej
Duda [Szumowski, 2020, pp. 10-11; Warchoł, 2020, p. 4]. The periodical approved President Duda’s decision not to participate in the Holocaust Memorial Forum in January
2020, which did not provide for a speech by the Polish leader [Jurek, 2020b, p. 22], but
also spoke favourably of the reform of the justice system carried out by the Prawo i
Sprawiedliwość Party [Karnowski M., 2020b, p. 16].
The coronavirus epidemic was used by the authors of “Idziemy” to apply a bipolar
narrative, i.e., on the one hand, to highlight in a positive tone the actions of the PiS’s government and President Duda in the framework of proper crisis management, and on the
other hand, to critically assess the Civic Coalition’s programme proposals:
“If it were not for the fact that we have Orlen, Polfa and LOT, our government would not be able to launch the production of disinfectants,
nor would it be able to attract citizens who are stuck abroad; it could at
most ask for it foreign companies or other governments. Against this
background, the programme proposals of the Citizens’ Coalition, which
wants to abolish provincial governors, are still particularly dangerous,
and in some analytical documents they goes even further, thinking about
abolishing the ministries of education, science, the economy, the family, agriculture and sport, and about abolishing a health service that is
uniform throughout the country. The question can and should be asked
whether the politicians who submitted such projects, which are so dangerous for all of us, now have a moral right to criticise the actions of
the government. (...) Indicators of trust for the Prime Minister and Minister for Health are increasing, as are the ratings of the PiS party and
President Andrzej Duda. It is no coincidence that the opposition - including Donald Tusk - is beginning to call for a postponement of the
presidential elections. If the fight against the epidemic had gone wrong
for those in power, they would have called for a vote no matter what
[Karnowski J., 2020c, p. 16. Cf. also Jurek, 2020c, p. 22; Karnowski J.,
2020b, p. 16; Karnowski J., 2020e, p. 15; Zieliński, 2020a, p. 3; Karnowski
J., 2020f, p. 15; Karnowski J., 2020g, p. 16; Kowalczyk H., 2020, p. 4]”.
However, the weekly newspaper criticises the activities of the PiS party, concerning
its position on two projects, namely ‘Stop Abortion’ and ‘Stop Paedophilia’, and the lack
of support for the Association of Large Families, in connection with their protest against
the visits and activities of LGBTQ activists in schools aimed at disrupting the sexuality of
children and young people [Wasiewicz, 2020, p. 4]. As Henryk Zieliński points out, these
laws were inconvenient for the Zjednoczona Prawica because they arouse great social
emotions, especially in LGBT, feminist and left-wing circles. The editor-in-chief of Idziemy
linked the hope for their implementation with the person of the President of the Republic
of Poland [Zieliński, 2020c, p. 3. Cf. also Jurek, 2020a, p. 22; Zieliński, 2020b, p. 3].
In the weekly newspaper “Idziemy” the silhouette of Szymon Holownia was presented in a negative tone as a ‘politically correct celebrity’ and as a ‘non-lame Catholic’
[Karnowski M., 2020b, p. 3]. The periodical pointed out the practical consequences of his
election victory: the removal of crosses from public space; the President’s non-participation in official masses; the rejection of the concept of the nation’s religious identity; the
removal of religion from schools, thus departing from the idea of the helping state, supporting parents in raising and educating their children. The PSL candidate’s announcement to ‘take politics out of churches’ also remained unclear to the editor-in-chief of
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“Idziemy” [Ibid.].
For the weekly newspaper, the ideological dispute was an important part of the
presidential campaign [Wasiewicz, 2020, p. 4; Jurek, 2020d, p. 22], in which ‘the unfavourable civilizational and social processes that we have been struggling with for years,
such as secularisation, the family crisis, the offensive of LGBT ideology or a kind of new
internationalism, centred around the fight against alleged climate change, are accumulated’ [Karnowski J., 2020d, p. 16; Kowalczyk D., 2020a, p. 9). In this context of the dispute, Andrzej Duda was presented as a guarantor of Christian values [Zieliński, 2020d,
p. 3; Karnowski J., 2020i, p. 16]. The periodical also highlighted the patriotic features of
the incumbent, concerning concern for the memory of cursed soldiers [amd, 2020, p. 26].
Immediately before the second round of the election, the weekly newspaper very
clearly supported Andrzej Duda, indicating the consequences of his victory or defeat:
“Andrzej Duda’s victory will give Poland three years of peace. They will
endure the changes that have taken place in our country in recent years
and cannot be easily reversed. And yet these are changes - despite all
the ‘buts’ and all the mistakes of the power camp - fundamental, which
means overcoming of post-communism and naive liberalism. Andrzej
Duda’s defeat will lead us into a vicious conflict for a long time. It will
speed up unfavourable trends in world views and civilisation. It will push
us off the course of strengthening our sovereignty. And we will lose a
good president, entrusting the highest office in the state to a man who
is able to put on any disguise for political gain. Rainbow, if necessary
- Catholic and red-white, if necessary. And who he really is, we do not
know that. Perhaps he does not know either? [Karnowski J., 2020a, p. 16].
“Przewodnik Katolicki”
The “Przewodnik Katolicki” did not give political support to any of the candidates
for the office of President, but focused the reader’s attention on the polarisation of the
Polish political scene, explaining its causes and the current significance of the institutional church in the public space. The periodical, referring to the IBRiS survey for the
“Rzeczpospolita” daily, highlighted a huge decrease in the social trust of Poles in the
Catholic Church: over the four years (2016-2020) as much as 18.5%. (from 58% to 39.5%)
[Milcarek, Nosowski, Sowiński, 2020, p. 18]. The weekly magazine presents the position
of Paweł Milcarek, editor-in-chief of the Christianitas quarterly, concerning the bishops’
fear of the authorities, expressed in an assumed attitude of silence that ‘deftly creates
the impression that it is some kind of foreground of Christianity’ [Ibid, p. 18]. Sławomir
Sowiński, commenting on the above results of the survey, stressed the unfavourable
consequences of the alliance of the throne and altar for the institutions of the Church:
“(...) in a situation of acute social conflict, which we complain about so
much, it is only the Church, and not the government, media or other public
institutions, that pays with the loss of social trust (...). It seems, however, that the Church is also paying a very high price today for the growing social conviction that an alliance between the throne and the altar is
emerging after 2015 (This is what, for example, 63% of those surveyed
by SW Research for the Rp.pl website thought in May 2019) [Ibid, p. 19]”.
The political scientist presented a postulate for the political independence of the
Church, ‘to speak more clearly about public matters with one’s own voice, without giving
the field of one’s responsibility to politicians, to emphasise more courageously that no
political environment has, because it cannot, a patent on Catholicism or a kind of politi-
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cal mandate defensor fidei’ [Ibid. Cf. also Stopka, 2020, pp. 24-25].
The weekly newspaper praised the ‘good change’ camp for the pro-social and
pro-family programmes of the Mateusz Morawiecki’s government, i.e. the ‘Family 500
plus’, ‘Toddler plus’ and the ‘mother’s pension programme’ [Wójcik, 2020, p. 29].
The “Przewodnik Katolicki” highlighted the problem of polarisation of the Polish political scene, which was highlighted by the election campaign in 2020. As Antoni Dudek
pointed out, Duda and Trzaskowski are centre politicians, declaring a certain system of
values and you should not disown the other side with the slogan: we represent values,
and you represent only anti-values’ [Dudek, 2020, p. 18]. Tomasz Królak criticised the
attitude of both Duda and Trzaskowski, who, in his opinion, contributed to the escalation
of reluctance, creating a sad and inferior show [Królak, 2020, p. 11]. In turn, the text Obie
strony grały znaczonymi kartami [Both sides played with marked cards], presenting ‘the
push for elections blindly of the power camp at a time when the epidemic was paralysing
our lives’, as well as the demagogy of the PO, which said that ‘the virus is carried through
the paper, and a few days after the resignation from the May elections it called for signatures to be collected for its new candidate’ [Zaremba, 2020a, p. 39].
The “Przewodnik Katolicki” identified the reasons for Duda’s low support among
the youngest voters: the negative consequences of an excessive burden on the budget
caused by the payment of the 13th and 14th pensions, and the ideological wars of Duda’s
staff, which confirms ‘the image of conservatives as people overtaken by an anti-homosexual obsession’ [Szułdrzyński, 2020a, p. 38; Szułdrzyński, 2020b, p. 32].
It is also worth noting that the recommendations of Minister of Health Łukasz Szumowski during the coronavirus pandemic were questioned by the weekly magazine, because a mutual contradiction between arguments aimed at protecting the health of citizens and those of a political nature was noticed [Zaremba, 2020b, p. 35].
Conclusions
The analysis carried out leads to the conclusion that the H1 claim is true, i.e. it
is true that ‘the national Catholic press titles “Gość Niedzielny”, “Niedziela”, “Idziemy”,
“Przewodnik Katolicki” have taken up the topic of the 2020 presidential campaign. The
results of the quantitative and qualitative analysis of “Gość Niedzielny”, “Niedziela” and
“Idziemy” clearly proved their support for Andrzej Duda. The percentage of publications
of the “Przewodnik Katolicki” dedicated to the incumbent president is the highest compared to the other texts relating to the other candidates. The periodical noticed and positively assessed the achievements of the right-wing camp. This is the basis for concluding that the statement H2 should be considered true for all analysed press titles.
The titles of the Catholic press that were selected for analysis were dedicated most
attention to the incumbent. This is proved by the number of texts assigned to the category of ‘Andrzej Duda’ in the first examined feature. This politician was the only one of
the candidates for the office of President of the Republic of Poland with whom the Polish
Catholic press conducted an interview [Duda, 2020, pp. 26-29].
The political commitment of periodicals should be assessed as exceeding the limits of the Church’s institutional commitment set by Catholic social teaching. The authors
of the press texts assessed individual worldviews, political decisions and election programmes of the candidates to whom the election polls attributed the best result. It may
be interesting to note that the figure of Krzysztof Bosak has been completely overlooked
by Catholic press titles, despite the candidate’s declared attachment to the Church and
Christian values. Perhaps this was a deliberate move not to weaken Andrzej Duda’s candidacy in the skirmish with Rafał Trzaskowski. One should appreciate the “Przewodnik
Katolicki”, which, unlike “Niedziela”, “Gość Niedzielny” and “Idziemy”, has not been subject to a unilateral approval of the incumbent’s political action and programme. As a re-
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sult, the position of the Poznań weekly magazine in the electoral political discourse can
be seen as the most credible voice of all analysed press titles, offering a broad spectrum
of views on the profiles and programmes of the candidates.
All Catholic weeklies without exception presented the dynamism and specificity
of the presidential campaign (the context of the pandemic, lockdown and its economic
consequences), the evaluation of the most important social programmes of the PiS party, and the problem of polarisation of the Polish political scene (PiS and Anti-PiS).
The “Gość Niedzielny”, “Niedziela” and “Idziemy” used abbreviations, e.g. ‘you are in
favour of maintaining social programmes - vote for Andrzej Duda’, ‘you support the LGBT
card - vote for Rafał Trzaskowski’. This type of black and white image of the presidential
campaign was subjective and unbelievable, in which only one candidate became the
‘perfect candidate without flaws’ for whom a Catholic should vote, while in the case of
the other rivals of Duda, only those issues which are incompatible with the teaching of
the Church were highlighted.
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POLISH INTERNET LANGUAGE –
SELECTED FORMS
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Abstract
One of the most interesting phenomena observed in the Polish language today is the unquestionable, non-rigorous ability of the language to adapt to the latest social trends like the development.
This article provides an overview of the selected most network communication’ important forms of
linguistic expression of contemporary Internet Polish language in the communicative aspect. The
basic formations and structures used by Internet users are characterized and the current state of
the Polish language of online communication is presented, paying attention to the less and less noticeable disproportions between communication in the Internet space and traditional interpersonal
communication. The excerpted forms, based on the well-known and completely new abstract units
of the dictionary system, allowed a synthetic analysis of an interesting linguistic and communicative
phenomenon, which is the marriage of both traditional and new-fangled structures of the Polish language with modern and flexible forms of digital network communication.
Key words: Internet communication, Internet sociolect, language forms, Polish Internet’ language, dictionary system

1. Introductory remarks
Recent years have highlighted information technologies and social media as well
as their impact on the Polish language. Various forms that help people communicate in
different ways, such as social networks (Facebook), microblogs (Twitter), photo and video sharing (Instagram), and communication (WhatsApp) have greatly improved social interaction and information sharing. These apps help in expansion – discovering unlimited
connections and exchanging information and opinions, and so foster language changes
as well. “It follows that the possibilities offered by social media nowadays could also be
linguistically rewarding for users, be they students or educators, as these media interactions are bound to take place either within the same linguistic communities or across
different ones” [Slim, Hagedh, 2019, p. 57].
The enormous amount of the Internet vocabulary cannot be accurately and comprehensively described, because it is incredibly changeable and flexible. Nevertheless,
a thorough language’ observation is necessary in the face of changes constantly taking
place in the Polish language today. To characterize the language used in Internet communication it is necessary to look at it from a broader perspective, the perception of
the language user in general. The phrases used, new language functions, innovative linguistic creations, seemingly integrated with the Internet vocabulary, everyday Polish lan-
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guage, merging with it and infiltrating it. As rightly noted by Jan Grzenia, “the relationship
between the two is based on symbiosis” [2016, pp. 90–97]. The focus of research interests in this article is shifted to the Internets linguistic functions, presenting the “Internet
language” itself as an environment for the emergence and strengthening of new forms
and structures – because “translating the world starts with language” [Dąbała, 2020, p.
190] and, surely, “Language not only creates our reality, but it undoubtedly reflects the latest developments. It continually shows all the changes of customs, economics, culture,
and politics” [Piechnik, 2017, p. 42].
The Internet language as a discursive sphere is very heterogeneous, changing stylistically, genealogical and normatively. The dynamics of it is extremely effective. David
Crystal years ago introduced a specific category to describe the Internet language and
called it netspeak which is understood as “an alternative to the expressions […] ‘Internet
language’, ‘electronic discourse’, ‘cyberspace language’, ‘computer communication’ and
other similar localization […], although each relates to different implications” [2007, pp.
17–18]. Today, when talking about netspeak (and also cyberspeak, webspeak, chatspeak
etc.), we should primarily focus on the relationship between what is spoken and written
because this specific language form cannot be classified into a typical structure spoken
or written. As Sali A. Tagliamonte says: “Formal writing is generally monologic, whereas
speech is generally dialogic” [2016] and so this is the phenomena of Internet language.
“There is a positive relationship between everyday language and the Internet language.
Most of the messages posted on the Internet by its’ users are based on colloquial Polish. It is this variety that determines the linguistic shape of Internet communication in
its unofficial version. On the other hand, certain linguistic phenomena that arose on the
Internet permeate the colloquial variety of the Polish language [Urzędowska, 2019, pp.
120–121].
We should remember that the Internet language today covers the entire communication process and creates new models: communication (one-to-one), disseminating
(one-to-many) or universal (many-to-many) [Łosiewicz, 2018, p. 143]. “Efficient use of the
linguistic forms of CMC undoubtedly requires special communication competence and
user activity. For this reason, there is more and more talk about cyberliteracy […] which
every member of society should acquire today at least on a basic level [Kamińska, 2011,
p. 50]. These new models, on the other hand, are directly connected with new perspectives. Therefore the Internet space should be considered in two aspects: wider – relating
to the entire network, thus all its users (this allows them to feel anonymous, also in the
linguistic perspective), and a narrower – including websites that the user uses daily, places where he is signed in, where his internet friends know who he is also in real life. These
two views foster the creation of connections between users. They also influence the
creation of unique (and later representative) linguistic and communicative compositions
that become separate entities thanks to the Internet.
2. The phenomenon of humour in the Internet language
Contemporary communication technologies are a medium that allows to register
and analyze human messages and products in a new way [Ochwat, 2015, p. 38]. An
important feature of the media language, including the Internet, is its expressiveness.
The communication method, the language, and all other forms of communication are
primarily intended to attract the attention of recipients. The media language and the
form of media coverage are developing particularly dynamically, and lots of the forms
and methods of distribution make the emergence of newer and newer content due to the
need to cope with the viewership and audience criteria [Szul, 2009, p. 7].
The Internet language is a special object of research, if only due to the fact that its
users often try to achieve the effect of a language joke. Due to Magdalena Kamińska:
“… the intangible nature of cyberspace allows participants to play roles, play with lan-
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guage, create and use visual representations more freely than in real life” [2011, p. 29].
Humour is a certain mental disposition that includes many aspects: “cheerfulness and
laughter, but also the ability to separate them from seriousness, mental acuity, showing
and reading emotions, the ability to construct and understand irony, and many others”
[Ranoszek, 2017, p. 34] – a skilled reader will quickly judge whether they are intelligent,
thought-provoking jokes, or rather simple, repeated and well-worn ‘chestnut’ jokes. The
multitude of online humour implementations provides not only short statements but
also narrative forms [see Ranoszek, 2017]. There is no doubt the Internet users often
create temporary creations that perform a ludic function, and sometimes also serve to
persuade. Humour is an important interpretation of language in terms of attracting attention – undoubtedly, the ability to amuse others is a proof of intellectual efficiency
and an indicator of social competencies, which favors the relaxation of a tense situation
and affects the popularity of a given person [see Miller, 2001], and also proves the social
dimension of convergence media. New media no longer depends only on the audience,
which is a passive recipient, but on expansive users creating new, blurred categories.
Interestingly, in terms of humour, which manifestations are visible in any virtual form
of linguistic expression are often global in nature. As Magdalena Hodalska writes: “Pictorial jokes taking the form of witty mini-stories, universal and understandable across
borders, are reproduced and disseminated by hundreds of thousands Internet users who
create their own narratives […] in every corner of the world” [2020, p. 35].
3. Selected forms of the Internet language
The Internet language structures described here are not only verbums or individual lexemes but whole new structures, often multidimensional. Short messages on the
Internet usually are posted synchronously. Therefore the Internet language has created
many abbreviations and characters that replace both verbal and (perhaps unexpectedly)
non-verbal content in communication. It can be said that the Internet has created new
pictograms in modern language, although according to some researchers, this tendency
makes the language shallower rather than enrich it [Wrycza, 2008, p. 47].
3.1. Acronyms
According to the opinion of Alicja Naruszewicz-Duchlińska: “striving for the economy of language is considered one of the essential features of internet communication”
[2004, p. 75]. One of the most obvious expressions of this drive towards economics is the
use of extensive abbreviations systems. They appear in synchronous forms (e.g. instant
messaging), but also asynchronous (e.g. comments on Facebook). They were created
mainly to simplify the language and reduce the amount of text transferred, although Andrew Hales and his co-authors believe that a significant factor influencing the formation
of acronyms is also the need for group identification – the type of secret, confidential
knowledge associated with the ability to read certain Internet abbreviations holds back
the possibility of “entering the circle of interested people” [see Hales, Williams, Rector,
2017] is an evidently exclusive function [see Kamińska, 2011]. So we note forms commonly known, often also from general language (e.g. abbreviated names of institutions
– e.g. UPJP2 or WHO), but also endemic, perhaps quite mysterious for an ordinary language user (ZTCW ‘z tego, co wiem’ – as far as I know, BRW ‘Bóg raczy wiedzieć’ – only
God knows). It can be said that regular Internet users, visitors to various forums, or fan
pages on Facebook, should know the extensions of acronyms used by co-interviewers.
Understanding abbreviations is one of the elements that distinguish Internet users as a
particular social group.
Internet users are continuously creating new acronyms. Some of them are quickly
gaining in popularity, especially those that funnily refer to reality, e.g. YOLO – ‘you only
live once’ – in the Polish version popularized in an extremely intelligent way by the admin-
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istrators of the nadwyraz.com website as WŻTR (‘Wszak żyjem tylko raz’ – after all, I only
live once from A. Mickiewicz’s Song of the Philarets). The life span of the less common
ones is short, in fact, occasional. It is noticeable that when it comes to using Internet
abbreviations, the Polish user is more likely to use acronyms from the English language.
New, Polish abbreviations are often also connected to their English counterparts – often
created as a joke, a word game of Internet users (e.g. MSZ ‘moim skromnym zdaniem’
means “in my humble opinion”2, not the ‘Ministerstwo Spraw Zagranicznych’ – Ministry
of Foreign Affairs).
Most of the abbreviations appearing on the Internet are units composed of the first
letters of the words included in the meaning of the abbreviation (ASAP ‘as soon as possible’, GMTA ‘great minds think alike’, OMG ‘oh my god’, KC ‘kocham Cię’ – I love you, OCB
‘o co biega’ – what’s going on). Also, there are units created as a result of shortening one
or a group of words (both from Polish and English), e.g. 3MAJ SIĘ (hold on), CZE (from
‘cześć’ – hello), DOZO (from ‘do zobaczenia’ – see you), NARA (from ‘na razie’ – see you),
NET (Internet), OCOCHO (from ‘o co chodzi’ – what’s going on), PZDR (from ‘pozdrawiam’ – greetings), SIEMA (from ‘jak się masz’ – how are you), 2DAY (today), 2U (to you),
4U (for you).
Acronyms have become one of the representative components of the Internet users’ language, but not only within social media. Interestingly, more and more new acronyms are also created in the Internet as a scientific practice [Pottegård et al., 2014]. It is
therefore a testimony to the international nature of network communication. It is worth
remembering that the very name of the portal – Facebook – has its acronym: fb (sometimes FB), in Polish there is also the name fejs (the way Polish people pronounce face).
3.2. Pidgin language
Another feature of the discussed language is the use of pidgin Polish. Pidgin languages (such as Spanglish or Russenorsk) are transitional forms of official languages,
with simplified morphology and syntax, often being a combination of several languages,
belonging to the group of vehicle languages (whose primary function is communication
between populations of different languages, especially in the trade or diplomatic contacts). Pidgins are supposed to support communication. They do not replace the native
language of users but unite social groups that use different languages daily. Therefore
the pidgin language can be called temporary, arising in a rush of communication [see
Hlibowicka-Węglarz, 2017, p. 26].
The emergence of pidgin Polish forms is often accompanied by new, specific
means of expression – related to the inventiveness and linguistic intention of specific
language users, as well as a favorable social context. And this very distinctive feature
is transferred by Internet users to the language of communication on the Internet. The
Polish language is mainly connected here with English – vocabulary, syntax, inflection,
and phraseology. In principle, every area of grammar can be loosely transformed. And
this does not raise doubts (or even misunderstandings) among language users, but it is
gaining popularity. An illustration of pidgin Polish on the Internet are, for example, the
following combinations: for ju wszystko! (everything for you), chyba dżołk?! (I think it’s a
joke), ogarniam buksy (I’m organizing my books).
3.3. Hashtag
A relative element of communication on the Internet is the creation of hashtags,
like single words, abbreviations, and even entire phrases preceded by the # sign (hash).
The main role of hashtags is to group entries on one topic in order to find them better.
However, in the media culture “the hashtag has become something more. It began to act
2

Also used as IMHO.
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as a carrier of symbols and monologues, and in a specific context it was also used as a
tool for introducing potential changes in real reality. It is a kind of meta-commentary that,
in a short form, carries a large amount of information and locates many interpretative
contexts” [Przyborowicz, 2014, p. 91].
Since 2009, each word preceded by # is automatically made available on the Internet as a hyperlink to that category. “A hashtag is a kind of message, a certain key that allows information to be grouped. It was popularized by Twitter users, and then ‘mastered’
by Instagram and Facebook” [Styś, 2017, p. 300]. For Internet users, it is a great help in
obtaining information. Thanks to the # sign, you can find other statements associated
with one slogan, but it is also a phrase that may contribute to mobilizing users to act
outside the Internet – “the message then gives an impulse to express views within the
virtual community […]. It also becomes a tool for introducing changes” [Przyborowicz,
2014, p. 92]. “People describe their pictures only by tagged words. They no longer use
sentences” [Piechnik, 2017, p. 44].
Hashtags are used on the Internet not only for direct communication, but also as
links to advertising campaigns – which is a very effective marketing tool (e.g. T-mobile
campaign: #nocontract, Audi: #Progressis or – how current in the face of the Covid-19
pandemic – #stayathome or #kwarantannatime). Preceding any word (keyword) with
the # sign allows you to search for similar terms written in the same way within one
social medium (or more broadly, in all search engines – #blacklivesmatter, #notmypresident.). People have created lots of hashtags with meanings that do not exist in a natural
language. This is all the more an example of creativity, humour and, above all, the uniqueness of the Internet language. Thanks to this, hashtags are an extremely convenient
tool for political, but also popular (or maybe pop-cultural) communication – they are
used to build relationships in social media between politicians or people from the world
of culture with the recipients [see Adamska, 2015]. Moreover, thanks to the contextual
nature of these posts, hashtags have become excellent carriers of irony and jokes (e.g.
# ktozabrałweekend, #zostawcieBatonika!). So we can say that “hashtags, initially introduced to allow users to structure and organize content, have developed into a complex
communication pattern in social media” [Rauschnabel, Sheldon, Herzfeldt, 2019, p. 11].
3.4. Meme
When describing a meme in the context of the Internet language, it should first be
emphasized that the form itself is not linguistic, but rather a mixed message. Meme is
not a new concept; belongs to memetics, the theory of cultural evolution. From the linguistic perspective, it is a kind of e-sign, a “cultural gene” or rather a set of cultural ideas
transferred by semiosis, which must be understood as “an evolutionarily improved form
of the procedure of imitation and remembering” [Kamińska, 2011, p. 60].
The form of communicating with the help of memes is extremely popular among
Internet users because it fits in a short form of creating information on the Internet. Memes take various forms: an image, a photo, a website, a hyperlink (including a hashtag), a
phrase, or a single word. Undoubtedly, today the strength of this form lies in its effective
impact on the broadly understood social opinion.
It is necessary to separate “memic” solutions from a linguistic perspective. Even
a cursory analysis of a few random memes allows us to see a great coherence of this
form of linguistic communication in the social aspect – we can see a tendency to joke,
to speak freely, often incorrectly, to use colloquial Polish. Meme makers want to convey
their information quickly and accurately, a joke – that’s why these forms are often so
short, they punctuate specific situations. This perceptible tendency to be ironic, seen
not only within memes but typical for the Internet language in general, often oscillates
around the fine line between intelligent wordplay and crossing the barrier of objectively
understood linguistic correctness or culture. Undermining the rules of correctness is a
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specific feature of memes – fun, laughter, defiance that destroys the existing order. As
Agnieszka Niekrewicz rightly notices: “The analysis of the correctness of the internet
memes language has shown that deviations from the norm can have a twofold character: typical mistakes or deliberate actions aimed at the depreciation of the hero, ridiculing incorrect spelling and pronunciation, playing verbally, perhaps also expressing
rebellion, and sometimes after simply resulting from the implementation of the adopted
convention” [2015, p. 237].
3.5. Emoticons and emoji
According to Aleksandra Różańska: “The role of facial expressions in expressing
emotions is important in non-verbal speech, in the face to face contacts. In media communication, emoticons fill the gap of speech without words” [2018, p. 196]. Additionally,
they explain some meaning of the content itself. It can therefore be said that a graphic
smile (smiley) is an integral component of online discussions, just like a smile and a
sincere, open attitude in a real conversation.
The use of emoticons is another element that favors the shortening of the notation,
as well as the expression of certain non-verbal codes by these conventional signs. It is
not possible to express what we present non-verbally during the conversation in writing
e.g. to wink when we want the recipient to understand the joke or to not take our words
seriously. Perhaps this is why Internet users have so eagerly accepted the proposal to
insert emoticons into their statements, which help to show the emotions accompanying
writing. So emoticons have become a natural element of online communication, just like
acronyms; they are an inseparable element, especially direct communication – chats
and posts (or comments) on social networks.
4. Chances and dangers
Over the last few years, the Internet has become a very useful and effective tool,
which in an extremely fast manner made it possible to find the necessary information,
expand knowledge, provide entertainment, and even make purchases, make payments,
or make new friends between people. It can be said that the Internet has even revolutionized social communication, creating a space for establishing relationships that have so
far been difficult or impossible – and this is especially true during the covid-19 pandemic, when a large part of interpersonal contacts had to move to the cyber space.
A question may be asked – what impact, building communication between people
on the Internet, has on the language condition and its standards. Of course, although the
author of these words believes – like many researchers, especially the Canadian professor Sala A. Tagliamonte [Tagliamonte, 2016] – that there is no degeneration in the use of
contemporary grammars (and language in general). It should be emphasized, however,
that there is a general belief among many linguists that the Internet and its language versions may have a negative impact on the value and position of the language in general,
and even ultimately lead to lower standards, seeing the reasons for the increased use
of electronic communication in everyday communication. In addition to the undoubted
many advantages of social communication via the Internet, it also has certain dangers
– the risk of language distortion caused by high economy and unimaginable speed of
communication.
The way Internet users write down their thoughts makes the writing itself iconic.
Writing on the Internet becomes a product intended not to be read, but to be watched,
which in turn may lead the user to think that he is only looking at the message but not
hidden behind the other person’s speech (as is the case in direct communication) [Gajda,
2000; Labocha, 2004]. Colloquial Polish has spread on the Internet and has become the
dominant variant of the language, especially in the conversational type. This is due to the
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massiveness of internet communication and the lack of actual institutions sanctioning
the norms that would describe the form and quality of communication. The simplest
errors that can be noticed in the correctness of the Internet language (resulting from the
speed of writing) are, for example: no capital letters, no diacritics, notation with errors
(often unintentional, and therefore not intentional), no punctuation, violation of grammatical and stylistic standards. “The statements of Internet users – especially on social
networks, forums, chats or during games – resemble monologues, dialogues or polylogs, which are characteristic of the variety of spoken words: they show the dominance
of single sentences, with a simple structure, often incomplete and broken” [Wierzbicka-Olejniczak, 2014: 130]. This obviously influences the issues of correctness – which
is difficult to talk about in the context of the Internet language [see: Urzędowska, 2015].
5. Summary
By describing selected structures based on the language of Internet users, it is undoubtedly concluded that the contemporary Polish language has a completely new intermedia dimension, and above all, it is conducive to express communication. The Internet
multiplies the possibilities of contact. Thanks to the Internet, everyday life “acquires an
intensity unprecedented before. Face-to-face contacts are enhanced with attention from
mobile phones, instant messaging, social networking, and blogs. The physical space
of direct contacts overlaps with the digital space for the flow of information, content,
and emotions, which can always be connected with the use of portable gadgets” [Halawa, 2010]. The Internet, as (still) a new medium, essentially influences the shape of
language, both in terms of stylistics and grammar, because Internet users create new,
individual means of expression, freely (though not always correctly) using language. On
the other hand, modern technologies are undoubtedly a space in which there is no lack
of a ludic sphere – jokes, sarcasm, linguistic jokes, so skilfully created by Internet users.
The forms of the linguistic word known today on the web can be updated, changed, and
improved tomorrow. What is noticeable and important is the obvious desire of Internet
users to be brief. Saving time and costs of communication are significant arguments
in formulating statements on the Internet. Web users, wanting to communicate quickly
and with the least effort, use many available methods of shortening their statements,
both graphically, such as: acronyms, acronyms, memes, emoticons, and lexical: hybrids,
contamination, complexes. On the one hand, the maximum shortening of statements
fosters the dynamics of the discussion, and on the other hand, it negatively affects linguistic correctness.
Shortening, and thus encrypting statements on the Internet is also favored by the
humour mentioned here, which often becomes a starting point for Internet users in creating new statements. Internet expert Hu Yong says that “humour works as a natural
form of encryption” [Larmer, 2011]. The content of each statement is also associated
with “different situations, because experiences are individual and unique, and humour is
directly related to creativity” [Ostanina-Olszewska, Majdzińska-Koczorowicz, 2019, p. 4].
An inquisitive analysis of communication in the media is an increasingly interesting
aspect necessary for research in the face of changes that are taking place today in such
fields of science as sociology, psychology, linguistics, literary studies, anthropology …
According to Bogusław Skowronek [2013; 2014], there should be a new linguistic subdiscipline – media linguistics, which would focus on various research problems, such
as the model of communication in the Internet, typological diversity of messages on the
Internet, the ontological language status, the concept of text and hypertext, netiquette,
language economization, the use of various codes [see Kita, 2016, pp. 113–114].
Due to the inevitable digital progress, new technologies, and changing forms of
communication, the so far “analog” user becomes “digitized”. He is looking for new
ways to objectify language, simplify it, internationalize it in order to improve and simplify
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communication and contact. Linguistic matter is intertwined with communicative, and
sometimes even agency, journalistic. Progressive internationalization – not only in the
linguistic aspect, but perhaps above all in social terms, so common in the network environment, is today, on the one hand, indispensable and, on the other hand, necessary for
reliable research and description.
In conclusion, it should be said that communication on the web is not uniformed
and very variable. There is no attention to detail in this linguistic space. Rules are often
broken unconsciously – though not always. And – however when studying the language
of the Internet you should be open to new forms it brings – it should also be remembered
that the task of linguists is to care for the correctness of the language in every sphere
and to make new standards that would help Internet users find themselves in this space
linguistically.
Newer and newer structures of linguistic expression must arise simultaneously for
the development of communication tools. The language – both in traditional spoken
Polish and in its new internet representation, must flexibly adapt to the requirements of
the era.
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Abstract
The existence of press offices in public administration, in uniformed forces, is not a new phenomenon– even in Poland. This profession did not appear in the nineties as it may have seemed, but
had been present much earlier. The fact is that after the political transformation in 1989, it became
less propaganda orientated and leant towards public relations. Nowadays, almost every uniform service has a smaller or bigger structure of media-related officers, who are capable of using strategies,
tools and techniques from the field of social communication for the fulfilment of various goals. The
Polish Police force is a service which was the first that started developing press services and built
a system for managing media relations effects. Specific operation of uniform press services which
is described in the article was based upon the internal police data and field research based on a research project “Marketing communication of uniformed forces in Poland”.
Keywords: media relations, public relations, spokesperson, press officer, police

Introduction
The implementation of media relations activity in the uniformed services has multiple functions. On the one hand, it is a tool for building social trust (Jackson and Bradford 2010; Goldsmith 2005; Cao 2015), it stimulates the cooperation of society with uniformed formations (Kääriäinen and Sirén 2012; Murphy et al. 2014), thus contributing
to the objective improvement of public safety, as well as the perception of this state by
citizens.
However, these activities should also be regarded as a system of building a positive
image of uniformed services in the public opinion (Mawby 2001; Salmi et al. 2001), resulting in the favouring of various groups of the environment - representatives of public
authorities, decision-makers, media people, and citizens who should be treated by uniformed services as the most important addressees of undertaken activities - specific clients, de facto justifying their existence and functioning (O’shea 2000; Frank et al. 2005).
Skilful media relations, which have a result in public favour, also increase the level
1
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of officers’ self-esteem, raise their morale, and build the image of uniformed formations
as stable and valuable, and thus attractive employers (Gawroński 2011; Marshall and
Fisher 2005). These are just some of the numerous goals pursued by the press services
of formations operating in the internal security system.
Although the most commonly used forms of implementing marketing concepts still
relate to brand building, business operations, sales of products and services, marketing
is noticeably entering new areas. Marketing is no longer the domain of the economy and
economic processes, and its interdisciplinary nature has a two-way dimension (Kotler
and Lee 2007; Gawroński 2013). Political sciences, where marketing has taken a specific
form of political marketing based on the achievements of marketing, play an important
role.
A new area of using marketing activities related to faith, religion and the functioning
of churches (church marketing) (Webster 1992; Moedinger 2001; Hjarverd 2011; Gawroński and Majkowska 2018) appeared several years ago in the United States and some
Western European countries (mainly Protestant). Marketing, however, also entered other
areas that had previously operated without its help. Marketing of places, non-profit organizations, marketing in the army, police or municipal (local government, territorial) marketing are new forms of economic treatment of an increasing number of non-business
spheres of social activity (Kotler et al. 1993; Ward 1998).
Marketing of uniform services seems to be, however, a concept with several decades of history and established tradition (Mawby and Worthington 2002; Baker and
Hyde 2011). However, it has a decidedly practical dimension, almost without theoretical
background. Marketing communication used by uniform formations is focused on the
implementation of various goals. Probably the most important aspect among them is
the image aspect related to building a positive opinion about the functioning of a specific
service in society.
This goal is achieved not only by conducting public relations activities, but also
in the sphere of promotional, preventive and educational activities, elements of direct
sales (promotion of uniformed schools, participation in job fairs), communication and
visual identification management, sponsorship and even traditional advertising can also
be found (Schultz et al. 1993; Yeshin 1998; Pickton and Broderick 2005).
The armed forces, especially the US Army, were the precursors of this type of influence, although, over time, these actions were adapted by the armies of other countries
(Schyles and Hocking 1990; Kim and Crabb 2013). Their experiences were then copied
by the uniform services of the internal security system. In Polish conditions, the situation was the opposite - the precursor of influences that could be classified as marketing
communication was rather the Police, and that became an inspiration for other internal
services, as well as for the Polish Army.
Despite the image-related goals of using marketing communication, the lobbying
aspects should also be mentioned. A better image in the public opinion and a higher level of social evaluation of the effectiveness of a given unit emphasizes its existence and
facilitates obtaining political support and public and non-public funds for its activities
and development (Areh et al. 2007). Increasing officers’ self-assessment and satisfaction as well as supporting the marketing personnel of the formation, by shaping its image as an interesting work place, and thus, acquiring competently attractive employees
and officers, constitutes an important goal of marketing communication (Inzuna and
Wikström 2019).
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Methodology assumptions
The analysis of press services and spokespersons’ organization in the Polish Police
is one the of elements of a bigger project, realized by the authors in years 2010-2020.
The project’s aim was to evaluate the level of professionalization and ways of using
social communication techniques by uniform formations operating in the area of internal security. The aim of the research was to diagnose, describe and evaluate the effectiveness of actions undertaken in the field of media relations by uniformed forces. The
authors’ intention was to search for answers why uniformed forces became interested
in social and marketing communication. On the other hand, there was the question of
practical aspects of communication of uniformed forces, which is not well known and it
is barely described. The research contained the research of the Police, Fire Brigades, The
Border Police, The Penitentiary Police and The National Security Agency. The research
sample was reduced to central divisions of the described forces and some parts to lower divisions in the forces’ structures. Due to the fact that research was to be qualitive, a
purposive sampling has been chosen to establish the research group. The questioned
spokespersons were open and eager to answer questions. A field interview was chosen
as the main research tool.
Polices’s press offices organization
The first uniform force which decided to develop its professional press service was
the Police. According to the spokespersons with the longest work experience, press offices are not an invention of transformation times. Even “Milicja Obywatelska” (MO police formation during communism) had some sort of press service. In those times
spokespersons were not initiating relations with media. They were just responsible for
answering questions. Their role was simply defensive. Only street patrols in the eighties
were a bit more open. It was due to some planned policy. Some breakthrough took place
in 1986 when a programme entitled “997” was first broadcast on Polish TV. It was not the
effect of the Police’s policy but due to changes in Polish media. The crime series “997”
showed that mass media may be useful not only as a tool of propaganda, but also as a
way to communicate and cooperate with citizens. It also had some positive effects on
MO’s operational work. It appeared that the Police work is interesting and that people
were interested in the subject. Statistics showed that each episode was watched by
12-15 million viewers. Transformation period in Poland brought new challenges for the
Police. It was due to changing social-political conditions and the need for trust which
was necessary for the Police to fulfil their tasks. The bases for press service in the Police
were created by Paweł Biedziak – a spokesman of the Police Chief in Szczecin (a city in
the North of Poland) in 1994-1997 and since 1997 a spokesman of four following Head
Chiefs of the Polish Police. In the opinion of his fellow spokespersons, who also started
working in those times, he was the first offensive spokesman. He understood that sometimes he had to be the one who initiated relations with journalists. He knew that he had
to prepare information for media and not only answer journalists’ questions. Building
professional press service has started since 1997. It was mainly based on West-European experiences and adapting solutions which had been working there. The development
of a new system was run by P. Biedziak. Press service got some extra job positions,
younger staff and access to the Internet. They worked out procedures for starting and
keeping relations with the media. The image success of the Police was visible. The Police was present in mass media and that caused a growth in public trust for the force.
The consequence of the success was that other uniformed forces copied the Police’s
procedures and solutions.
Regulations concerning the work of spokespersons, press offices and press officers were written officially in the Police Head Chief’s ordinance number 1204 dated Nov
12, 2007 concerning forms and methods of press-information activities. The ordinance
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specifically describes the ways of operating of spokespersons and press officers giving
information to mass media. What is really interesting is the fact that the following people
are responsible for information in the Police:
- Police Commander in Chief,
- province Chiefs and Capital City Commander,
- regional Chiefs.
Their relations with media are performed through press offices, but formal responsibility lays on them. In the official structure, there are full time spokespersons and press
officers who may also do some other things not related to media. Other police officers
may also talk to media, but due to Head Chief of the Police order from Nov 12 2007 they
need special (one time or timeless) permission after attending special courses. The order also regulates terms of giving information in case of the event when the presence of a
spokesperson is impossible. The Police Officer is allowed to inform on the spot, if asked,
and after checking journalist’s ID. If there is more than one officer, information is given
by the one who is in charge or the one designated by him. According to Head Chief’s ordinance information has to be of general nature. If situation is extraordinary and causes
huge interest of mass media, information should be given by a spokesperson or a press
officer. It is to guarantee professional cooperation with journalists in order to omit unnecessary emotions and mistakes. Due to a specific character of certain types of media
(mostly television with the whole crew) the officer in charge (after consultation with a
spokesperson) may grant a full or a limited access to the scene. This kind of permission
is not necessary when a journalist is just gathering information, recording sound, making
pictures or filming in an open access territory. In real life, the Police’s press officers do
not only grant permission but often do everything to satisfy media (of course following
safety and investigation rules). If there is a need, the armed forces permission may be
also granted but only after informing that the Police is not able to guarantee physical
safety of journalists. In really dangerous situations, especially when anti-terrorists are in
action, and journalists’ life is in danger, the Police do not allow media at scene. In such
situations the Police provide their own material to the media.
The functioning of the press services in the Police is not limited to the work of
spokespersons and press officers. Depending on the needs and capabilities of individual Police units, press spokesmen have the support of several people (in the case of
the Police Headquarters - more than a dozen) press teams, consisting of both officers
and civilian employees. The Press Team of the Police Headquarters is an organizational
unit located in the organizational structure of the Police Headquarters in the service
supporting the activities of the Police in the organizational, logistic and technical scope,
subordinated directly to the Police Commander in Chief. The head of the press team is
the spokesman of the Police Commander in Chief. The KGP Press Team consists of 14
people.
Press teams in provincial police headquarters are, in most cases, located in social communication departments, inmates, like the Press Team of the General Police
Headquarters, within organizational units in the service supporting the activities of the
Police in organizational, logistic and technical areas. In some voivodship headquarters,
social communication departments were created as a result of the transformation of
presidential departments, and in some - they were created from scratch. The task of
the emerging departments was to combine the impact of social communication both in
relation to mass media and public opinion, as well as internal communication. In some
headquarters (e.g. Provincial Police Headquarters in Kraków) press teams constitute
separate organizational units, there are also cases of placing press teams in the structure of presidium departments (e.g. in the Provincial Police Headquarters in Katowice).
Press and information activities in social communication departments are carried
out by press teams headed by press spokesmen of provincial commanders (Capital City
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Commander) of the Police. Press spokesmen working in the structures of social communication departments are formally subordinated to the heads of these departments,
but in terms of content they are directly subordinate to the provincial commanders of the
Police. This placement in the organizational structure does not extend the official path
between the press spokesman and the commandant, which is particularly important in
the case of the need to make decisions quickly and respond to events characterized by
high dynamics of changes, forcing the efficient determination of the information policy
of the individual.
The official relations between the press spokesmen of the provincial police headquarters and the press spokesman of the Police Commander in Chief are not formal, and
there are no typical relations of superiority and inferiority. The Press Officer of the Police
Commander in Chief is not the formal superior of voivodship commanders’ spokespersons, however, as he is responsible for the coordination of the press policy of the entire
formation, he has an advisory voice in the field of giving opinions on candidates for
spokesmen positions in voivodeship headquarters, as well as evaluating the work of
the spokespersons themselves, suggesting possible staff decisions for provincial police
commanders. With regard to the relations between the Press Officer of the Police Commander in Chief and the press spokesmen of voivodship commanders, there is a clear
atmosphere of cooperation, information policy coordination and a mutual complementation in creating the Police media image.
Press officers performing their duties within the units subordinate to voivodeship
police headquarters (in poviat, city and district headquarters) are also not formally subordinate to the press spokesmen of voivodeship headquarters. Candidates for press officers undergo a specific verification practice in the press teams of voivodeship headquarters. Press spokesmen of voivodship headquarters initiate and enforce ongoing contact
between press officers and press teams of voivodship headquarters, they also conduct
training for press officers.
Use of media relations tools
Tools used in media relations of uniformed forces offices do not differ from those
used by companies and firms. Adapting the tools to the functioning of the police is a
factor that makes them outstanding.
Media relation tools used by uniformed forces can by divided into the following
categories:
- internal – of organizational character, concerning the flow of information between
certain divisions and spokespersons; gathering information, analysis and selection due
to the distribution to media; media monitoring and checking effectiveness of undertaken
actions,
- external – directed towards mass media and journalists and, as a result, at public
opinion.
Their typology is conditioned by the adopted division factors; thus, the following
aspects can be distinguished:
- interactions based on direct and indirect communication,
- formal and informal activities,
- individual (focused on cooperation with a specific journalist) and group (related to
cooperation with a large group of journalists - representatives of various editorial offices)
influence,
- press and audio-visual tools - according to the specificity of media types,
- interactions of an ad hoc and regular/cyclical actions,
- initiating actions (anticipating journalists’ interest) or reacting to them (resulting from
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media interest).
The internal tools are used particularly intensively and regularly in formations with
extensive press services of a hierarchical nature. The Police undoubtedly developed the
most extensive system of internal communication within the press services. The daily
work of the press services consists of gathering information, processing it, publishing
it through mass media. Undoubtedly, the basis for the effectiveness of media relations
in the Police is the professional way of managing the internal flow of information. It is a
pattern-based, repetitive process which includes the following:
- a meeting of a spokesperson of province headquarter chief with orderly officer to
check present situation, events and actions undertaken by policemen during evening
and night hours,
- “press checkout” – analysis of press materials published during the day (due to constant media monitoring – global and local); analysis of cooperation with media so far
and possible reactions to undertaken actions;
- taking part in everyday meeting - province chief with a spokesman. During this meeting the spokesperson reports about earlier actions,
- in some headquarters there is a teleconference between a province spokesperson
and local press officers has been established.
The researched spokespersons underlined following advantages of this solution:
- completing information given by orderly officer,
- possibility of combining information from various sources and, as a consequence,
making information for media more attractive,
- informing press officers of what is and will be happening in surrounding provinces,
- motivating press officers to search for information on their own.
- teleconference between a Main Headquarter Chief’s spokesperson with province
headquarters spokespersons – everyday at 9:00 am.
Such an extensive process of providing information within the press services allows a precise division of topics that are developed by individual units. One standard
is to distribute bottom-up messages. Information prepared by press officers in poviat
headquarters is prepared by them and published in information services in local media.
The police’s website as an online press office, enabling not only the inclusion of
any number of information, including attachments in the form of photographs, but also
audio files for radio journalists and audio-visual materials used by TV and online journalists is the most frequently used tool in this area. Information is also sent by e-mail
to the editorial offices and journalists cooperating with the spokesman or press officer.
Announcements prepared by press officers from poviat headquarters are also sent to
the press teams of voivodship headquarters, where they are categorized, filtered, sometimes re-edited and posted on news websites prepared for the needs of regional journalists and larger than-regional editorial offices.
The distribution is similar to the relationship between the press officers of poviat
headquarters and local journalists cooperating with them. Some particularly important,
spectacular or unusual messages, go to the information service of the Police Headquarters and are posted on the main page, at www.policja.pl. The effect of posting information on the Internet and sending it to the editorial office is usually a feedback loop in the
form of visits by reporters and phone calls from journalists seeking to develop messages, additional information, as well as statements and speeches by press spokesmen or
other officers directly involved in specific events. Afternoon hours are often calmer for
press office members. Those hours are spent on radio and television interviews and
searching for more information which could be used the next day to get journalists’ interest. Everyday work of members of press offices is, in general terms, similar to working
in press redaction. Thus, the daily work of press teams, to a large extent, resembles the
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work of a press editorial office, based on similar activities and tasks that are repeatedly
performed for the purposes of relations with journalists.
The most often used tools of communication between a spokesperson and journalists are phone and e-mail. Mobile phone is used to communicate important events
– sending short information that something had happened. To do this a text message
is mostly used. It is sent to a group of receivers – journalists that spokesperson cooperates with on regular basis. Mobile phones are of course the most useful tools to spread
and complete information. They also allow journalists to do interviews when a personal
meeting is not possible. E-mail is a tool used for sending press releases, news bulletins,
developing information sent via SMS and sending all sorts of audio-visual materials.
Websites are commonly used to send data, they can also be applied as on-line
press offices consisting of a part open for everyone and a part with a log-in in order to get
information. The way a spokesperson uses tools of communication depends on a few
various factors. It is not just about the level of professionalization of a spokesperson,
but also about the financial limitations or activities in initiating relations with journalists,
cooperation model and media environment expectations.
Press conferences are a relatively rarely used means of communication. They are
organized by central headquarters, less often at a lower level. Press officers do not use
this tool at all. Spokespersons being researched underline that this tool is reserved for
the most spectacular cases and events – sensational or dramatic crises connected with
a serious threat to formation image. Despite general opinion press conferences are not
that important from journalists’ point of view. Press conference gathers a huge number
of journalists in one place and time. It saves time and allows to inform everyone at one
moment. In most cases journalists prefer individual approach which suggests exclusiveness and shows difference to other media talking about the same subject. The researched spokespersons say that press conferences are described by journalists as unnecessary quite often. Press conferences seem very useful when independent experts
are present. Those people, due to their position character, cannot be too exploited by
journalists and a press conference provides an opportunity to get to know their opinion
which may be very important for the case. Otherwise, journalists would not be able to get
this sort of information.
Press offices, press officers and spokesperson’s equipment – up to radio-television
mini studios are also worth mentioning. A few of the researched units have specialized
workers to operate the camera and other professional equipment. They are particularly
useful in cases where journalist’s presence is not possible and multimedia materials prepared by the police are the only source of information available for the media. Besides,
the equipment is used for internal communication and preparation of various materials
for inner use. Many of the researched units possess promotional materials enabling
more effective media appearance.
Numerous media relation tools used by spokespersons in cooperation with journalists are changing dynamically together with the development of new technologies and
evolution of media with which they are to cooperate.
There is also no doubt that spokesmen are increasingly trying to relieve journalists
of their duties by providing comprehensively prepared and ready-to-publish information.
The most common arguments in favour of this practice include:
- willingness to meet journalist expectations,
- reduction of misinformation due to journalist’s ignorance and incompetence and lack
of time,
- necessity of competing with other subjects, which could be found more interesting by
journalists, and as a consequence, be published instead of information important for the
police.
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Barriers in media relations
One of the research aims was to check what kind of barriers are there in relations
of uniform force’s spokespersons with mass media. Barriers that make it more difficult.
It should be noted that the researched spokespersons were not willing to talk about this
subject. They were even ready to say that there are none. They seemed not to see any
journalist fault. Despite that they pointed out some difficulties in relations with journalists and media such as stipulating its incidental character. A vast majority stated that
spokespersons play ancillary role in relations with journalists, so it is in their interest to
adjust to mass media expectations. A sort of regularity could be seen in the research
outcome – the longer one works as a spokesperson the more one feels dependent on
media. The less experience on this position, the more negative comments on work of
journalists could be found. The outcome of the research allows to create negative comments catalogue.
A vast majority of the researched spokespersons stated that presently journalists
are poorly prepared to do their job – essentially and technically – especially the young
ones. They all stated that the best cooperation is with old journalists who specialize in
subjects such as: security, criminal law or justice. Those journalists, due to their experience, are far more competent and mature and such are their questions and comments
in materials they publish. On the other hand, there are young and inexperienced, random
reporters, asking infantile questions and, consequently, preparing poor publications, often requiring intervention and corrections.
The journalists with an earlier prepared thesis, which, despite facts and circumstances must be proven, are the true nightmare of the surveyed spokespersons. According to uniformed forces’ spokespersons, television journalists form interventional
programmes and those from tabloids seem to be dominating in this area. Their tendency
to present only negative aspects of information and an ongoing search for scandals and
sensational news is the other negative comment.
The other problem mentioned is laziness being manifested in the journalists’ reluctance to learn about a given event, and sometimes even in the reluctance to leave
their editorial office and embed the prepared publication in the information materials
received. This laziness is closely related to the lack of inquisitiveness and insight, which
are, after all, the essential features of a good journalist.
The other problem is a permanent lack of time or time pressure with which a
spokesperson has to deal all the time. This pressure causes the fact that the journalists
are being forced by supervisors who are trying to force press officers. In consequence
unchecked and incomplete information may be sent. In many cases, time wins over publication quality.
To sum up, the barriers mentioned by the researched spokespersons may form a
catalogue of weak points (to be improved in the future):
- raising the level of competence – especially among young journalists,
- increasing the journalists’ level of knowledge of the subject matter,
- increasing the level of openness to information,
- reducing the number of cases of forcing spokespersons to send unchecked and incomplete information,
- increasing the ethical standards which would eliminate attempts to prove a thesis
despite facts and arguments,
- openness for “good”/positive information reducing tendency for dramatic and sensational subjects.
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Summary
Public communication of uniformed forces is performed with the use of techniques
and tools of public relations, first of all – media relations. It is still relatively new for a
vast number of people responsible for relations with journalists in Poland.
Professional and active attitude of the police spokespersons and press officers has
a positive effect on the image of the Police force but also on effectiveness of operational
actions. Probably that is the reason why structures and techniques used by the Police
are adapted by other uniformed forces in Poland. It seems that professionalization of
media relations in the Police will be stronger in the future showing not only transformation inside the internal safety system, but also proving its effectiveness and flexibility in
the area of public relations.
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LANGUAGE QUALITY IN
SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS: WHOSE
RESPONSIBILITY?
Marcin Kozak1
Abstract
Is it journal editors’ role to decide whether the language of the manuscripts submitted to their
journals is fine? Among so many duties they have, this one seems to be all-too-often forgotten, or ignored, affecting the quality of scientific publications. Their indifference can also lead to unnecessary
arguments between authors and reviewers, or to situations in which the authors have no idea what
to do. Left alone, authors seldom win, even if they are right. This paper discusses whose role it is to
keep writing quality of journal articles.
Keywords: academic writing, peer review, academic journals

Introduction
Who is responsible for the quality of language of a scientific manuscript? The simplest and intuitive answer is: its authors. But as is with the quality of science, we should
append this one-element list with reviewers and editors.
“Editors of scientific publications are in the best position to understand both the
value and difficulty of simple writing,” state Vuong and Napier [2017]. I concur, but at
the same time I feel that not all editors would. Some may prefer running away from the
responsibility of taking care of their scientific journals’ language [Kozak, 2008a].
In Core competencies for scientific editors of biomedical journals: consensus statement, we do not see any direct mention of language [Moher et al., 2017]. The only related
competency is “Check the content of manuscripts submitted for publication for completeness, logic, and consistency,” under the core competency “Evaluate the scientific
rigor and integrity of manuscripts and make editorial decisions after consideration of
reviewers’ and other editors’ comments.” Although related to writing, this competency
only indirectly touches upon this aspect. Given so many directly stated things to take
care of, many editors might actually ignore such indirect hints.
Global science requires that all scientists use the same language so that they can
understand their peers. It’s no longer Latin, nor is it French—it is English that made the
lingua sciencia in the twentieth century, makes it now, and is likely to make it in the future.
1
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Almost all scientists can understand written English, but many non-native English
scientists have problems writing in it. This should not surprise: Learning how to write well
is difficult even in one’s native language, not to mention a foreign one. What also does
not come as a surprise is that so many manuscripts are rejected for language reasons.
Sometimes, however, such rejections are overkill, with the emphasis on how bad the
writing is being over the top. Even very well-written texts by experienced native English
authors happen to be criticized based on “poor language,” especially when the reviewers have failed to notice a native English speaker among the co-authors and assumed
non-native English authors cannot write well (see Kozak [2008b] and the discussion published in the same issue). Of course, sometimes even native authors fail to write well
enough, and then such criticism is justified—but it is not when the text is well written.
The truth is, many non-native English scientists feel themselves unfairly treated only
because their English is not perfect. On top of that, many of them do not know English
well but must still publish in it. How to deal with these issues is a challenging question.
I would like to offer you a sensible answer, but I cannot. Younger researchers are a little
luckier, having started learning English early on in their primary education. But most of
them are still far behind their native English colleagues, for whom English is, well, their
word and their world.
A non-native English speaker myself, I have had problems with understanding many
of the manuscripts I have reviewed, and not surprisingly, most of them were written by
non-native English speakers. Sometimes the quality of writing is so bad that the only
thing I can do is write, “I’m sorry, I just don’t know what you mean.” In these sad moments,
I understand native English reviewers. I understand why they are upset with unclear and
unidiomatic writing. I understand that faced with such writing too often, they may feel
that most non-native English speakers are just a pain—and nothing more.
But at the same time, I do understand non-native English authors feeling depressed
when reading such comments. I’ve been there. I know the feelings of frustration. I know
the lack of self-esteem that is likely to follow. Thus, I always try to sound encouraging
when criticizing their language. I am afraid, however, that many reviewers do not.
Let us return to Core competencies for scientific editors of biomedical journals: consensus statement, where we can read that the scientific editor should “[d]emonstrate
skill, tact, diplomacy, confidentiality, and professionalism in interactions with authors,
peer reviewers, readers, staff (if applicable), and other relevant individuals or groups,
particularly when concerns or disputes arise regarding the peer review and publication
process” [Moher et al., 2017]. Thus, when a reviewer criticizes the English language when
it is actually fine, the journal editor should step in, guiding and guarding both the author
and the reviewer.
But what is bizarre is that the most discouraging comments related to language can
come not from natives but from non-natives. What is even more bizarre, sometimes such
comments come from reviewers who clearly do not know English too well. As an author, I
have received several comments like “your english must improves.” As an editor to quite
a few journals, I have seen many more of them; so did Matarese and Shashok [2018].
Criticizing language and writing is easy when the manuscript is indeed in poor
shape, with plenty of grammatical mistakes, strangely chosen words, and unclear sentences. But where is the border between the good and the bad, between the acceptable
and the unacceptable? And who is to make that decision?
Journal editors: their role in this game
The above-mentioned bizarre behavior of non-native English reviewers is particularly striking. I see two likely reasons behind it. First, such reviewers might have problems
with understanding the text they are reviewing, in their opinion a perfect indication that
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there is something wrong with the language being used. Secondly, some think that their
knowledge of English is quite good even though, well, it isn’t.
Imagine that one of the reviewers of my manuscript writes that “The languages
must polish.” I look into the editor’s comments, but I find there no mention of this strange
note. What does it mean? That the editor agrees with it? Or maybe the editor prefers me
to address it? But how am I to respond? I don’t think it would be wise to say, for instance,
“Excuse me, Reviewer 2, but your English seems much worse than mine, so I don’t think I
should worry about your opinion,” a shortcut to rejection—possibly via a rage-and-hatred
route. So, maybe it’s better to say, “Thank you very much for your comment. We have
revised the whole manuscript throughout”? Most of the time, this is a wise thing to do
indeed; many a time, unfortunately, such reviewers respond with something like “The
manuscripts language have to still be throughout correcting.” So, what to do?
The question that asks itself is this: Where was the editor, the one who passed me
this comment without any mention? Leaving such comments uncommented seems to
suggest that the editor agrees with them. But it’s unlikely, so should I ask the editor what
he or she thinks? Perhaps. But frankly, I do think that editors should do something before
sending decision letters with such comments. Depending on the journal’s policy, such a
comment should be either removed (the editor should let the reviewer know about this)
or commented on by the editor in the letter to the authors (e.g., “Reviewer 2 suggests the
English language should be improved, but I do not think this is quite an issue, so feel free
to ignore it”).
Glonti and colleagues [2019] conducted a qualitative study among editors of biomedical journals, trying to find out what they thought about the roles reviewers and editors play. Throughout their article, you will find nothing about guarding the quality of
language. But what the participants stressed was that “peer reviewing should go beyond
the mere technical assessment of manuscripts and thus has also a supportive role.” Reviewer comments like those above do not fall into the category of supportive comments.
But what can the editor do? The authors write, “They [editors] have the authority to ‘override peer reviewers recommendations’ and ‘ignore their opinion’, if necessary, thereby
directly or indirectly exerting influence on authors to modify their manuscripts.”
So, whose responsibility is it?
Reviewers can suggest polishing the language, but it is the editor who should verify
such claims, setting the border between the acceptable and the unacceptable. Journal
editors should face the truth: It is their role to help their journals’ authors, supporting their
associate (or whatever they are called) editors, reviewers, and readers. It is also they who
should be responsible for the overall style of their journals.
It is also journal editors who should react when a reviewer asks for heavy editing
(such as “practically each sentence requires revision”) when light editing—if any at all—
would be enough. And, especially, it is they who should do something when a reviewer
whose English is worse than that of the authors claims that “a English language must
to improve.” When the editor reacts, at least by letting the authors know they should not
worry about it, such a comment will unlikely do any harm. According to Matarese and
Shashok [2018], “journal editors should be able to either provide authors with useful
feedback on the language (e.g., by endorsing or overruling reviewers’ complaints) or delegate this responsibility to an appropriately skilled reviewer or editorial staffer.”
On one hand, journal editors should have proficient language skills [Jawaid and
Jawaid, 2017, Glonti et al., 2019]. But on the other, this is not always the case. Some
journal editors do not feel up to being responsible for their journals’ language. The most
common situation—and a rather understandable one—is when they themselves are
non-native English speakers. Unfortunately, I am afraid that it does not make much of a
difference: The writing quality in their journal is still their responsibility. In such a situa-
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tion, they can and should look for help among the other editors; or find a new editor who
would help them out with language issues; or even consider hiring a language editor,
whose sole responsibility would to be take care of writing quality.
Conclusion: Three perspectives
An author’s position. As an author, I wish to be guided by the editor of a journal
to which I am submitting my manuscript—but also to be protected against unfair comments regarding the English in my manuscripts. Non-native English authors should not
be left alone in their struggles against unfair reviewers.
A reviewer’s position. As a reviewer, I equally wish to have the journal editor’s support. I like to review in a comfortable situation in which I know that the editor guards
the language gates. I can suggest that the language might require attention, and that’s
it—let the editor decide whether this is true or not, even if I am sure it is. If the language
is difficult to understand, I would pass such information to the editor and let him or her
check. Only in extreme situations of completely incomprehensible language should a
reviewer say so directly to the author. But actually, such a situation should never happen:
The editor should reject such a paper without sending it to reviewers.
An editor’s position. Such an approach would make authors’ and reviewers’ lives
easier, but it wouldn’t always do the same for journal editors. It might give them more
work, actually: They would have to pay attention to the language of the manuscript as
well as to what the reviewers say about it. If the reviewers are critical, the editor must
decide whether that’s true or not, and if not, the editor should react accordingly. This
approach would likely make their work better organized and more efficient, in effect improving their journals’ quality.
In science, if you want to convey a message, interest your readers, and convince
them of something, then writing matters [Kozak and Hartley, 2019]. If poorly written, even
great research can go unnoticed, or be misunderstood, or forgotten. But if written in an
interesting way and thus offering a pleasant read, even poor research can find its way to
the reader.
For this very reason, I do think that it’s natural for all journal editors to care about
the quality of writing in their journals. This is one way to make their journals well received
and do the job of disseminating science. Ignoring writing quality means ignoring the
multidimensionality of the journal’s quality, a path towards depletion instead of development.
And so, for journal editors, the whole situation means one thing: They are to guard
this important aspect of academic writing—writing.
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THE MEDIA, EXTREMISM AND
TERRORISM: AN UNINTENTIONAL
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP
Leisa S. McElreath1, David Hughes
McElreath2, Daniel Adrian Doss3, Gregg W.
Etter Sr.4, Ashley Lindsley5
Abstract
Although the goals of the press and terrorists are not the same, the two groups engage in a mutually beneficial relationship that often appears confusing to scholars and the public. Both the press
and the terrorists need and crave the attention of the public. In this paper the authors examine the
motives and the methods that the media and the terrorists attempt to achieve their goals. The terrorists need the attention to create terror and spread their propaganda to further their political causes.
The media needs the sensationalism created by the terrorists to attract viewers or readers and to
positively effect ratings. The study found that the stories about terrorism increased media ratings
while unintentionally benefiting the terrorist by publicizing the terrorist cause.
Key words: media, relationship, terrorism

Introduction
Any examination of the relationship between the media and terrorism reveals a relationship that is mutually beneficial. For the media, the actions of the terrorists provide
graphic stories of death and destruction. For the terrorists, media coverage brings attention to their agenda. With the development of what is called the New Media and the
emergence of blogs and independent web-sites, the sharing of information on a large
scale is no longer controlled by a few powerful media corporations. In this study the authors examine the methods and motivations of both the media and the terrorists to see
how these two vary different goals interact.
Over the last several decades, the way people communicate has changed significantly. With the internet, satellite communications and access to communication devices such as cell phones and lap-tops, the ability to share information has reached a level
unimagined just a few decades ago. Information can reach a global audience in a matter
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of minutes. No longer is the media controlled by a few media powerhouses. Today, individuals and small groups have established a variety of informational platforms from
which they can engage in social media exchanges finding themselves as participates in
a virtual communications universe. Information shared can inform and educate, influence and shape opinion and behavior.
As part of this revolution in communication is social media, which has become
one of the most significant means in which people communicate [Kandemir & Brand,
2017]. For terrorists, the media is a multi-dimensional tool used to advance their radical agendas, recruit, inspire and communicate among members. It can also serve as
an operational asset assisting in target reconnaissance/selection, and aiding financing
and logistical efforts. Many members of terrorist groups play to the media and engage
in Guerrilla Theater to make their political points. Weisman (1973) observed that Guerrilla Theater was used by revolutionaries and terrorists for “agitprop (read ‘agitation and
propaganda’) aesthetics as an effective way of talking to their brothers.” Terrorists and
revolutionaries have long used propaganda to further their political agenda, recruit those
of like mind and to strike fear in the hearts of the populace. [Guevarra, 1969] For those
who wage the struggle against terrorism, the New Media and the virtual world provide
opportunities within which counter-terrorism operations may occur.
Media Background
It is naïve to believe information shared through the various media outlets/portals
is non-biased. The media is a powerful force. [Altheide, 1976] In the late 1890s, the
New York media was significant in breaking the power of the long standing Tammany
Hall political machine there [DiFabio, 2013]. During the latter part of the decade, the U.S.
media was controlled by William Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer. Their empires
contained the nation’s most powerful newspapers, and it was Hearst and Pulitzer who
decided what the public would read. Both were quick to use sensational headlines to
sell their newspapers, and left unchecked, they published stories with little regard to
accuracy. They understood their newspapers had the power to sway public opinion and
shape national policy. After the sinking of the USS Maine in Havana Harbor, the Hearst
media proclaimed, without any evidence, the Spanish were responsible for the destruction of the ship. These stories were significant in shaping public opinion in favor of a
conflict and pushed the United States into war with Spain, in what many view as the first
press-driven war [Lemann, 2009].
World War II involved much media leverage. Hitler understood the power possessed
by those who controlled the media. Once he and the National Socialist Party gained
power in Germany, they took control of the media and used it to their advantage. This
media control, combined with the establishment of a police state, ensured any opposing
voices were silenced. The control of the press was a major step in allowing him and his
Nazi leadership to push their anti-Semitism agenda and dreams of military conquest
[Snyder, 2019]. During World War II, the media in the United States supported the war
effort. That support was a key element in inspiring and sustaining military recruitment,
the defense industry workforce as well as maintaining civilian morale on the home front
throughout the conflict.
In the United States, the First Amendment guarantees freedom of the press, but
that guarantee does not mean the information reported in the media is free from biases
[Doss, et al. 2015; Altheide, 1976]. Even today, the major media corporations still control
much of the information presented through a broad spectrum of news outlets, but social
media, blogs and other information platforms have dramatically changed how we send,
receive and share information. The issue becomes speed of access to the public, With
modern communications and a wide variety of media available, viewers are often able to
see what is actually happening as it actually happens. The reporter is able to “color” the
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view of what they are seeing with their journalistic spin. [Hess & Kalb, 2003] Considered
the New Media, many different communication channels have opened up the flow of
information to almost a global audience [White, 2017]. Exceptions to the global access
are populations that reside in areas where restrictions are put in place by governments.
Nations that restrict internet access include North Korea, Iran, Ethiopia, Saudi Arabia,
Vietnam, Cuba and China [Alexander, 2019].
Journalists seem to love a good terrorist attack, be it domestic or international.
Reporters flock to an event, hungry to be the first to report the graphic details. The terrorists understand this attraction and further understand the more graphic, the greater
the coverage. Theatrics sell airtime. Sensationalism gets viewers. [Altheide, 2006] Kerbel (2001) observed that: “If it bleeds, it leads!” The highly staged murders of hostages
by ISIS, the kidnapping of young girls by Boko Haram and the massacre by Chechen
terrorists of teachers and children in the Beslan School in Russia became global stories
[White, 2017]. Coverage of these events continues for days and weeks. Sophisticated
terrorists and terrorist organizations have long understood the value of the media and
how to become a story. For those terrorist organizations which advocate an anti-governmental agenda, coverage by the media often proves the perfect platform to gain attention and suggest a governmental failure to protect its citizens.
Terrorists realize the internet, television and radio provide channels to potentially
reach an international audience. They understand the media’s value in transmitting a
message and the role those messages play as a tool in the radicalization and recruitment of others. New Media resources can serve as a platform for gaining sympathy,
transmitting threats and instilling fear, often at a level disproportionate to the true threat.
The terrorists count on the media’s power to shape public opinion and influence policy
makers. It becomes a question of who can use the media most effectively, the terrorist
or those combating terrorism [Burke, 2016].
The ability to share information globally has served terrorists well. Information accessible within the global communications network plays a role in the operations of
terrorists. They realize the internet can be a source for data mining, providing valuable
information allowing them to recruit or seek out and select targets for their attacks.
Some attacks may be physical attacks, such as bombings or assassinations, however
many include cyberattack/hacking, breaking into various web-sights or web-portals. As
a communication tool, the Taliban recently used WhatsApp to share information pertaining to their humanitarian efforts distributing protective masks in areas in Afghanistan
impacted by COVID-19 [Gannon, 2020].
Terrorists realize it is important to gain recognition if they are to be taken seriously.
In 2014, President Obama referred to ISIS as a “JV team,” suggesting they did not present
an important threat in the Middle Eastern region [Ross, Hosenball, Park, & Ferran, 2016].
Unfortunately, his assessment was a tragic under-estimation of their capabilities. ISIS
proved extremely efficient in not only achieving territorial gains, but also using the New
Media, especially Twitter [Berger & Morgan, 2015], as a platform for command and control, recruitment, communication and as a logistical support asset. ISIS’s success in the
cyber world expanded their reach to other parts of the globe, inspiring lone wolves to
embrace their cause and conduct independent attacks or provide other types of support
[McElreath, et al., 2018].
A terrorist’s goal is to advance and ultimately achieve a desired agenda. Terrorists
are willing to injure or kill and fuel instability. Most acts of terror are committed to undermine those the terrorists oppose, gain publicity and, in doing so, instill fear within a
population. They play to the media [White, 2017]. Without media coverage, much of the
value of their attacks is lost. It can be argued, the media, working with a government,
could potentially suppress news of the incidents and negate much of the value of the
terrorists’ efforts. A terrorist act, in and of itself, is often not as significant as the public
and government reaction to it.
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It is unfortunate that terrorist organizations have used the media for their benefit.
For many, the 1972 Munich Olympics brought one of the first graphic displays of terrorism into homes. The world watched the tense days as terrorists held captive members
of the Israeli Olympic Team. The actions of the terrorists and the tragic response by the
Germans resulted in the deaths of twelve individuals, eleven being Israeli Olympic team
members [Spaaij, 2016].
In 1976, the world’s attention was again focused on the plight of the Air France hostages held in Uganda by terrorists. Media coverage provided a platform for the terrorists
to share their demands. Declaring themselves members of the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine, they demanded the release of fifty-three “freedom-fighters,” the
majority of who were held in Israeli confinement [Krift, 1977]. In this case, fortunately,
the Israeli Defense Forces conducted a successful rescue operation, killing all of the terrorists and rescuing the majority of hostages. While a tactical defeat for the terrorists,
the aircraft hijacking achieved global attention and gained awareness to their demands.
Ultimately, the terrorists’ demands for the release of those held by Israel were unmet, but
the media coverage handed them a strategic victory.
The media has also covered the actions of domestic terrorists and domestic terrorist groups. The Ku Klux Klan has been covered extensively. The violence connected to
the Red Scare in the 1920s drew media coverage [McElreath, et al., 2014]. In 1995, the
bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building shocked the nation and made Timothy
McVeigh a household name. The media shared hours of coverage of the devastation.
In 1996, Eric Rudolph recognized the significance of the Atlanta Olympics as a terrorist
target, believing bombing the Olympics would draw significant media attention to his
agenda. Prior to his capture, Rudolph committed three additional bombings, each drawing media coverage [Spaaij, 2016].
The attacks of September 11, 2001 shocked the nation and the world. Though
those responsible were foreign, the attacks, especially striking Washington and New
York guaranteed global media coverage. The images of aircraft striking the World Trade
Center Towers, people leaping to their deaths, along with images of first responders desperately racing to save lives remain vivid even today.
Media Resources and Terrorism
For terrorists, the New Media is another theater in which to wage war and use as a
tool in the battle for hearts and minds. Terrorists hope to gain a media audience which
will facilitate the spreading of their messages, and connect with those who will acceptance the purpose and goals of their movement or intimidate those who will not [White,
2017].
There are many terrorist related web-sites, some even established by those fighting
the terrorist with the intent of disrupting their operations. Many sites are established by
hard-core terrorist organizations with radical messaging [Kandemir & Brand, 2017]. In
1998, there were a total of 12 terrorist related websites active. By 2003 there were approximately 2,630 sites and by January 2009 an estimated 6,940 active terrorists related
websites were counted [Bott, Dickens, Moffitt, Smith, & Rowley, 2009]. As with traditional
media, sophisticated terrorists understand the benefit of New Media resources. Modern terrorists employ websites, chat rooms, online message boards and forums, making
their propaganda accessible. ISIS was very effective in using the internet to spread their
message and ultimately recruited thousands of extremist fighters from around the globe.
Social platforms including Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and RapidShare are now used.
Al-Qaeda’s virtual magazine Inspire can easily be found with a web-search [Kaczynski,
2013]. Another example was an audio version of Turner Diaries, being read by its author
William Pierce on YouTube. Even Jihadist videos advocating the destruction of Israel
and the United States, featuring Adam Gadahn, were easily located [Schmitt, 2015].
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Since the initial years of the twenty-first century, social media use by extremist and
terrorist entities increased dramatically.
https://www.start.umd.edu/pubs/START_PIRUS_UseOfSocialMediaByUSExtremists_ResearchBrief_July2018.pdf
Synthesis and Commentary
The virtual world is real and is never going away. In the struggle, those engaging
terrorists must stay current on their use of the resources of the virtual world and the
New Media. Those conducting counter-terrorism operations realize the battle occurs
on many fronts, in both the physical and virtual worlds. Those fighting terrorists must
use the various elements within the New Media in the fight. This fight is conducted
from several perspectives including data mining intelligence which can contribute to
operational decisions and countering messages in the psychological struggle. While
the New Media is a recruiting asset for terrorists, counter-terrorist operations can use
the same platforms to disrupt recruitment by creating dissent and suspicion within terrorist organizations, providing information and incentives to those seeking to depart the
groups, working to undermine support for the organizations [Kandemir & Brand, 2017]
and striving to generally destabilize the organization. Efforts sharing information about
rewards for the capture or elimination of high value targets, such as members of the
organization’s leadership have proven to be of great value.
Many technology companies, including social media organizations, actively participate in counter-terrorism efforts [Fishman, 2019]. The Brookings study of Twitter use by
ISIS, found Anti-ISIS intelligence operatives created accounts that appeared to be linked
to ISIS to gain, among other things, deeper operational insight [Berger & Morgan, 2015].
Also, Twitter has worked toward either closing or disrupting pro-terrorist accounts. From
September through December 2014, it is estimated that at least 46,000 and 70,000 Twitter accounts were used by ISIS supporters, although not all of them were active at the
same time [Berger & Morgan, 2015]. In 2016, Twitter reported that of its 390 million
accounts, approximately 390,000 were closed for posting terrorist materials [Kandemir
& Brand, 2017]. Facebook reported that in the first nine months of 2018 it removed 14.3
million pieces of content related to the Islamic State, al-Qaeda, and their affiliates [Fishman, 2019].
Terrorist organizations produce a wide range of propaganda in the form of imagery,
videos, and audio files [Fishman, 2019]. In the counter-terrorism struggle, information
and materials terrorists share is analyzed to gain intelligence including image matching.
This struggle is conducted internationally through the cooperation of governments and
in many instances with the assistance of private partners such as banks, research agencies and others that choose to remain anonymous.
Television news reporting has also changed with a wide range of 24-hour news
networks emerging, each presenting “news” typically with a social and political flavor.
In the United States, FOX, One America News, CNN and MSNBC are readily accessible
across the nation. Produced in the United Kingdom and shared internationally, the British Broadcasting Network [BBC] has a global reach. From the Middle East programing
developed and presented through such networks as Al Manar sponsored by Hezbollah,
and Al-Jazeera that both support and glorify terrorists.
When Bin Laden released an 18-minute video in 2004 in which he announced his
goal of forcing the U.S. into bankruptcy, Al-Jazeera aired nearly the entire video [Barnett
& Reynolds, 2009; Arak, 2004]. Bin Laden was attempting to create doubt in the minds
of the citizens in America and in her allied countries regarding the cost of the Global War
on Terror, and was able to exploit mass media to deliver his message.
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Many of these groups exhibit professional marketing savvy by preparing statements,
fact sheets, and follow-up videos for news media to use after an attack. For instance,
before he attacked the London subway system in 2005, Shehzad Tanweer recorded a
video that received airtime on the Al-Jazeera network during the aftermath of his attack.
Within this video, Tanweer stated that the London subway bombing was the beginning
of a series of attacks that would become increasingly stronger until British troops were
withdrawn from Iraq and Afghanistan.
Both Shehzad Tanweer and Osama Bin Laden leveraged mass media as a means of
disseminating their messages to mass audiences. Both sought to shape public opinion,
generate doubt, incite fear, and impair the war effort. While both men ultimately failed to
achieve their goals through violence and rhetoric, they were successful in transmitting
their messages to mass audiences. For terrorists, any media coverage is good. Dr.
George Habash, founder of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), said
as media coverage of PFLP increased, he felt PFLP gained creditability, stating “at least
the world is talking about us” [MacLeod, 2008].
In modern times, mass media is a major mechanism for disseminating ideology,
serving as a receptor and delivery method for messaging. Over time, the repeated exposure to ideological messaging can affect personal individual views of “social reality,” and
with mass audiences, this accumulates into broader changes in society’s overall opinion
and perspective.
By using the internet and New Media resources for sharing a wide range of information, a focused effort can be used as a recruitment initiative. Many web forums and
chat rooms appear to target older teens. This is where much peer-to-peer interactions
occur and, for some, radicalization begins. Radical organizations recruit globally, especially targeting young individuals, drawing them into the struggle. Casting a wide net, the
message sent by extremist groups has proven to achieve their intent of recruiting, and
in some cases, inspiring individuals to violent action as lone wolves. These lone wolves
are individuals often acting without a direct connection to the terrorist organization but
are inspired by their message. In 2016, Mississippi State students Jaelyn Young and
Muhammad Dakhlalla tried to travel to Istanbul with the intent of joining ISIS. Both were
charged and convicted of conspiring to provide material support to a terrorist group.
Just as mass media news outlets must generate large audiences in order to survive
as businesses, terrorist groups must access these large audiences in order to incite fear,
further their rhetoric, influence public opinion, and recruit new members. Thus, news media and terrorist organizations can be said to have a co-dependency upon one another,
as each perpetuates and sustains the other. Though news corporations can certainly
prosper without terrorism coverage, those corporations which do cover terrorism will
gain larger audiences and higher incomes than those which do not.
Media coverage of terrorist incidents invariably draws world attention to the group
which perpetrated the attack, along with its cause, demands and grievances. Committing a terrorist attack is one of the most effective ways to obtain free, global publicity for
one’s cause.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Terrorist organizations see the New Media as a tool from which they disseminate
their ideology, deeds, and rhetoric to a larger audience as they attempt to generate a
groundswell of popular sentiment and force those they oppose to concede to their demands. Violence attracts attention and attention is one of the things terrorists desire
[McElreath, et al., 2014].
The modern terrorist, both domestic and international, understands the value of the
New Media. They see the cyber-world as a battleground where physical and psycholog-
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ical warfare can be waged. Both the terrorist and those fighting the terrorist realize the
impact of media coverage in this struggle. If the media limits or omits the propaganda
message that terrorists desire shared, the terrorist act may lose value and be seen as
little more than crime or sabotage [Martin, 2008]. For the terrorists, the ability to conduct
an act of terror and gain attention, instill fear and draw attention to the agenda of their
organization is of great value.
New media and cyberspace represent emerging entities wherein policies are emerging as events occur in due time. Typically, when assessing events and policy, average of
20 years of data should be accumulated and examined historically before an effective
assessment of policy can occur [Frei & Ruloff, 1989]. In other words, about two decades
should pass before one may strongly interpret historical events and their effects from
policy perspectives. Given this notion, future studies may explore the emerging of policies addressing issues of the new media and terrorism. Such endeavors may examine
not only the organizational policies of domestic and international entities, but also those
of federal agencies and organizations.
The resources available through the various elements contained in the New Media
are constantly evolving. As terrorists seek ways to exploit the internet and New Media,
those fighting against them are also seeking ways to use the New Media’s resources to
their advantage. The media in their quest for ratings sometimes aids the terrorists wittingly or unwittingly. The terrorist know this and count on it.
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EXPLORING THE SOCIAL MEDIA
CULTURE OF COMMENTING:
YOUTUBE USERS SENTIMENTS
OF “MISINFORMATION” ON
INTERNATIONAL NEWS MEDIA
SPHERE.
Ong’ong’a Daniel Oloo1
Abstract
In the 21st century, the Iinternet has continued to play a role during breaking news and especially in emergencies. Social media platforms as an alternate public sphere play a crucial role for users
to seek out clarification, debate, and spread information. The information which might be perceived
to be misinformation has become a challenge in both the local news and the international media
sphere. Although different scholars have debated this aspect, a review of the relevant literature indicates that few scholars have explored this in line with the culture of commenting. The culture of
news consumers in the digital age shapes the development of news stories as they seek to find a
credible source of information for their consumption. This study recognizes that the assumption of
misinformation is a very complex problem that is subject to a diverse cultural analysis and incessant discourse among experts. Therefore, this study explores the YouTube users in the international
media sphere in regards to perceived misinformation and social media culture of commenting. The
study explores YouTube as a communicative podium through the analysis of YouTube channels of
media. The article utilized ExportComments.com, a data extraction tool to extract both quantitative
and qualitative data from the YouTube channels, and conducted a thematic content qualitative analysis of the comments. The study contributes to the overall public sphere theory. It is imperative to the
adaptation of pro-truth by the media, while audience engagement and news media literacy are vital
in the age of fake news.
Key words: Internet Culture, Misinformation, news media literacy, Social Media, Public Sphere, YouTube.

Background
The rise of misinformation over the internet age is a global concern as institutions
continue to face this problem. Social media users have adapted the cyberculturecyber
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culture of using the internet to communicate, to get entertainment as well as to seek
information and spread this information in the networked society. The internet, through
its various platforms, has revitalized the world, making agenda setting and information
transmission dynamic. The facts are continuously mingled with half-truths and create
untruthful, factitious blends that spin a specific ideology (Zubiaga et al., 2016).
Misinformation has a long history hence represented inaccurate beliefs pose a
threat to the individuals who consume them (Bennett & Livingston, 2018). Social media
avenues have continuously played this role as media institutions fall prey. Since misinformation can lead to poor choices about significant matters, this might be very (Nyhan
& Reifler, 2015), difficult to correct hence there is a need to demystify it. Nickerson (2019)
notes that misinformation is very difficult to correct, consequently to have a lasting effect after its discrediting. People persistently continue to make casual references based
on the availability of information on a given outcome or event. Consequently, it strives
to influence the beliefs and attitudes of a group of people both online and offline continually even after deconstructing it and replacing it with alternative casual explanations
(Harsin, 2018).
Currently, news consumers rely on social media such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, just to mention a few to stay abreast of the breaking news and its subsequent updates. As the story unfolds (Bennett & Livingston, 2018), media have adopted the use
of these social media for information which, many times, is always released piecemeal.
Such a strategy creates and encourages rumors, which in most cases, go unverified after
their point of the announcement (Nyhan & Reifler, 2015). The role of social media today
plays an essential aspect in the event of a crisis. These epidemics, disasters, and tragedies are shared, reshared, liked, posted, and tweeted concurrently in the online sphere
(Mutua & Ong’ong’a 2020). Waisbord (2018) posits that the coverage of such events is
always portrayed both positively and negatively by these social media. The same has
been used by the authorities to effectively manage disaster as well as used by malicious
entities to mislead the news consumers.
Lazer et al. (2018) argue that the use of social media for the consumption of
news has become a double-edged sword. Although it is low in cost, easily accessible,
and disseminates information rapidly (Guo et al., 2019), it leads people to seek and consume news from them. Despite these factors, it acts as a highway for the spread of misinformation to its consumers because of its low quality and false information (Ong’ong’a
2021). The authenticity balance of the news ecosystem breaks when the media publicize
misinformation on social media. The extensive spread of such information has the potential for extremely negative impacts on society and individuals (Zubiaga et al., 2016).
Consequently, in line with this, Pennycook, Cannon, & Rand (2018) argue that tremendous attention to misinformation detection on social media has emerged as a research area that needs exploitation. They confirm that reading a news headline once
could be sufficient to increase later perception of its accuracy; hence, familiarity plays a
crucial role in the belief of news (Ong’ong’a & Demuyakor, 2020). Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral
(2018) confirm this statement and argue that false stories spread speedily and broader
than real news stories. Journalist’s Resource, (2019) asserts that scholars in this area
are still trying to comprehend how misinformation in social media travel and why today
people nevertheless seek and believe in it.
Recently, there has been news going around the social media on the issue reported
by the global media stations on the alleged death of “39 Chinese’’ nationals resulting
from suffocation in a truck as they illegally migrated to the United Kingdom. The Guardian, The Sun, and CGTN- China Global Television Network) carried out this story. They
published the same on their various social media news channels like Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube. This reporting brought about the debate on the authenticity of the news
reported on the social media owned by dominant media from the members of the public, especially the social media users. In the aftermath of this event, it turned out that
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the alleged individuals who perished in the airtight refrigerated truck were not Chinese
nationals but Vietnamese nationals. Consequently, this event created a motive for the
exploration of this study on exploring the internet culture of commenting by analyzing
YouTube users’ sentiments on the international media sphere.
Literature review
Social media culture has emerged recently with scholars exploring it in the lenses
of distribution of messages that are distanced from their original intentions. These cultures have become more popular in today’s age (Zittrain, 2014). The space created by
the social media platforms (Dijck et al., 2018, pp. 7–30), allows users to adopt a culture
of posting, creating, downloading, tweeting, sharing, and commenting on other people
or organizations pages as well as blogs. Consequently, this has generated a new culture
that has opened the doors for both positive and negatives in influencing the world at
large. A study carried out by Sheldon et al., (2019) suggests that there has been an invention of new culture in social media which does not only focuses on hashtags but also
on criticizing comments that generally come from the news source or industrial players.
The criticism is influenced by the development of a space for seeking more information
or clarification. As pointed out by Fuchs, (2014, pp. 54–57) that social media’s positive
aspects make society and culture more democratic by people meeting on the net form
collective, share and create content. The social media users who practice these cultures,
sometimes find themselves sharing information that might be inaccurate or misleading.
Therefore, the social media platforms offer a community that collaborates, share and
communicate messages that reach wider geographical location (Ong’ong’a, 2020).
Misinformation has been recently documented and drew attention in a political context (Lazer et al., 2018), while topics such as nutrition vaccination, and food are covered
widely. The credibility (Guo et al., 2019), of the misinformation, is damaging in a way that
is parasitic on the standard news outlets. The objectivity and balance of news are vital
for any journalistic practice, which therefore alleviates the sense of propaganda. The
sustainability of these norms is distributed and created by dominant local and national
oligopolies in the 20th century.
The rise of the Iinternet has lowered the rate of access to news players. This has rejected the usual norms of public trust and credibility, which have undermined traditional
news sources. Such context has made it possible for the mass audience attracted to the
misinformation. Scholars such as (Bennett & Livingston, 2018; Nickerson, 2018; Zubiaga
et al., 2016) have urged that false information spread faster and rapidly in social media
platforms such as Twitter than accurate information where people tend to retweet in
topics such as politics.
The credibility of information tends to be questioned by individuals when it violates
their cultural preconceptions. People are likely to perceive sources of news as credible
if others who issue the same source see them as reliable. Therefore, this indicates that
the references will be treated credibly when there is insufficient report existing to access the accuracy of the source. However, with the readily available different platforms,
online users migrate from various sources simultaneously to access the information.
Hence the data may be accepted uncritically if it aligns with an individual’s beliefs with
the norms, culture, and values of their society or community (Zubiaga et al., 2016). Such
information confirms the pre-existing suspicions more persuasive than established bias,
thus inclined to accept information that is desirability biased. Social media users favor
receiving information that endorses their current opinions. These social biases, misinformation, are perceived as real by users. Misinformation is accepted to previous prejudiced and philosophical viewpoints without fact-checking of a news story. The repeating
of the misinformation has the risk of increasing an individual’s likelihood of receiving
it as accurate even when the facts have been checked. It is tough to correct cultural
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misperception once it is formed.
Guo, Cao, Zhang, Shu, & Yu, (2018) argue that when the misinformation is corrected by the presentation of accurate and factual information, this is not useful to reduce
misperception. Still, in most cases, it may increase the misconception further specifically amongst the groups with the same cultural ideology. Concurring (Vosoughi et al.,
2018), asserts that the repetition of misinformation increases the perception of truth
even if the misinformation is paired with a valid retraction. In the 20th century, the failure
of news media led to the raise of norms and practices of journalists (Lazer et al., 2018),
that are imperfect that strived to provide objective and credible information.
Misinformation from social media that is later proven as false has had a diverse
effect on the individuals ‘culture and societies that consumed them (Vraga et al., 2020;
Creech, 2020). The breaking news with unverified facts tends to destroy the credibility
of the news source, henceforth spreading to a broader spectrum of influencing perceptions and events despite being confirmed (Bennett & Livingston, 2018). Harcup & O’Neill,
(2017) pinpoint that journalists are required to work in predefined deadlines to produce
news. While the newsrooms are the sole entity having the responsibility for what, when
the stories will be published (Domingo et al., 2008). The value of their news, therefore,
affects the extent to which the coverage of the stories could be shared. Thus, the report
is categorized according to its importance to the consumers. Such news includes; conflicts, stories that are perceived as significant if several people involved, and; the one’s
subject that is already in the report.
Furthermore, Domingo et al., (2008), states that currently, the journalist is presented
with instant feedback on whether their news selection decisions and presentation mode
are aligned with the significant numbers of the consumers online. The consumption process is revolving from a mediated form from the journalist to the information seeking by
the consumers. The users have been provided by the new paradigm of data created by
social media (Clayton et al., 2019; Vraga et al., 2020). The user-generated content has
become more significant in the news production decision in the rise of digital and online
media. Vargo, Guo, and Amazeen (2018) reflect that the topicality and autonomy of misinformation coverage are divergent. While the focus on the emerging new media should
be responsive to the agendas of misinformation but to a lesser extent, the audience in
the online participation has continued to be viewed as politicians and debaters for the
current events. Consequently, this focuses on the interpretation stage, where they are
allowed to give comments on the news story (Domingo et al., 2008).
The widespread social media as a public sphere has persistent in providing a new
powerful tool for data collection and sharing of information. The study of misinformation in naturalistic (Zubiaga et al., 2016), set up, takes a new different spectrum with the
advent of the internet. Social media posts are used by people to share their opinions and
express their emotions (Guo et al., 2019) and strange reactions toward misinformation.
The possibility of extracting posts-based features helps in examining the misinformation
via responses from the general public, as shown in posts (Vargo, Guo, & Amazeen, 2018).
The unique features, such as stance or viewpoint, indicate the user’s opinion towards a
piece of specific information in social media.
While media face the new challenge (Belair-Gagnon et al., 2019), of retracting back
news that they have no facts, self-correction has been seen as slow to take effect with
the misinformation connected with a wider conventional of newsworthy stories or incidents (Domingo et al., 2008; Vargo et al., 2018; Zubiaga et al., 2016). This has managed to the discrediting of information; hence the appearance of later correction of such
stories diminished the diffusion of misinformation (Vraga et al., 2020). YouTube, as a
social media, is both prosaic as well as narcissistic for the commercial break dressed
up as democratized media (Keen, 2007). Real-time collection of an individual’s cultural
perception (Vraga et al., 2020) of misinformation has proved to be difficult traditionally.
Misinformation in itself is not a problem, but the media ecology has invigorated from old
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newsprint to current social media and online news. Therefore, it is from this backdrop
that called for the need to explore the internet culture of commenting by analysing the
user’s sentiments on the international media sphere in the online social media, especially YouTube.
The following theory is established to investigate the sentiments of misinformation
in social media as a public sphere by focusing on YouTube channels from the literature
reviewed.
Communicative theory by Habermas
To further investigate this discourse, the study borrowed Habermas’ public sphere
theory. This theory is based on studying the emergence of public informal debates that
are coined in different cultural and political backgrounds (Bosch et al., 2020). The social
media users can be termed as the individual who is privately found in the common podia
discussing matters that affect them. The discussions going on in social media can be
presupposed to deliberate on the issues affecting the wider public. The sphere comprises the formal or informal institution and people whether physical or virtual (Bosch et al.,
2020). Therefore, this characteristic fits generally all social media platforms that tend
to provide a platform for commenting, liking, sharing, posting, and reposting as well as
twitting and retweeting (Ong’ong’a, 2020).
According to Habermas, the public sphere is not only a political sphere but also
a place where is free from private ownership and censorship (Habermas, 2015, p. 36).
Consequently, this theory guides the participation of users in social media platforms
since most are free from censorship from different players (Fuchs, 2014, p. 181). Social
media platforms offer people a reason to speak freely and demonstrate their sentiments
openly. Supporting this theory, (Bosch et al., 2020; Fuchs, 2014) acknowledge that social
media platforms comprise an extension of the original public sphere. Besides, this offers
a space for the social media users to form an uncontrolled public opinion from the governments hence becoming a platform for users to engage with different issues that they
may perceive inconsistent. Fuchs, (2014, p. 182) encapsulates that marginalized and
minority group expresses their diverse individual or political views through social media
platforms. In this regard, the study incorporates Habermas’ theory and view social media
as a sphere for public opinion which allows users to express their sentiments concerning
a multiplicity of concerns.
Methodology
The study adopted the qualitative content analysis to deconstruct the various aspect of the online news media users’ comments on the YouTube channel of media reporting on the issue of ‘the death of the 39 Chinese in a truck’ at Essex. Content analysis
has been used on media data on circulation, viewers, readership, and listeners on the
study of media evaluation and media analysis (Neuendorf, 2002). Consequently, this allows for a more structured and, subsequently, a restricted form of generating valuable
information from media (Harold Lasswell, 1927). The only disadvantage of this methods
is that it limits the researcher to quantify data, since this study was qualitative in nature,
it was imperative to code and analyse data that only strived to address the research
question. In doing so, it contributes to the larger body of knowledge on how to conduct
research in the big data era as well as using of sophisticated methods in collecting data.
A purposive sampling of the YouTube media channel was done with a criterion position of reporting the story as “the death of 39 in a truck’’ on 25th of September to
2nd of December 2019, the media that did not report or use this as their breaking news
headline in their YouTube channel were disregarded. One media YouTube channel was
identified- The Guardian. To analyze these comments, Export Comments.com an online
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free software that has the capability of data collection and extraction was used to export
data in standard formats that included the date, name of the person posting, likes, share,
and comments by the user. The 500 most recent comments from the YouTube channel
were exported. The Guardian had 869 likes on its top comment with a total comment of
2308. The study drew 150 sample comments from the total dataset of 500 comments
for the thematic qualitative content analysis basing on the study criterion.
Findings and Discussions
The findings from this study reveal that internet culture plays a part in the establishment of a space for the discussion of issues by commenters. Therefore, this study
supports (Habermas, 2015) who indicated that the audience is key in finding solutions
to their problem through public discussion. This view is established from the comments
been getting the most likes (867).
Why are none of the news outlets keen on reporting that Mo (the driver) has been released without charge? It was him that found the bodies
and phones police, guy had only been in possession of the trailer for 35
mins. Just keep on assuming in the comments guys, you’ll crack this case
soon! (30/10/2019).
Furthermore, the study has revealed that the audience in the social media plays a
crucial role in the event of any news; these sentiments are also supported by the study
done by Belair-Gagnon et al., ( 2019) who argues that today’s news consumers have
become the generator and act as the watchdog to the media. The time where the media
used to influence a particular aspect of the story is currently slowly diminishing with the
advent of the internet and diverse integrated social media platforms as a public sphere.
The power of the audience as argued by (Belair-Gagnon et al., 2019; Cherubini & Nielsen,
2016) in the 21st century has shifted from dormancy hence make news verification and
veracity a critical continuum for the discussion. This is supported by the following sentiments from users’ comment;
One thing I do not like about British news they tell you all this and never
show you the bodies which make the story unappropriated. Also, when
many other bad things happen, they do not show you, which is a very bad
news broadcast (30/10/2019).
Journalists should be simple news communicators. Still, lots of western
journalists deliberately turn to report selectors, distorters even participants themselves, serving for the western governments, totally break the
basic principle of journalism, that’s why so many people have got misled and brainwashed, in some sense, those journalists have become hate
spreaders and chaos makers, they are evil criminals rather than news reporters (30/10/2019).
This study found out that the majority of the comments offered both criticism and
solution to the media. The study supports Belair-Gagnon et al. (2019) who agree that
a denunciation is a form of audience engagement in the development of a story by the
media. Consequently, this shows how the audience influences the consumption of the
news as postulated by (Nelson, 2019). Besides, today’s audience and consumers of the
story are not passive (Belair-Gagnon et al., 2019), and they seek different channels to
verify and confirm any news report that they consume in whatever media that are at their
disposal. The following comments support the above sentiments;
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People, no point to argue before all the bodies are identified. If the media did report false info without confirmation, then they are embarrassing
themselves and lose their credibility as news media (30/10/2019).
What a piece of fake news, provided so much false information to the
whole world, we could not trust this media anymore is there any other
news agency that can provide the truth to us for following this case????
(29/10/2019).
It is interesting to note, apart from following a particular channel to satisfy their
news needs, social media users form a community (Tandoc, 2019) of online discussions
this community can be assigned to the Habermas’ ideology of the public sphere. The
discussions then follow a specific topic until an agreement is reached, and an overall
conclusion is arrived at. For example, participants who commented cynical about the
story, their comments were followed by negative comments and vice versa.
The time has progressed, but the news reports have regressed. It is too
disappointing to report the news without correcting the rest. And it seems
that no one sympathizes with those who died and is fully committed to
politics. Correct title: 39 bodies hoped to be …..nationals (01,11,2019).
Fake news spreader! Take your responsibility as a news agency! How
dare you deceive the audience! What a shame on your conscience! Using
the death of 39 people as a great chance to attack without any evidence
is the thing you are supposed to do? (02,11,2019).
On the other hand, the media which used a particular headline that was perceived
to be inappropriate (Nelson, 2019; Thornton, 2000), the audience judged the authenticity
of the story based on the headline framed used in telling the story even though the story
might be carrying some element of truths in it. More ever, in this study, the use of a particular word, and a phrase made the story be termed and believed to be a hoax, false, or
fake.
Yet another botching of their journalistic responsibility. That “it emerged”
these were……nationals is just another way of citing rumor, innuendo, or
agenda and is no way equitable with silly things like “evidence” or “proof.”
They seem to thrive on pure sensationalism, and this is slanted to serve
a particular ideological agenda. It has now been “evidenced” that at least
some of the victims came from a farming community. The news media
is no longer trustworthy, and we need to be willing to think with far more
than just our “primitive brain” (feelings and emotions) when seeking to
understand the truth of events in the world (30/10/2019).
Can’t comment on the false report from this media, which stated all of
them are [..]? Where are my rights to democracy and free speech? You
made me feel sick, not the first time, and probably will not be the last
(30/10/2019).
What’s more, inaccuracy in reporting in the situation of disasters, epidemics or tragedy, makes media use catchy story headlines that invite the reader to engage with it. In
this situation, the study aligns with (Pate et al., 2019; Pennycook & Rand, 2017; Thornton,
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2000), on the influence of catchy headlines to draw audience attention. But in reality,
such kind of strategy is viewed otherwise by the audiences who read the headline (Marchi, 2012; Pennycook & Rand, 2017) and conclude as if they have read the entire story.
After all, this evidence showed they are Vietnamese; you still making the
story that they are […]? No ID, you said they are Chinese, how do you know
this, please show the evidence, otherwise please delete your title words!
(30/10/2019).
Now confirmed to be a liar and fake new source soon after a week’s investigation! And everybody will not believe what it says. Its biased opinion
and making up story ability show that this new channel is not trustable
nor professional, serious even moral to the true news. All workers of […]
should be ashamed!!! Should ask themselves, is it the right attitude towards chasing the truth and report the news? They are making themselves
a low cheap joke! If I were the investor or advertiser, I would deeply doubt
the negative impacts it has on my business or products (03,11,2019).
The verification of truth is a critical function of the media as it is a measure of its
relationship with its public. The contestation of this in the post-modern ecosystem constructs a novel vista against the media must play on. Thus, this begs the question as to
how media, in general, can configure their practices in the post-truth (Lazer et al., 2018;
Lewandowsky et al., 2017; Waisbord, 2018b) environment. The responsibility of media
is uncrude to the facts, expert opinions and not consigned to the side-lines in the public
discourse. Shifting from a problem (Harsin, 2018; Hermans & Drok, 2018; Yanqiu & Matingwina, 2018), to a solution with rigoristic elements focus on empowering the audience
to appreciate the fuller picture of truth with media ethics in mind cures misinformation.
In recent times, there has been a diversion of the original (Benson, 2018), the mission of the media to the click-baiting headlines. The use of particular phrases or words
in the (Harsin, 2018) headlines, as indicated above, confirms the diminished element of
responsible journalism. Participants felt that the media was not accountable, and such
kind of claim erupted in different sentiments from the comments. Even though there is
a capitalistic backbone in the overall media eco-system, there are metrics in advertising
for the editorial economy (Belair-Gagnon et al., 2019; Benson, 2018), sustainability as
evidenced in some aspect of the story. The coercion behind this is to provide massive
content of poor quality, unverifiable information for faster consumers. These sometimes
lead media to a little in-depth (Mast et al., 2019) investigation that is often far from the
truth, which favors readers to click on adverts that pay for the contents. The rush to
report a particular phenomenon only because it could be leveraged based on economic
gain beat the logic of social responsibility in journalism (Bro, 2019; Waisbord, 2018b).
The bias of the new media today increases the tabloidization and sensationalism of
news, which could be limited by productive investment in construction journalism. YouTube, like any other social media platform (Guo et al., 2019), gives a podium for different
users to generate information and share within and without their networks.
On the other hand, the use of this platform by media is an approach of (Hermans
& Drok, 2018) providing audiences with fair, contextualized, and accurate information
to view the world around them. The simplification and overemphasis of negatives in
society creates a conflict among the media and its users. Hence, this tends to news
consumers generating an ideology of society being elusive and (Egelhofer & Lecheler,
2019) stereotyping particular aspects, regions, and even people. This is evidenced in the
way participants viewed and interpreted the story in question by labelling (Margolin et
al., 2018) certain media.
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Conclusion
This study found out that social media, in general, offers a public platform for media to diffuse and convey information speedily. At the same time, it gives power to the
users to seek accountability, accuracy, and facts from media that might be perceived to
spread misinformation. This is not limited to YouTube channels subscribed by various
local, global, and international media. Users have developed a social media culture and
tend to receive optimized and create sensational messages in these podia for their own
needs as well for community belongingness. Although the blame may go to the media,
there is a growing problem of inaccurate information spreading within the sphere that
mislead users of social media on news. In light of this, it is imperative for the (Ashley et
al., 2017), news media literacy program for users of these platforms to identify minute
tenets of the operations of the media in general. This strategy will allow for appreciation
of the media work but with proper scrutiny in successful diffusion of misinformation.
The pro-truth aspect adapted by the media to open up critics, accept responsibility, and
correcting already damaged reputation is critical to gain back the command over their
news consumers. The findings of this study have revealed that new media platform offers an avenue to explore different academic discourses. The challenging issues that the
study has encountered included the extent of prioritization of comments by algorithm.
Social media have tendencies of creating some contents to be more useful than others
for instance, this study only sampled the comments were recent which were triggered
by the algorithms. Although this study faced this challenge, it tried to limit such by using
a sampling method that was vigorous. The future studies should focus on other media
platforms like twitter and Facebook in order to find out whether the results of this study
may be different or the same and if so, why? This is vital because online users tend to
follow media channels simultaneously. Therefore, this study opens the door as indicative to other studies in terms of how social media studies could be conducted on the
ever-changing digital space.
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THE PRACTICE OF PEACE
JOURNALISM IN THE COVERAGE
OF ROHINGYA CRISIS: A STUDY ON
BANGLADESHI NEWSPAPERS
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Abstract
In modern journalism conflict resolution has become one of the significant issues. This paper
evaluates the print media coverage of Rohingya crisis, which is one of the world’s most discussed
topics in recent years. This study is based on the notion that media has potential to impact conflict
prevention and its resolution. Based on their circulation, this study selected four Bangladeshi national
daily newspapers. The aim is to examine Rohingya conflict-related news and editorials. The primary
results confirmed that the issue’s coverage is negatively presented and consistently concentrated on
abuse, violent incidents and the lack of peaceful solutions. It concludes that Bangladeshi print media
did not play any crucial role in the peaceful resolution of the Rohingya crisis.
Keywords: Peace Journalism, Print Media, Conflict Resolution, Rohingya Crisis.

Introduction
Rohingya crisis is causing damage and untold misery to Rohingya people both in
property and life. With the global existence of mass media, people are becoming more
up-to-date and see a conflict from multiple angles. War and peace journalism research
show that the representation by mainstream media of war is a major problem for armed
forces, people and media. In war and peace journalism, media attention forms the course
of events.
In addition to governments and international multilateral organizations, like the
United Nations and NGOs, media is another major factor that affects conflict prevention
and resolution efforts. Advances in communication technologies have reduced the intelligence hegemony of governments and supported individuals and non-state actors in
foreign relations, including conflict resolution, to become important partners. In recent
times, print media have become a crucial arena of violent conflict, from Iraq to Afghanistan, Kashmir issue between Pakistan and India to the Israeli-Palestinian dispute, the
role of the media has changed dramatically both in conflict resolution and in conflict
promotion.
1
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Peace journalism strives, rather than a mere dichotomy, to reflect on the social and
cultural roots of the conflict. It describes the violence, frames the conflict as involving
multiple parties and pursues multiple goals. The study analyses Bangladesh’s four national newspapers. Two of them are English-language newspapers, and the remaining
two are Bengali-language newspapers. Print media were cantered as it plays an important role since it helps shaping the political reality, at the same time readers learn about
the given issue as well as realize the significance related to it. Thereby, examining whether their coverage has the potential to contribute to the peaceful resolution of the problem, based on the principle of conflict resolution is presented.
Rohingya Issue and Bangladesh
The Rohingya people have experienced ethnic and religious persecution in Myanmar
for decades. Hundreds of thousands have escaped to other countries in Southeast Asia,
including Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines. The majority have fled to Bangladesh.
Since the 1970s Rohingya refugees have come to Bangladesh as illegal immigrants from
Myanmar. In 1990s, more than 250,000 resided in refugee camps in Bangladesh. In the
early 2000s, only 20,000 were repatriated to Myanmar. As Myanmar’s recent conflict has
worsened, the number of refugees in Bangladesh has risen dramatically. According to
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), more than 723,000 Rohingya refugees have escaped to Bangladesh since August 25, 2017.
Bangladesh did not have the experience of facing an international crisis such as Rohingya issue in the last two or three decades. Therefore, the advanced media we do have
at present did not have that experience to cover such an issue. The study is significant
in the context of Bangladesh because, Bangladeshi mainstream newspapers covered
the Rohingya crisis with utmost importance. Therefore, it is needed to know whether the
newspapers practiced peace/war journalism while covering the issue.
Literature Review
Peace journalism has become an area of interest for communication scholars in
recent years, in particular those concerned around the over-reliance of journalists on
conflict as a news value. Journalists participating in war and conflict reporting must
also make a deliberate effort to adhere to objectivity, a journalistic concept that has
been honoured over time. The study, however, shows that war stories reported by the
journalists appear to suffer from sensationalism, identification with one side only, and
an overemphasis on material destruction and human loss [Allen & Seaton, 1999; Toffler &
Toffler, 1994]. This style of reporting has been called war journalism, in which journalists
use the language of military victory and the orientation of action to urge violence as a
way of resolving even more problems [Lee & Maslog, 2005].
Azad and Jasmine (2013) have explored the efficacy of the sustainability of conventional solutions to the prolonged Rohingya refugee situation in Bangladesh proposed by
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). The researcher argued
that the Rohingya refugee solution is based on the political goodwill of all stakeholders
(state parties) and that, through the Duty to Protect (global political commitment) to
bar genocide and crimes against Burmese Muslims, the UN can play a vital role in applying coercive diplomacy. Three sustainable solutions to end the refugee crisis were
addressed in the research, namely voluntary repatriation (not a viable option), local integration (unspoken reality) and resettlement (too little to count). Rahman (2015) discussed the causes of Rohingya’s ethnic humanitarian vulnerability. He used qualitative
content analysis and collected data from secondary sources such as textbooks, journal
articles, government and non-governmental agency studies, television and newspaper
reports. His study shows that the Rohingya people, as stateless refugees deprived of
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basic needs, are the least wanted group and the most oppressed in the world. Afzal
(2016) investigated in his research, how the editorial opinions of Pakistani, American
and British mainstream newspapers covered the Rohingya Muslim crisis and to what extent kept the audience closer to the events by appealing to emotions or pathos. He also
analysed how the Myanmar government’s treatment of Rohingya crisis was portrayed by
the mainstream English language newspapers in a Muslim majority country (Pakistan)
and outside the Muslim world by the Western media (Britain, USA).
Awny (2019) examined the framing of Rohingya refugees in India and Bangladesh
by analysing two Indian and two Bangladeshi newspapers. In her study she identified
five frames: victim frame, intruder frame, responsibility frame, administrative frame, and
return home frame in the newspaper articles. Her findings revealed that Bangladeshi
newspapers are more likely to use the victim frame while Indian newspapers are more
likely to use the intruder frame. The study also found that Bangladeshi newspapers more
often feature refugees, spokespersons for NGOs, and other media/journalists as sources, while Indian newspapers more often feature their domestic officials as sources. Lee
& Maslog (2005) argue that war journalism is a dominant way of framing wars and conflicts. Wolfsfeld (2004) describes why it is difficult for media to promote peace process.
Peace processes and news reporting often contrast by nature. There is an inherent tension between the two processes. The news media traditionally value reporting on urgency, immediacy, threats, and violence. Promoting peace processes requires patience,
nurturing and calmness which are not always considered newsworthy.
Methodology
The study used content analysis as a method and conducted with a quantitative
and qualitative approach. Quantitative data presented in the table and qualitative interpretation is analysed in the discussion section. This research is based on the theoretical model of Galtung and his classification of peace/war journalism (1986). This study
collected news from four national daily newspapers in Bangladesh. Two newspapers
from Bengali language and two English newspapers are selected because of their ownership and largest audience. To answer research questions, this study employed content
analysis of news in print media, examining the coverage of Rohingya crisis in the Daily
Prothom Alo, Daily Star, New Age and Bangladesh Pratidin.
Sampling
Four Newspapers were selected for the study because they are the leading Bangladeshi dailies with the largest amount of circulation and circulated widely across the
country [Daily Sun, 2015]. These four newspapers are privately owned, printed in broadsheets and published from the capital, Dhaka. This study examined the coverage of Rohingya crisis in four selected dailies from August 26th, 2017 to September 26th, 2017.
This time period is carefully chosen because it was the first four weeks of the conflict
and almost all the newspapers of Bangladesh covered the Rohingya issue with priority
during this period. After that, the coverage started to decline and there was not satisfactory amount of news stories to take as sample for this study. The total population of the
study is 140 news stories on Rohingya crisis published in all four newspapers during the
specified period. 35 news stories were randomly selected from each newspaper.
Research Questions
The above details and an initial evaluation of the coverage of the newspapers led to
the following questions emerging:
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RQ1: Was war journalism or peace journalism the prevailing structure for
reporting the conflict in the Rohingya crisis?
RQ2: Was there a link between the framing of war/peace journalism and
story-specific features, such as story form and source?
RQ3: To what percent peace journalism or war journalism does dominate
coverage?

Findings
The final sample included 140 news stories, with 35 (25%) news from the Daily
Prothom Alo, 35 (25%) news from the Daily Star, 35 (25%) news from the Daily New Age
and 35 (25%) from the Daily Bangladesh Pratidin. Prothom Alo published 17 (48.57%), 4
(11.42%) and 14 (40%) stories of war journalism, peace journalism and neutral respectively. Respective figures for the Daily Star were 16 (45.71%), 7 (20%) and 12 (34.8%).
New Age published 21 (60%), 4 (11.42%) and 10 (28.58%) stories of war journalism,
peace journalism and neutral respectively. Figures for the Bangladesh Pratidin were 27
(77.14%), 1 (2.86%) and 7 (20%). Of the 140 stories, most were byline reports (80 or
57.15%), followed by news agencies (45 or 32.14%) and others were staff reports (15 or
10.71%). The breakdown of the sample by type of stories was as follows: 90 (64.29%)
were news stories, 32 (22.86%) were features, 18 (12.85%) were editorials. (Table 1).
War Journalism

Peace Journalism

Neutral

Number of Stories

81 (57.85%)

16 (11.42%)

43 (30.71%)

Newspaper
Daily Prothom Alo
Daily Star
Daily New Age
Daily Bangladesh Pratidin

17 (48.57%)
16 (45.71%)
21 (60%)
27 (77.14%)

4 (11.42%)
7 (20%)
4 (11.42%)
1 (2.86%)

14 (40%)
12 (34.8%)
10 (28.58%)
7 (20%)

Types of News
News Stories
Features
Editorials

60 (42.85%)
14 (10%)
7 (5%)

7 (5%)
6 (4.28%)
3 (2.14%)

23 (16.42%)
11 (7.85%)
9 (6.42%)

54 (38.57%)
23 (16.42%)
4 (2.85%)

10 (7.14%)
4 (2.85%)
2 (1.42%)

16 (11.42%)
18 (12.85%)
9 (6.42%)

Type of News Source
Byline Reports
News Agency
Staff Reports

Table 1: Story Distribution by Number of Stories, Newspaper, News Type, Source of News Type
by War, Peace and Neutral Frame

RQ1: Was war journalism or peace journalism the prevailing structure for
reporting the conflict in the Rohingya crisis?
The dominant paradigm for covering the conflict in the Rohingya crisis was war journalism. In all four newspapers, the number of war journalism reports was 81 (57.85%)
more than the number of peace journalism 16 (11.42%) and neutral reports 43 (30.71%)
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(Table 1).
RQ2: Was there a link between the framing of war/peace journalism and
story-specific features, such as story form and source?
The bulk of byline reports were in the war journalism system. In war journalism/
peace journalism/neutral contexts, byline stories were as follows: 54 (38.57%), 10
(7.14%), 16 (11.42%) (Table 1). The breakdown of the sample by type of stories in war
journalism/peace journalism/neutral frames was as follows: 60 (42.85%), 7 (5%) and
23 (16.42%) were news stories, followed by 14 (10%), 6 (4.28%) and 11 (7.85%) were
features. 7 (5%), 3 (2.14%) and 9 (6.42%) fell into the editorials category. In contrast,
the proportion of news stories in the context of war journalism was greater than other
frames and styles of stories. (Table 1).
RQ3: To what percent peace journalism or war journalism does dominate
coverage?
War Journalism Indicators

Frequency

Percentage

Visible effects of war

83

29.7

Elite-oriented

82

29.4

Differences-oriented

35

12.5

Here and now

33

11.8

Good vs. bad tagging

15

5.37

Two party orientation (one party win, one party loss)

13

4.56

Partisan-oriented

10

3.58

Zero-sum orientation

6

2.15

Uses of demonizing language

2

0.71

279

(100%)

Total:
Peace Journalism Indicators

Frequency

Percentage

Reports on invisible effects of conflict

23

29.5

People-oriented

17

15.2

Solution-oriented

15

13.4

Causes and consequences of the conflict

12

10.7

Avoid good vs. bad tagging

11

9.82

Multi-party orientation

10

8.92

Nonpartisan (neutral, not taking sides)

7

6.25

Win-win oriented

6

5.35

Avoids demonizing language

1

0.89

112

(100%)

Total:

Table 2: Indicators of war and peace journalism (from Galtung 1986)

The frequency of war journalism surpassed peace journalism by a margin of 279112. The analysis shows that the most common indicator of war journalism (29.7%)
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focuses on visible effects. This type of story, mostly hard news, focuses primarily on the
conflict and its visible impact on the Rohingya people by giving voice to the soldiers and
activists of Myanmar. In other words, the context of the incident and its consequences are not clarified by these stories. The second predictor of common war journalism
(29.4%) is the dependency on officials, official sources and elites. For the most part,
these sources are politicians, military sources and diplomats. Differences-oriented is the
third indicator; (12.5%) of the coverage was found to be of this kind. To build a hazardous
enemy picture that is ready to kill, numerous demonizing adjectives and labels have been
used. (Table 2).
The study shows that the most common predictor in peace journalism (29.5%) is
the invisible effects of conflict. This kind of news focuses primarily on the impact of the
conflict, on the Rohingya people and on those who have lost their lives and properties. It
dealt with the emotional trauma and potential ramifications of the dispute. The second
common measure of peace journalism (15.2%) is people-oriented. This implies impartial
reporting by focusing on common people and sees them as the source of information.
The third measure focuses on solution-oriented; it was found that (13.4%) of the coverage was of this sort. (Table 2).
Discussion
The coverage of Rohingya crisis in the Daily Prothom Alo, Daily Star, New Age and
Bangladesh Pratidin, from August 26th, 2017 to September 26th, 2017 (first four weeks
of the conflict) was analysed on Galtung’s theoretical model and his classification of
peace and war journalism.
The overall coverage was more tilted towards war journalism in four newspapers
than peace journalism. This finding is in line with previous research on war and peace
journalism, such as stress, conflict, and aggression are covered by the’ default mode
of action for the press’ [Wolfsfeld, 2004, p. 156]. Shinar finds that even when reporting
peace talks, the media continues to use war frames [Shinar, 2004, p. 85]. Fawcett indicates that dispute frames are more appealing to the Irish media than frames of conciliation [Fawcett, 2002, p. 221].
Overall, the ratio of hard news was greater in the coverage, followed by features
and editorials. Most stories were bylined followed by the news agency and staff reports.
When comparing types of news stories in war and peace journalism frames, all types of
stories were more towards war journalism.
The war journalism framework indicators exceeded the indicators of the peace journalism framework. In the war journalism frames, the majority frequency count was “the
visible effects” indicator. In the peace journalism frame, the common frequency was “the
invisible effects of the conflict” indicator. The most noticeable indicators associated war
journalism frame were “elite oriented”, “differences oriented” and “here and now”. The
most noticeable indicators associated peace journalism frame were “people-oriented”,
“solution-oriented”, “causes and consequences of the conflict” and “avoid good vs. bad
tagging”.
Most stories with a war journalism frame focused on the conflict arena, militant activities, clashes and causalities in Rohingya people tortured in Myanmar, attacks on the
Rohingya people, their miserable life while flee away to Bangladesh. In the perspective
of demonizing language, The Daily Bangladesh Pratidin and The Daily Star used words
such as ‘brutal’, ‘Buddhist extremist’, ‘nationalist’, and ‘oppressor’ to portray the Burmese
army and the Buddhist monks. These two newspapers sampled used more controversial
language than the other two. Words like ‘violent attacker’, ‘terrorist’, ‘militant’, ‘extremist’,
‘jihadist’, ‘evil aggressor’ and ‘traitor’ were found in some reports. On the other hand,
among reports from The Daily Prothom Alo and The New Age, victimizing language was
used only to describe the sufferings of residents whose identities were not specified.
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Words that roughly translate to ‘ambushed’, ‘sacrificed’, ‘innocent civilians’, ‘displaced’,
‘tortured’ and ‘fallen’ were used frequently.
Most news with a peace frame focused on resolutions to the conflict by providing
voices to numerous parties involved in the conflict, background and future effects of the
conflict and by not taking sides in the conflict. The newspapers specifically focused on
the diplomatic efforts by the United Nations and countries, particularly the United States,
Canada, Turkey, China and India to defuse the tension and to withdraw forces from the
international borders and Rakhine state.
Recommendations
The researcher makes the following recommendations for peace journalism researchers on Rohingya crisis, journalists of Bangladesh who reports conflict issues and
universities, who can teach the journalists and students to make them learn the basics
of peace journalism.
This research analyses news coverage of Bangladeshi print media. Other researchers need to examine the coverage of the Rohingya crisis by radio, television and online
media.
Journalists need to know more about the idea of peace journalism, and this is why
academic institutions need to collaborate with journalists’ unions and organize seminars
on the fundamentals of peace journalism.
Universities should put the path of peace journalism into the Communication and
Media Studies curriculum; and therefore, before graduation, new generations of journalists will be acquainted with peace journalism.
Another suggestion is to create an organization for the region’s peace journalists.
Journalists from both sides could come together in this association to collaborate from
reporting guidelines. Reporters would be enabled by this organization to practice peace
journalism.
Conclusion
This study contributed to the resolution of the Rohingya issue, which was often
discussed anecdotally or normatively. The study evaluated the content of Bangladesh’s
print media by applying Galtung’s definition of war and peace journalism. Although it is
the responsibility of journalists to be ethically correct in their work and objectively and
reasonably look for the facts and report the news, it should not be denied that the same
story can be told in several ways. It can be inferred, based on the study that the Rohingya
issue was not highlighted by the print media with a constructive approach; rather, it was
most of the time negatively structured or neutral. Every newspaper has set frames according to their socio-political background when covering the Rohingya conflict and has
addressed the issue accordingly and highlighted violence and militancy, nationalism and
patriotism, prejudice against some parties, etc. War journalism dominates the coverage
of the conflict, which means there is no realization of the importance of peace journalism. Journalists need to know more about the idea of peace journalism and organizing
seminars on the fundamentals of peace journalism can help. Journalists should come
together and collaborate about reporting guidelines. Reporters should be encouraged
to practice peace journalism. Therefore, the study concludes that print media was not
used effectively and efficiently for Rohingya conflict resolution and peace-building in the
region. On the contrary, the role played by the media was more capable in increasing the
intensity of the conflict and eventually to anticipate suggestions for peaceful resolution
of Rohingya dispute.
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Appendix
Categories and Guidelines for War and Peace Journalism

War Journalism
Visible effects of war: Casualties, dead and wounded.
Elite-oriented: Focuses on
leaders and elites as actors
and sources of information.
Differences-oriented: Reports leads to the conflict.
Here and now: Reporting
on the war arena.
Dichotomy: Good and bad
people or victim and villain.
Two party orientation: One
party wins and one party
loses.
Partisan-oriented: Biased
for one party in the conflict.
Zero-sum orientation: One
goal: to win.
Uses of demonizing language: Use of language
such as brutal, barbaric, inhuman, extremist, terrorist.

Peace Journalism
Neutral
Reports on invisible effects of conflict: Emotional
trauma, damage to society,
damage to property and
culture.
People-oriented: Focuses
on common people as actors and sources of information.
Solution-oriented: Reports
leads to solution to the conflict.
Causes and consequences
of the conflict: Reporting
on the causes and future
Story that contains none of
effects of the conflict.
the two approaches.
Avoid good vs. bad tagging: Not labeling anyone.
Multi-party
orientation:
Gives voice to many parties
involved in a conflict.
Nonpartisan: Neutral, not
taking any side.
Win-win oriented: Many
goals and issues. Solution
oriented.
Avoids demonizing language: Report on more precise descriptions, names
and titles that the people
give themselves.

(These categories were adopted from the Galtung’s (1986) classification on peace/
war journalism)
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POLITICAL ATTITUDES OF
VOTERS ON TWITTER IN THE
SECOND ROUND OF THE POLISH
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS 2015
Rafał Piotr Paradowski1
Abstract
This study aims to answer the question of whether and how the voting attitudes of Polish Twitter users correlate with the election results. It also attempts to understand the online mechanisms
of expressing political preferences. The data sample consisted of 8698 tweets attributed to 3508
users concerning attitudes towards the two candidates in the second round of the 2015 presidential
election in Poland. Research included semantic analysis and word count techniques. Both approaches yielded similar results and were extremely close to the official post-election outcome – smallest
offset amounted to less than 0.1. Moreover, experimental exploration of tweets, users’ behaviour,
interactions and dynamics of tweet activity was conducted.
Key words: Twitter, sentiment analysis, presidential elections, political discourse.

1. Introduction
Recent years have made Twitter – a microblogging platform – a popular tool for
conducting research aimed on predicting election results. They are based on an assumption that all expressions and messages of a typical user on Twitter can be quantified and
translated to a political vote or at least could mark trends in public discourse.
The idea of this research was to verify whether it is possible to gain accurate information about voting attitudes of Twitter users, and to understand some of the online
mechanisms of expressing political preferences. The study exploits most of previously
used techniques in exploration of tweets. It also aims to transfer certain standards used
in English text analysis to the research of internet communication conducted in Polish.
Research focuses on the last days of presidential elections campaign in Poland
in 2015 as they were the best chance for gaining strictly polarized political opinions of
Polish users on Twitter in recent years. This type of elections is general, nationwide and
is conducted as a simple majority system, which always results in higher voter turnout
and greater public interest. The years 2014-2015 comprised a period of particularly increased activity of institutional and private users on Twitter due to four general elections
held at that time. Nevertheless, it was the presidential election 2015 that was the first
1
Rafał Piotr Paradowski, Uniwersytet Humanistyczno-Przyrodniczy im. Jana Długosza w
Częstochowie, ORCID: 0000-0001-6267-2652
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such large test of communication possibilities in the internet political discourse.
2. Twitter as a tool for political polls
Twitter is an American microblogging service and social network where registered
users can post short, publicly accessible text and image messages known as “tweets”.
The website allows various interactions between users. The service was launched in
2006, and today is considered an opinion-forming forum where social and political issues are eagerly discussed (Clement, 2020). Twitter allows to freely share opinions almost in real time, which along with a large number of daily users of 152 million – as of
the last quarter of 2019 (Clement, 2020) – and over 500 million posts every day – as estimated for June 2018 (Chandio, Sah, 2020) – make it the most reliable platform for any
social research based on content analysis (Chandio, Sah, 2020; Rodak 2017). In addition,
Twitter is one of the most important tools for communicating with public opinion. Researchers emphasize its importance for shaping the image both in long-term processes
at the level of organizations and public figures (Adamik-Szysiak, 2014; Belford, Greene, &
Cross, 2016), and in the case of specific social campaigns (Oliński, Szamrowski, 2019).
The service is also used as a source of information for journalists while the users’ content is utilized for quoting in press articles, radio and TV broadcasts (von Nordheim,
Boczek, Koppers, 2018).
The popularity of Twitter amongst Polish society is lower compared to many Western European countries. The average monthly number of active users (as of October
2020) was: in Poland – 1.47 million, in Ireland – 1.9 million, in Sweden – 2.05 million,
in Germany – 6.08 million, in Spain – 9.02 million, and in Great Britain – 20.24 million
(Degenhard J., 2020a).
3. Related works
3.1. Ontological perspective
Among the many research questions available on Twitter, the most important are
those related to electoral attitudes. They are mainly aimed at creating analytical models
that enable predicting election results with reliability higher than traditional polls. The
majority of these studies are focused on general elections: parliamentary or presidential,
and mainly English-language tweets are analysed (Jain, Kumar, 2017, p. 21; Chauhan,
Sikka, Sharma, 2020, pp. 10–15).
An important theoretical supplement to the above researches are those studies
undertaken in order to better understand the phenomena of internet political discourse,
based on knowledge about the communication processes and political marketing practices (Adamik-Szysiak, 2014; Belford, Greene, & Cross, 2016; Gorwa, 2017). One of those
studies indicated the low autonomy of users in creating electoral opinions (Atluri et al.,
2017) while another proved the possibility of discovering the intention of the sender –
the politician – by exploring the language of their messages (Breeze, 2020; Johnson,
Jin, Goldwasser, 2017). To compare, tweets were treated as a source of valid data in
research on social campaigns and their impact on audience reactions (Oliński, Szamrowski, 2019) or in the studies related to the distribution and influence of disinformation
on actual political and social attitudes, also in the context of public safety (Chandio, Sah,
2020; Colliver et al., 2018).
The findings of many researchers referring to predicting elections on Twitter indicate some methodological and analytical limitations, obstacles or untapped opportunities, which should be considered:
• awareness of the lack of knowledge about the demographic structure of users in
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the context of interpreting results and, in addition, frequent omission of the importance
of neutral votes (Gayo-Avello, Metaxas, & Mustafaraj, 2011),
• the role of incumbency on stimulating “obvious” predictions, using clear definitions
of what is a “vote” and justifying the degree of credibility of the data collected (Gayo-Avello, 2012),
• the existence of the phenomenon called “vocal minority & silent majority”, which
stands for the relative small group of users who may dominate the stream with their
content and thus disproportionately influence public opinion (Furnas, 2012; Gayo-Avello,
2012),
• using user normalization (one Twitter profile = one vote) and preferring analysis
only of leading candidates and parties as more predictable (Salunkhe et al., 2017),
• the importance of selecting appropriate keywords and hashtags (Jain, Kumar, 2017),
• possible impact of events taking place during the campaign on the attitudes of voters (Xie, Liu, Wu , Tan, 2018),
• selection of user accounts responsible for irrelevant, fraudulent and spam content,
as well as the use of any available optional data that may help to monitor changes in user
behaviour (e.g. geolocation data, URL links) (Chauhan, Sharma, Sikka, 2020).
3.2. Review of techniques
Research of Twitter data in general is focused on text analysis. The most commonly
used research techniques are:
• counting the number of occurrences of a given word, phrase, hashtags, users etc.
in the entire database (volumetric approach), which is to reflect the popularity of a given
entity and mapping priorities in communication system,
• simplified sentiment analysis, which allows to classify the entire user’s statement,
most often in separate categories: positive, negative or neutral,
• complex sentiment analysis or topic modelling, done by identification and categorization, that usually comes down to: 1) assigning labels (codes) to individual content and
users in accordance with a set pattern (supervised learning) or to 2) inductive grouping
of data showing similarity (unsupervised learning),
• analysing the Twitter communication network, e.g. through observed profiles or repeated interactions with individual users.
The above techniques can be used simultaneously in various configurations, with
the allowed combination of quantitative and qualitative tools. In addition, they can be
supported by lexicon-based approach or more complex natural language processing
tools using machine learning algorithms (Deho et al., 2018; Kharde, Sonawane, 2016).
In the context of related studies on voters’ attitudes, all methodological trending models can be grouped into two dominant categories: sentiment analysis or volumetric approach combined with sentiment analysis, and the other: that stand for standalone or
mixed types of volumetric and social network analysis (Chauhan, Sikka, Sharma, 2020,
p. 19).
4. The method
4.1. Database construction
Against the background of all the 2014-2015 general elections, the 2015 presidential campaign was characterised by a particular interest from Twitter users and significant engagement from candidates in communication efforts. The most numerous and
easiest to search for were the tweets published immediately before the second round
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of the presidential campaign 2015, when opinions were crystallising and split between
two candidates. The research was therefore limited to tweets mentioning Bronisław Komorowski (the incumbent president) and Andrzej Duda (the challenger).
The study did not predict, but only allowed to check the relationship between the
analysed electoral attitudes and the election results post factum. The data was gathered among 2018-02-24 and 2018-05-01 using Twitter’s advanced search functionality.
Tweets covered the period 2015-05-15 – 2015-05-22, the final days of the presidential
campaign, which included two televised debates. A total of over 70.000 tweets in Polish
were collected using eight combinations of queries containing only surnames or candidates’ first and second names. The three most complete and best quality datasets
were selected (Table 1), consisting of 10.074 entries, which after cleaning, merging and
removing duplicates yielded 8698 unique tweets attributed to 3508 users. Graphics were
replaced by links, but these were not taken into account during the analysis.
Table 1. Datasets selected to analysis.

Dataset
ID
K-H-2
D-H-2
DK-A-4

Query type

Searched words

hashtags
hashtags
all of words

#komorowski
#duda
duda komorowski

Language
limitation
PL
PL
PL

No. of tweets
2328
2687
5059

Source: the author’s own study.

4.2. Semantic analysis and labelling
First, a random review of the data was conducted to develop a coding system and
train the researcher in semantic analysis. A pilot study was also performed at this stage
to verify the accuracy of the coding. A sample of 99 tweets was independently labelled
by the researcher and 23 testers (not trained on sample tweets earlier). The degree of
coding inconsistency was only 12.52% – understood as the assignment by testers the
labels opposite to the researcher (e.g. “for” instead of “against”). The non-compliant results were analysed in detail in order to improve the algorithms used in labelling subsequent posts.
Eventually, the following list of labels was established: 1) for Komorowski, 2) against
Komorowski, 3) for Duda, 4) against Duda, 5) unspecified (opinion impossible to classify), 6) spam, vulgarisms and other excluded tweets (e.g. betting, polls not supported
by own opinion, entries denying the sense of the elections, inexplicit advertisements,
accidental foreign language tweets), 7) tweets of press agencies, news services, organisations or institutions.
Coding of the entire database was carried out manually by one trained researcher in
two phases. In the first stage, a single label was assigned to each tweet. During the work,
simple algorithms were created to semi-automatically search and code the remaining
posts (e.g. according to repetitive content or phrases). In the second phase, each user’s
results were generalised to single codes that best identified their contributions (one user
had only one vote). Tweets by politicians and journalists, as long as they originated from
their personal profiles, were classified as content of ordinary citizens. Entries generated
from business accounts were treated in a similar way – only if the content was a personal opinion. The two-phase coding resulted in two sets of data for analysis: 8698 categorised tweets and 3508 users with assigned attitudes towards the candidates.
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4.3. Word count
Research also included a technique known as “word count” (likewise “word frequency”, “share volume of tweets”). It was mainly based on counting the occurrences
of candidates’ names: “Komorowski” and “Duda”. No other variations of words (declensions) were used, leaving them in their basic form. The capitation of the words was not
significant. Although, it was allowed to count the occurrences of these names within the
hashtags. The assumption was made that a supporter of a given candidate would use
his or her name in the nominative form.
5. Results
5.1. Creditability
Effort was made to ensure that content of a spam nature, vulgarities, tweets from
news agencies or potential trolls do not have a significant impact on the presented research results. Their share was determined at 18.43% in the set of tweets and 11.69% in
the set of users (table 2). In the first group undesired entries were classified collectively
as spam (without details). But in the second coding phase, two types of accounts were
distinguished within that category: 1) media and related organisations, 2) other excluded.
In the first group 60.68% of the data had ascribed electoral preferences; another
20.89% consisted of entries with ambiguous opinions about the candidates. In the user
set, on the other hand, clear electoral preferences were assigned to 61.23% of profiles.
Accounts for which it was not possible to determine attitudes towards any of the candidates accounted to 27.08% of cases. This category increased by more than six percentage points to the corresponding set of tweets, because some users demonstrated
ambivalent attitudes by publishing tweets about one candidate or similar opinions about
both politicians.
Table 2. Distribution of labels in tweets and users.

(Code) Label
(1) for Komorowski
(2) against Komorowski
(3) for Duda
(4) against Duda
(5) unspecified
(6) spam & other excluded
(7) media & organisations
TOTAL

Set of tweets
Set of users
(after 1st stage of coding) (after 2nd stage of coding)
n
%
n
%
960
11.04
550
15.68
1483
17.05
440
12.54
1151
13.23
669
19.07
1684
19.36
489
13.94
1817
20.89
950
27.08
234
6.67
1603
18.43
176
5.02
8698
100.00
3508
100.00
Source: the author’s own study.

5.2. Tweets timeline & users activity
In the last week of the election campaign two TV debates were organised, which
significantly stimulated the discussion around the candidates. They took place on 17th
May and 21st May 2015. On the days of the debates and immediately after them, there
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was a dynamic increase in engagement in Twitter discussions (Table 3). The first debate
was accompanied by a slightly higher number of active users (+33.72%), their tweets
(+26.45%) and retweets (+12.45%) on the day of the event. In contrast, the second confrontation was characterised by a higher number of responses (+11.70%) and a large
decrease in the number of likes generated (-40.04%). The ratio of replies to the number
of tweets was respectively: 0.52 for the period 17-18 May and 0.68 on 21-22 May. It can
be assumed that likes are the form of activity that requires the least commitment from
users (apart from mere browsing); the opposite of this would be having to reply or comment on a status.

Figure 1. Timeline of tweets and users’ interactions.
Source: the author’s own study.

5.3. Vocal minority, silent majority
Due to the study of a thematically and time-limited data sample, it is impossible to
differentiate between the categories of users who tweet little, on average and a lot. Despite this, after excluding spam and media content some patterns have been observed
(Table 3):
1. Accounts publishing only 1-4 posts in the indicated period, which corresponded
to 91.63% of users, were responsible for generating 55.72% of all tweets (Table 4).
2. Users who might be suspected of conducting deliberate mass communication
activities on Twitter generated a disproportionate number of tweets, but were a small
group. For example, 16.04% of the content (1171 tweets) in the sample came from only
31 accounts (1% of users) that published with a frequency of more than 20 entries.
It should be also noted that accounts publishing the most were those classified
collectively as media & organisations, and which were excluded from this part of the
analysis. Users from that group tweeted most frequently, and their activity was almost
three times higher (6.21) than that of other users (2.37).
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Table 3. Distribution of tweets by users and volume.

Tweets per period
1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9 - 10
11 - 15
16 - 20
21 - 30
31 - 50
51 - 98
TOTAL
(6) spam & other
(7) media & organisations

n
2496
326
103
53
34
35
20
17
10
4
3098
234
176

Users
%
% cum.
80.57
80.57
10.52
91.09
3.32
94.42
1.71
96.13
1.10
97.22
1.13
98.35
0.65
99.00
0.55
99.55
0.32
99.87
0.13
100.00
100.00
–
EXCLUDED:
–
–
–

Volume of tweets
n
%
% cum.
2986
40.90
40.90
1082
14.82
55.72
553
7.57
63.29
388
5.31
68.61
323
4.42
73.03
450
6.16
79.19
348
4.77
83.96
433
5.93
89.89
410
5.62
95.51
328
4.49
100.00
7301
100.00
–

–

304

–

–

1093

–

–

Source: the author’s own study.

5.4. Engagement and interactions of users.
By comparing the measures of position and dispersion of data by users assigned to
the seven categories, it can be observed that (Table 4):
1. Opponents of a candidate tweeted slightly more often (2.89–2.95) than his supporters (2.28–2.59).
2. The supporters of Duda were in the majority (19.07%), although they published
less frequently and fewer than the supporters of Komorowski (in ratio 2.28:2.59).
3. Media and organisation-related accounts were the most active, although their activity varied the most (the largest standard deviation and high average tweets per user),
which depended on the specific entity/author.

Table 4. Distribution of labelled users followed by statistical measures.

(Code) Label

(1) for Komorowski
(2) against Komorowski
(3) for Duda
(4) against Duda

Classified
users
550
440
669
489

% of
classified
users
15.68
12.54
19.07
13.94

Mean
tweet
frequency

Median

2.59
2.95
2.28
2.89

1
1
1
1

Standard
deviation
4.37
7.44
2.71
6.29

Minimum
tweets
per
user
1
1
1
1

Maximum
tweets
per
user
60
96
20
98
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% of
classified
users

Classified
users

(Code) Label

(5) unspecified
(6) spam & other excluded
(7) media & organisations
TOTAL

950
234
176
3508

27.08
6.67
5.02
100.00

Mean
tweet
frequency

Median

1.72
1.30
6.21

1
1
2

Minimum
tweets
per
user
1
1
1

Standard
deviation
2.89
1.22
13.63
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Maximum
tweets
per
user
49
17
153

Source: the author’s own study.

The distribution of interactions according to the code assigned to the tweet allowed
the behavioural characteristics of all users participating in this discourse to be expanded. As part of this analysis, an auxiliary measure was introduced in the form of the average number of interactions per blog entry within a particular label (abbr. A-NI/T). It is
important to note that:
1. The distribution of likes attributed to tweets indicating support or opposition to a
particular candidate (codes 1-4) was similar to the voting result.
2. In the set of tweets, the largest number of interactions (35.16%) was generated
by entries classified collectively as spam and media, having the highest ratio of interactions per tweet (A-NI/T index: 7.09).
3. Blog entries criticising Komorowski obtained more interactions per tweet than
those opposing Duda (in a ratio of 3:2). At the same time, the first one had almost twice
as many retweets (19.04:9.95), which may indicate that internet users were more willing
to share negative opinions about the incumbent president.
4. The contrary tendency was observed among the positive tweets; there were fewer of retweets for Komorowski and more for Duda (9.73:16.04).
5. Tweets praising the incumbent president generated more polemics as opposed
to entries arguing for his rival (14.1:9.3).
6. The smallest total number of interactions had “unspecified” tweets and those
entries directed against Duda.
Table 5. Interactions by labelled tweets.
Set of tweets
(Code) Label

Replies
n

%

(1) for Komorowski

744

14.08

(2) against Komorowski

486

9.20

(3) for Duda

491

9.29

(4) against Duda

599

(5) unspecified
(6) spam & other excluded
(7) media & organisations
TOTAL

Retweets
n

Likes

TOTAL

A-NI/T

%

n

%

n

%

907

9.73

2265

13.50

3916

13.50

4.08

1774

19.04

2301

13.72

4561

13.72

3.08

1495

16.04

2425

14.46

4411

14.46

3.83

11.34

927

9.95

1920

11.44

3446

11.44

2.05

703

13.31

1010

10.84

1966

11.72

3679

11.72

2.02

2260

42.78

3205

34.40

5899

35.16

11364

35.16

7.09

5283

100.00

9318

100.00

16776

100.00

31677

100.00

3.6
(average)

Source: the author’s own study.

The above analysis was followed by an exploration of interactions in the set of
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users. Analogous to the previous set, an auxiliary measure was also introduced – the
average number of interactions generated by one user’s tweets within a particular label
(abbr. A-NI/U). This mathematical construct had indirect character, but allowed to illustrate the degree of audience involvement in the content published from specific types of
accounts. The observations are as follows:
1. The disparity between the numbers of responses gathered in total by the entries
of users declaring support for a particular candidate widened in relation to the same
categories in the set of tweets and amounted to 1.9:1 (26.1:13.99).
2. In general, users were more than twice as likely to share tweets from accounts
criticising Komorowski than those hostile to Duda (ratio 17.15:7.95).
3. The most interactions per user were obtained by accounts labelled as “media &
organisations” (A-NI/U index: 34.99), exceeding the average by almost four times.
4. Accounts categorised as supporters of the incumbent president also achieved
an above-average engagement rate (>8.9).
5. In contrast, the least number of interactions per user were observed among content generated by accounts with an undefined voting stance (A-NI/U index: 3.97).
6. In terms of the number of profiles criticising each of the candidates, the number
of interactions (A-NI/U) associated with the total content of the critics of the incumbent
president was nearly 50% higher than that of Duda’s opponents (ratio 8.69:5.8).
Table 6. Interactions according to content generated by labelled users.
Set of tweets

(Code) Label

Replies

Retweets

Likes

TOTAL

A-NI/U

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

(1) for Komorowski

1379

26.10

1653

17.74

4748

28.30

7780

28.30

14.15

(2) against Komorowski

407

7.70

1598

17.15

1818

10.84

3823

10.84

8.69

(3) for Duda

739

13.99

1903

20.42

3180

18.96

5822

18.96

8.70

(4) against Duda

465

8.80

741

7.95

1629

9.71

2835

9.71

5.80

(5) unspecified

638

12.08

1025

11.00

2105

12.55

3768

12.55

3.97

(6) spam & other excluded

184

3.48

420

4.51

586

3.49

1190

3.49

5.09

(7) media & organisations

1471

27.84

1978

21.23

2710

16.15

6159

16.15

34.99

TOTAL

5283

100.00

9318

100.00

16776

100.00

31377

100.00

8.9
(average)

Source: the author’s own study.

5.5. Political attitudes of users and the real election results
According to the official results of the presidential election, Andrzej Duda won with
51.55% of the valid votes. Bronisław Komorowski got 48.45% of the valid votes. In turn,
invalid votes accounted for 1.47% and the turnout was 55.34%.
5.5.1. Word count
Using the “word count” technique, it was established that the word “Komorowski”
appeared 6843 times and “Duda” 7223 times in the entire database. The percentage of
“votes” counted in this way was 48.65% to 51.35% in favour of the challenger. It was very
close to the official election result (offset 0.2). However, this analysis included all tweets,
i.e. those coded as unspecified, excluded and authored by news agencies. After limiting
the collection to only relevant entries for or against a particular candidate (5207 tweets),
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the differences in politicians’ support widened even further (offset 0.36) – the word “Komorowski” occurred 3884 times (48.09%) and “Duda” 4192 (51.91%).
Table 7. Share volume of words – surnames of candidates.

Searched
words
Komorowski
Duda
TOTAL

Frequency of words
Set of tweets
Set of tweets
w/o exclusions
with exclusions
n = 8698
n = 5207 (coded as 1–4)
n
%
n
%
6843
48.65
3884
48.09
7223
51.35
4192
51.91
14066
100.00
8076
100.00
Source: the author’s own study.

Official
results
%
48.45
51.55
100.00

5.5.2. Positive/negative ratio
Juxtaposing the number of opposing opinions about a particular candidate, separately in the sets of tweets and users, allowed verification of previously observed correlations. Key findings from this analysis include:
1. In the sets of tweets and users, the higher ratio of positive to negative opinions
was always obtained by Duda. Moreover, the relationship between these indicators of
both candidates (0.65:0.68 and 1.25:1.37) was very close to the distribution of votes in
the election (48.45:51.55).
2. In the user group, Duda attracted significantly more of his own positive electorate
(669) than votes from those declaring only dislike for the incumbent president (440). In
turn, Komorowski gained a similar number of univocal supporters of his own candidacy
(550) as those with a negative attitude towards Duda (489).
3. The volume of negative tweets against Duda (1684) and the number of users
identified as his critics (489) were higher than the corresponding values for Komorowski
(1483 and 440 respectively).
Table 8. Positive/negative ratio.

Candidate
Komorowski
Duda
TOTAL

Opinions in set of tweets
Opinions in set of users
negapos /
negapos /
positive
total
positive
total
tive
neg
tive
neg
960
1483
2443
0.65
550
440
990
1.25
1151
1684
2835
0.68
669
489
1158
1.37
2111
3167
5278
1219
929
2148
Source: the author’s own study.

5.5.3. Votes for, against & non-voters
The labels assigned to individual profiles, illustrating the electoral attitude of a
user, were summed up in two categories (table 9). The number of votes thus obtained
was 48.37% for the incumbent president and 51.63% for the newcomer, and was very
close to the official election outcome (offset less than 0.1).
At the same time, an attempt was made to calculate attendance based on the set
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of users. Proposed formula excluded data classified as “media & organisations” from
the calculation. However, it included accounts with unspecified political views and users
responsible for spam in the group of non-voters. The turnout calculated in this way was
far from real – the difference between them amounted 9.13 percentage points.
Table 9. Twitter votes count vs. real election outcome.

Formula

n

%

(1) for Komorowski & (4) against Duda
(3) for Duda & (2) against Komorowski

1039
1109
2148

48.37
51.63
100.00

Official
results [%]
48.45
51.55
-

1184

-

-

Vote for
Komorowski
Duda
Total voters
Non-voters

(5) unspecified &
(6) spam and other

Voter turnout
[%]

64.47

55.34

Source: the author’s own study.

Further investigation of the set of users showed that the most reliable distribution
of behaviour occurred among those accounts that tweeted no more than 20 times in the
sample (table 10). They represented 99% of users and were responsible for almost 84%
of all content (after excluding spam and media accounts; see table 3). Based on those
findings, a closer look was taken at this group. The data in the set of users were organised into 4 inseparable categories with tweet frequency: 1-4, 1-10, 1-20 and >21. This analytical model showed that the subgroup publishing the most entries behaved extremely
differently from the others, however, it was too small (1% of users) to significantly affect
the result calculated on the basis of the set of users. Nevertheless, mentioned subgroup
of profiles generated 16.04% of the content, which could strongly influence the election
analysis based solely on the volume of tweets. A simple comparison of the number of
entries (according to analogous formulas as in table 9) gave a very even result, with
a marginal advantage of the incumbent president (2644 tweets – 50.09%) over Duda
(2634 – 49.91%).
Table 10. Twitter votes count depending on tweet rate and volume of tweets.

Vote for

Official
results
[%]

Komorowski

48.45

Duda

Set of users
tweet rate 1-4

tweet rate 1-10

Set of tweets

tweet rate 1-20

tweet rate: >21

n

%

68

2644

50.09

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

915

47.98

1000

48.24

1022

48.14

17

51.55

992

52.02

1073

51.76

1101

51.86

8

32

2634

49.91

Total voters

–

1907

100.00

2073

100.00

2123

100.00

25

100.00

5278

100.00

Non-voters

–

1146

–

1172

–

1178

–

6

–

–

–

Voter turnout
[%]

55.34

62.46

63.88

64.31

Source: the author’s own study.

–

–
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5.5.4. Likes as voting predictors
Also an in-depth analysis was carried out related to the possibility of using likes as
an indicator of electoral outcome (table 11). The results derived from the first formula
were more internally reliable and each time gave victory to Duda. The dispersion from
the election outcome ranged from -1.2 to +3.1 percentage points. On the other hand, the
calculations made in accordance with the second formula resulted in greater variation
in general. However, under the former model, there were two results correlating very
closely with official outcome with offsets: 0.16 (in set of tweets) and 0.28 (among users
publishing 1-4 tweets).
Table 11. Distribution of likes as votes for a given candidate.

Vote for

Formula

Official
results
[%]

Set of users
tweet rate 1-4
n

%

Set of tweets

tweet rate 1-10 tweet rate 1-20
n

%

n

%

n

%

Komorowski

(1) for K. & (4) against D.

48.45%

2157

49.64

2870

46.65

3323

45.35

4185

46.96

Duda

(3) for D. & (2) against K.

51.55%

2188

50.36

3282

53.35

4005

54.65

4726

53.04

Komorowski

(1) for K.

48.45%

1654

48.17

2025

42.43

2130

40.11

2265

48.29

Duda

(3) for D.

51.55%
1780 51.83
2748
Source: the author’s own study.

57.57

3180

59.89

2425

51.71

6. Conclusions
Analyses conducted on a data sample proved that there was a strong correlation
between political attitudes presented by Twitter users and the election outcome. Both
methods, semantic analysis and word count, yielded similar results and gave the victory
to Duda, which indeed happened. The offset to official post-election score amounted
less than 0.1 using the first technique and 0.2 with the second one. At the same time,
it was not possible to reproduce the correct voter turnout – estimated between 62.46%
and 64.47% (actual turnout 55.34%). It should be stressed, however, that it is much easier to conceptualise a supporter or opponent of a politician than it is to state the conditions that must be fulfilled by a person who refrains from casting any vote.
Study also showed that both TV election debates resulted in different user activity
within the collected data. The first debate evoked very strong engagement but less controversial reactions among the sampled authors and audience. The second confrontation was characterised by a higher number of responses (+11.70%) with large decrease
in the likes generated (-40.04%) that might mirrored some change in the discourse by
provoking more discussion instead of the typical, less involving reactions.
Analyses confirmed the existence of a vocal minority and silent majority. Investigation showed that the most reliable distribution of behaviour occurred among those accounts that tweeted no more than 20 times in the sample (after excluding spam & media
profiles). The electoral results obtained from these users were characterised by a very
low offset: 0.21–0.47. This group represented 99% of the accounts, and was responsible
for almost 84% of the content. The remaining 1% of users behaved extremely differently
from the rest (due to twice as many supporters of Komorowski). Their activity would
have been responsible for distorting the result of a calculation based only on counting
labelled tweets, giving a marginal victory to the incumbent president (50.09%).
Also the volume and distribution of interactions of the users in general proved to
be helpful in the study. It transpired that the analysis of likes has always given victory to
Duda. Although, the best results were obtained under the codes indicating support for
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particular candidates in the set of tweets (offset 0.16) and in the set consisting of accounts publishing 1–4 entries (offset 0.28). In addition, it was possible to capture other
differences in how users responded to tweets for or against a particular candidate. For
example, users were more than twice as likely to share tweets from accounts criticising
Komorowski than those hostile to Duda. Entries praising the incumbent president generated around 50% more polemics as opposed to tweets arguing for his rival. The smallest volume of interactions had “unspecified” content and those entries directed against
Duda. On the contrary, accounts categorised as supporters of the incumbent president
achieved an above-average engagement rate.
The survey also used the common indicator: positive/negative ratio. The relationship between these indicators of both candidates was very close to the distribution of
votes in the actual election (offset 0.45 and 0.75). It was proved that, in the set of users,
Duda attracted significantly more of his own positive electorate than votes from those
declaring only dislike for Komorowski. Moreover, in both datasets, the challenger obtained more positive entries and votes from his followers than the incumbent president.
7. Discussion
The adopted methodological strategy highlighted two issues. The first was the role
of a pilot study – the construction of the coding system and the primary algorithms
for the classification. The second was the need to continually expand the dictionary
with non-obvious hashtags, repetitive phrases or shared URLs that spoke clearly for
or against a particular candidate. The analytical model allowed modification of codes,
which increased the accuracy of tweet classification.
Another key to the success of such studies seems to be the use of effective techniques to eliminate irrelevant and “polluted” content. At the same time, it is worth considering excluding the vocal minority from the analyses, and focusing on the silent majority. In defining these two groups, it may be helpful to refer to the frequency of entries
published by a single user. Moreover, examining the structure of general interactions in
tweets can further improve the validity of the analysis. Special attention should be paid
to the likes.
It is certain that the political discourse on Twitter is not conducted in the same way
all the time. The study focused only on the last few days of presidential campaign and
was not able to gather or process all the dynamics that could occur in long-term. Despite
this, it was possible to observe the impact of television campaigns on users’ activity.
In the future, it would be worth to learn about possible changes in users’ attitudes over
time. The study also lacked an analysis of users openly contesting the elections.
The study had its weaknesses. First of all, the database constituted only a sample
of the content published as part of the pre-election discourse. It may not have covered
those tweets that had been possibly deleted by the time they were retrieved for the study.
Secondly, analytical models used were often based on excluding parts of the data or restricting it to certain categories. From the initial 70.000 tweets, only 8698 unique tweets
assigned to 3508 users were selected for classification. Some observations were based
on smaller subgroups. Although such procedures allowed for an in-depth, more qualitative look at the studied phenomena; at the same time, they raised doubts over the
representativeness of such. Thirdly, the study was limited to only two candidates in the
final phase of the election campaign. It is uncertain whether presented methodological
approaches would work if used with more numerous research object or other types of
elections.
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AWARENESS AND FOLLOWING OF
INFORMATION SECURITY POLICIES
AS THE MAIN RULE TO PROTECT
AGAINST THREATS IN DIGITAL
COMMUNICATION PROCESSES.
CYBERSECURITY AS THE ARENA
OF MODERN WARFARE
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Abstract
Nowadays, due to the benefits of technological development and the spread of the Internet, various threats have started to be recognized. Still, the awareness of society, especially politicians and
state administration in this area is insufficient. This is also evidenced by the fact that initially this topic
was not discussed at all in the scientific and even popular literature. The author of the article poses a
question: is there, then, an effective method of defense against cyber threats, since their effects can
be so disturbing? According to the author, the key to cyber security is the awareness of users of the
digital communication process, both at the administrative and social levels.
Key words: cyberspace, cyber security, cyber defense, hacking, trolling, fake news, disinformation, propaganda, ransomware, phishing

Introduction
Not so long ago (January 2019) sensational news spread around the world about
one of the largest hacker attacks in the history of the Federal Republic of Germany. As
a result of the cyber-attack, data (even documents and records of conversations from
the messengers and social media) of almost a thousand German politicians, journalists
and celebrities were sent to the network. In such moments, cyber security is number one
topic in media all over the world. The more, that it was made by a 20-year-old. Since he
1
Media expert, publicist, cybersecurity expert. Assistant professor at the Department of Social
Communication, Public Relations and New Media at the Institute of Media Education and Journalism
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easily managed to wreak considerable havoc in the ranks of the German Ministry of Interior and cause panic throughout Germany, it is dreading to think what a group of such
hackers could do.
Threats related to cyberspace and digital communications do not apply only to strategic IT systems of a given country. In order to obtain information and classified data,
hackers, cybercriminals and secret services are able to use the computers of bystanders
and use them to blur traces, confuse clues, and most importantly gain unnoticed access
to desired information. The attackers have many options to choose from, including thousands of viruses, bots, worms and the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) mechanism
used in the 2007 attack on Estonia.
The potential of cyberspace was recognized relatively quickly - during the Cold
War. In fact, the entire 1980s were a kind of testing ground. Developers and hackers
have worked on behalf of governments to effectively infiltrate the IT networks of antagonized countries. In 1982, the so-called “Logical bomb” (CIA sabotage in Siberia). In
1987, a group of hackers from Germany repeatedly broke into US NASA servers and the
Rammstein base.
In the 90s, with the use of the series of cyber-attacks, the opponent’s IT systems
were already effectively jammed or completely blocked.
Without going into technical and technological details, the most serious cyber
threats include: activism (the Internet is used to support the campaign), hactivism (a
combination of activism and criminal activities to destroy the enemy’s resources) cyberterrorism (politically motivated attack or threat of attack to destroy) infrastructure and
intimidation or extortion of actions). An extremely serious type of cyber threat is also the
use of the Internet for propaganda and disinformation purposes (fake news, trolling).
Therefore, it is difficult to disagree with the thesis that the arms race known from
the Cold War has moved to cyberspace, and subsequent reports of new types of cyberthreats confirm that issues related to this phenomenon from scientific literature and
virtual reality have moved to the real world.
During an in-depth analysis in my book Cyberwojna. War without ammunition?2 of
the general state of consciousness of individual countries about cybersecurity, I pointed
out that there is still a lot to do in the matter of protection against cyberwar. Despite
the desire to develop effective cyber defense methods at the national level, a lot of new
threats emerged at the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries. Although the first cyberwar in
Estonia (2007) was a turning point in this case, it took a long time before effective methods of protection against cyberwar and cyberterrorism began to be implemented. It was
not until 2011 at NATO level that the new security strategy in cyberspace was adopted.
More precisely, for years the topic of cybersecurity was treated by many military men in
science fiction categories, still in military and governmental circles not only in Poland
but also in the world, there is an approach that assumes that we are just entering a “new
stage of warfare”. The head of the British Ministry of Defense said that even a year ago
arguing that “we have entered the age of a new type of warfare”. Wait a minute! Nowadays it’s obvious that we entered this era long ago... We have known these “new warfare”
at least since the 1990s.
Although it would seem that nowadays no one should be surprised that along with
the benefits of technological development and the spread of the Internet, various types
of threats have started to be noticed, all the time the awareness of society, especially
politicians and state administration in this regard is small. This is also clearly demonstrated by the fact that initially this topic was not dealt with at all by scientific literature,
or even by popular science. Much greater importance to the scale of the problem began
to be attached only at the time of a significant increase in individual threats related to cy2
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berspace and the computer environment. Interestingly, until the 1990s, threats in cyberspace did not foretell even the first symptoms of cyberwar and hybrid war, which remain
the most serious challenges for domestic and international cybersecurity.
The first cyberwar (Estonia 2007) proved how easy it was to paralyze key state institutions and cause panic among citizens. In turn, the second cyberwar (Georgia 2008)
proved, that at that time, war doctrine was being practiced, which after the attack on
Ukraine began to be called the “hybrid war”. In addition to the conventional strike of
troops, hackers found themselves on the battlefield. As a consequence, Georgia was cut
off from communication. It is significant that immediately after taking over government
websites a massive propaganda campaign began at once.
We met the full strength and effectiveness of hybrid impact in 2014. The combined
hit of special forces, information and propaganda campaigns, and cyber-attacks has given alarming results. The armed forces were used to increase military advantage and to
seize enemy territory as quickly as possible, with a massive cyber-attack that paralyzed
the enemy’s defenses.
Is there an effective method of defense against cyber threats, since their effects
can be so alarming? Yes of course. The problem, however, is that the key to cyber security is awareness at both administrative and social levels. If we are not aware of the reality
of threats in cyberspace, then even the best cyber army will not be able to defend us. It
is high time to understand that we are all on the front lines. We are also cyber soldiers.
That is why public debate on cybersecurity and drawing public attention to the seriousness of the situation is so important.
Talking about the importance of the above-mentioned circumstances, in this article
the author will analyse selected aspects of cybersecurity, primarily in the aspect of using
information as a strategic weapon in hidden and covert international conflicts. The main
purpose of this analysis is to answer the question to what extent the average Internet
user may be a participant or a victim of the aforementioned activities of disinformation,
manipulative nature or threatening information security. The analysis is qualitative; the
author will use the case study method, discussing the following examples:
1. The Phenomenon of Wikileaks,
2. The case of Edward Snowden and the disclosure of PRISM and XKeyscore surveillance,
3. The case of large-scale disinformation and fake news operation against Poland,
4. The case of the intensification of cyber threats during the coronavirus pandemic,
5. The case of “Computational Propaganda Research Project”.
As the article is exploratory in nature, the author does not make any hypotheses.
The Phenomenon of Wikileaks – link between exposing secrets and cyber defence
Despite the huge publicity, WikiLekas remains one of the most mysterious organizations in the world. For many years, in public awareness, WikiLeaks existed as an almost
mythical organization fighting for the disclosure of confidential and secret documents
that would help in discovering the manipulation of governments and politicians and of
course exposing scandals. How have the creators of WikiLeaks managed to maintain
that image over the years?
WikiLeaks project assumes that the information placed on the Internet should be
available to everyone, but the web page on which it is placed, must be out of reach for
attacks. To enhance the safety and anonymity of broadcasters all the data is distributed
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across servers throughout the world and there is no way that all of it could be deleted.3
Such scale diffusion of information and global reach ensures that the complete
removal of Wikileaks from the Internet and blocking the activities of the organization is
simply impossible.
Despite the activities of a large-scale environment Wikileaks is still a riddle. It is
hardly surprising, therefore, that while the activities of the organization are held confidential, scandals caused by Julian Assange, Bradley Manning and Edward Snowden
quickly hit the headlines.
WikiLeaks came into existence almost in front of our eyes. Therefore, it is up to us
to seek answers to two fundamental questions:
1. What exactly is the phenomenon of WikiLeaks?
2. What is the impact on the democratic freedom of speech of scandals and secret
information disclosed by WikiLeaks with the general dislike of governments?
Here are the answers...
It is no secret that for many people and institutions (mainly in the area of economy
and government administration) the disclosure of classified or confidential information
brings disastrous results. From the weakening of the market position through the loss
of credibility in the eyes of potential partners and customers, to complete elimination by
the competition. Still, however, not everyone is aware of the fact that the effects of a similar power of impact can also be caused by data that we, ourselves, make available on
the network. The digital footprint we leave behind on the internet can have far-reaching
consequences. Where did the idea to create a website that exposes scandals with global
reach and causes an earthquake in the institutions and governments of many countries
and permanently modifies the concept of classification come from? If we really care for
hiding our own secrets, so do why we want to know others’ secrets? The demand for this
type of information has been used for years by tabloids and newspapers. Thus, if the
rumours about celebrities’ life have gained so much popularity, the founder of WikiLeaks
decided to go a step further and gave us access to the secrets of which we have not even
dreamed of. Focusing on the phenomenon of WikiLeaks, in the first place, we must think
about who is behind it all.
The solution to this puzzle, which, for many years, could not be found by the best
special forces in the world, suggests Daniel Domscheit-Berg, a person, which along with
Julian Assange, was one of the “faces” of the organization. In his book, “WikiLeaks from
the inside” he decided to break the silence and told the surprising story of WikiLeaks,
which nobody had ever heard. Over the years, the organization has been shrouded in
legend. The only thing that was known was that its members were fighting for the disclosure of sensitive and confidential documents and were committed to exposing the
manipulation of large corporations, governments and politicians. After some time, it became clear that the method of operation and structure of the organization resembles
the techniques used by special forces around the world, with the exception that the full
WikiLeaks game operating takes place on virtual reality and uses all the benefits of the
Internet.
The universal access to information is among the main objectives of its functioning. Data published on the webpage should be accessible to everyone, and the website
must ensure safety and to be out of reach for the attacks. One of the slogans is “time to
open the archives”, but the organization did not find allies around the world immediately.
Initially, even hackers treated WikiLeaks suspiciously. It has even been suggested that
the mysterious Julian Assange and his work is a hoax and a trap set by special forces
3
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and intelligence services, which will help locate and arrest all those trying to lead to the
disclosure of highly classified government secrets.4
Over time, the project began to gain favour with hackers’ environment and the public. Daring actions against scientology cult and the U.S. government as well as the disclosures of diplomatic cables and secret documents from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
have brought WikiLeaks a significant publicity around the world immediately. There is no
doubt that the conduct of operations on this scale requires the preparation of complex
structures which are able to quickly evolve and adapt to changing rules set by the system
of information flow. One of the biggest phenomenon of WikiLeaks is that the structure
details of the world’s largest website that exposes scandals with global reach are held
in the strictest confidence. To date, little is known apart from the fact that the website
provides secret documents from anonymous sources.
To increase the security and anonymity of broadcasters all the data has been distributed to servers located in different parts of the world. This protects the content from
being so easily erased and the WikiLeaks informants being disclosed. The existence of
hundreds or maybe even thousands of data security copies guarantees WikiLeaks immunity despite its clear dislike for the world powers.
The organization has got many enemies. They will use every opportunity to attack.
As it has been determined, to increase the data safety, some of them are stored in Belgium in an old anti-nuclear bunker of the Cold War. Other data are scattered all over the
servers in Iceland and other countries where press freedom is protected by the relevant
provisions of national law. Only this type of security can guarantee that computers containing secret data will not be seized by anyone, and their content will not be searched.
The name of the organization, which directly relates to the “Wiki” (association of
Wikipedia here is not accidental),is also significant. It is software that allows creating
and editing web pages directly in a browser window. The use of this fine mechanism
that makes changes to the content can indeed be used by all users on the network, but
any modification causes an automatic data backup. Understanding the mechanism of
Wiki allows us to understand the main idea behind the WikiLeaks. Access to disclosed
data has to be unlimited for all who want to read the content. As far as the content is
concerned, it is worth paying attention to the second part of the name of the organization. “Leaks” is a jargon term of “leak” the disclosure of secret information, which has
so far been revealed to most of the public and access to it, had only a trusted person.
WikiLeaks wants to prevent it and does not accept the use of functioning of the so called
“controlled leak” in the world of media and politics. As intended by the WikiLeaks project
founders, “controlled leaks” used in politics and media are a type of manipulation and are
often used for social engineering purposes. Meanwhile, the overriding goal of WikiLeaks
is to raise the awareness of the society and provoke citizens to check the source of
information on their own. The Assange organization, however, only appeals to this idea
when it suits it. It should be noted; however that during its activity WikiLeaks often uses
the methods of manipulation. To change its image in the public eye Julian Assange less
frequently refers to the idea of hacking and more often refers to the role of investigative
and exposing journalism.5
Many users can think that WikiLeaks is very similar to Wikipedia. Everyone can draw
a text and anyone can change it (...) the leaks authors may submit documents anonymously, and their location can’t be determined (...) Members can discuss documents and
analyse their credibility. Political weight and credibility of the documents is checked by
thousands of people”- as proclaimed in a manifesto published on the first version of the
WikiLeaks website.

4
5
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It quickly became clear, however, that the creators of the lofty plans were reviewed.
Invented by Assange, the idea of entrusting to hundreds of thousands of volunteers the
task to identify and verify the authenticity of the documents turned out to be totally unrealistic and completely failed in practice. The structure of WikiLeaks needed a breakthrough. The system, opened so far, became much more air-tight and the organization
took over the complete control of publications.
WikiLeaks was an organization which operated without a face - its actions were
shrouded in an aura of mystery for a long time. More and more legends about its founders appeared on the web. After a while, it became clear that this was a deliberate action
of WikiLeaks creators who, initially, depended mainly on the fact that the most important
were the documents, not the people, involved in its disclosure. There was concern that
if someone suddenly found himself in the foreground, he/she would turn attention away
from the merits of the case, which was publishing messages of great importance and
focused entire splendour itself. Then it was decided that the aura of mystery will be the
main feature of the organization.6
Over time, however, it turned out that the media is so much interested in the intriguing story of Wikileaks and all kinds of myths about the organization that it could no longer function as usual. The public was curious why an organization that wants to reveal
secret documents and calls for unrestricted access to all the information is surrounded by a wall of secrets. Then Julian Assange quickly won the hearts of the audience,
winning over many fans around the world immediately. He became a celebrity and told
stories about the success of his organization and the importance of disclosure of secret
documents by WikiLeaks.
The basic method used by Assange was manipulating and influencing consumers.
As soon as the conversation turned to another track and questions were asked about the
structure of the organization Assange became much less talkative. To date, WikiLeaks
is surrounded by an aura of mystery. Contrary to the idea behind the organization, the
basic assumptions regarding the transparency information on the WikiLeaks co-workers
and how to finance it are held in the strictest confidence. In the eyes of the public, in the
context of WikiLeaks, an image of organization created on the model of a secret brotherhood which is reserved exclusively for selected group of people still works. Although,
most of the time, the only contact with the outside world in WikiLeaks was Julian Assange. Later, Daniel Domscheit-Berg appeared on the scene, and he, after leaving the
WikiLeaks, decided to reveal many secrets that had been hidden by Assange.
In order to justify their actions related to exposing scandals and disclosure of classified information, Wikileaks began to increasingly use the keyword “freedom of speech”.
This technique is still being used these days and it takes all arguments of Assange’s
organization opponents. In so doing, “freedom of speech” as their propaganda slogan
WikiLeaks executives repeatedly assured that the disclosure of classified information is
to be dictated by the desire for transparency and is based on the democratic principle of
unrestricted access to information.7
In fact, it turned out that the verification of the documents disclosed by WikiLeaks
is only a myth. The network hit a lot of “fakes” and for some time the organization seems
to be guided by the principle of “publish everything, as long as it was interesting.” When
the authenticity of the documents was questioned, people began to wonder whether,
in the context of affairs disclosed by WikiLeaks they can actually talk about freedom
of speech. Julian Assange’s organization began to fall into trouble and disclosure of
confidential information of doubtful authenticity which caused quite a stir in the public
6
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space, it was considered more critically by the public. Therefore, the authenticity of the
documents recedes into the background, even members of the media began to wonder
is it possible that the scandals caused by the WikiLeaks publications were fiction.
And then there was a breakthrough. The whole world heard the information that
Bradley Manning gave WikiLeaks hundreds of thousands of secret U.S. documents
which he had had access to. When the materials were made available to the media by
WikiLeaks, they caused a sensation in 2011. It was found out that among nearly half a
million documents there were even the classified war reports from Iraq and Afghanistan.
Hundreds of thousands of diplomatic cables and information about prisoners allegedly
detained without a trial in Guantanamo Bay prison. Without a doubt, the greatest sensation was induced by a Video showing a helicopter attack in Iraq in 2007 which WikiLeaks
entitled “Collateral Murder”. During the attack, civilians were killed, including the employees of the Reuters news agency.8
25-year-old Bradley Manning, who passed all the documents to WikiLeaks has been
found guilty of spying, theft and computer fraud. During the process which has remained
at the centre of media interest around the world, Manning’s defense argued that their
client, by revealing secret information, was guided by honour and he wanted to cause
social debate on the activities of the U.S. government to have done everything that “people know the truth.” Then the defense also returned to the slogan “freedom of speech”.
When the Manning’s case was still controversial, a new hero of WikiLeaks appeared
– a computer scientist Edward Snowden. It all started with the disclosure of information
about the program PRISM. According to information provided to the media by Snowden,
the special services have collect data from Google, Facebook, Yahoo, Paltalk, AOL, Skype,
YouTube and Apple servers since 2007. I do not need to convince anyone that access to
that kind of data means that the special services, that Internet users use, provide information about everything from music, culinary taste, sexual pleasure, to the interests and
hobbies, especially for those that may pose a threat to national security.
Snowden quickly became a public enemy, but in the face of support from WikiLeaks
further details of the surveillance on the Internet were revealed. Revealing the National
Security Agency documents for which, until recently he had worked, Snowden revealed
the existence of a system XKeyscore and caused its reach and capabilities outshine
even the wake of controversy PRISM. XKeyscore provides access to almost everything
that a typical user is doing on the internet and can penetrate the database where information is gathered about what is happening on the network globally. As a result, we can
easily find e-mail addresses files downloaded from the internet and even phone numbers
and the discussions of the online chat rooms.
Edward Snowden fled the U.S. and is hiding in Russia, where he applied for asylum.
Although Snowden virtually disappeared the problem remained.
Hacking, trolling and all the rest
Cyberspace and technological innovations usage for propaganda purposes is not
a secret anymore. In addition to direct cyber-attacks on IT structures, servers and even
information services, propaganda on the Internet is the main pillar of the new war doctrine - the doctrine of hybrid war. Although there has been talk of online trolls and propaganda for a long time, the real breakthrough in this case took place only a few years
ago. In 2015, the media received sensational news. The operation of the “troll factory” in
St. Petersburg was disclosed. The Internet Research Agency was officially active there,
headed by an oligarch Yevgeny Prigozhin - privately a close friend of Vladimir Putin. In
fact, the agency employed over 300 “bloggers” who were tasked with publishing up to
8
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30,000 during the “business day” praising Russia and Putin himself posts on Facebook,
Twitter, as well as on news portals both in Russia and abroad. Since then, no one has any
illusions that there are many more such places in Russia alone.
Analysing a large-scale operation against Poland gives us a lot to think about. First
of all, an army of online trolls was thrown into the fight. According to the report of the
Governmental Computer Incident Response Team CERT.GOV.PL, 2014 was the hardest
year to date, if we consider the number of cyber-attacks on government institutions.
In addition to extremely dangerous attacks on the servers of the National Electoral Office, the structures of the Stock Exchange and government services, there was a rapid
increase in the activity of the so-called Internet trolls acting on behalf of Russia, and
often simply paid by special services to carry out propaganda actions that look like a
grassroots initiative. Therefore, there were justified fears that elements of the hybrid war
began to be used against Poland.9
The content of the report shows that out of 12017 registered notifications, as many
as 7498 were considered as incidents. Comparison of this data with previous years
points to a significant increase in infected devices that were part of the botnet network
controlled by hackers. The highest increase in alerts regarding cyber-attacks was found
in cases classified as high and medium priority. This data already shows the scale of the
threat, but if we add to this information about a significant increase in long-term, massive attacks, carried out using technologically advanced equipment and complex methods, fears will be justified that cyber-attacks themselves may be a prelude to something
much more dangerous. However, the biggest concern after reading the report is the fact
that the CERT.GOV.PL team has already found the first symptoms of a hybrid war against
Poland. It was about a sudden increase in social media, discussion forums and news
sites of all kinds of propaganda activities and large-scale disinformation. To a large extent, such cases concerned the conflict in Ukraine and focused mainly on information
related to participation in the fighting of Russian troops.10
A significant intensification of threats from cyberspace was also noted in the following years. Referring to the latest Cisco Umbrella data (a security service delivered in
the cloud), which I managed to find during the research, it is difficult to ignore the information that only in the context of the threat of phishing (extortion or theft of confidential
data) 86 percent of organizations are at risk. Of course, depending on the industry and
the structure of the company, individual types of threats and the forms of cyber-attacks
themselves will differ from each other. It is no secret that the financial sector is most at
risk from all kinds of identity and confidential data theft (phishing, identity theft, spoofing
online banking sites and hacking bank accounts), while the entire manufacturing sector
grapples blackmail in the form of ransomware attacks (blocking access to a computer
or data with a ransom demand). Taking into account the coronavirus pandemic, a significant intensification of this type of activity can be seen.
When it comes to security, deciding about the allocation of resources is crucial. In
order to do this optimally, companies need to know which threats in this field are most
likely to appear in their organizations in the near future and what impact they may have
on them. The challenge is that the peloton of the most active dangers changes very
dynamically, and the frequency of individual attacks varies greatly. That is why it is so
helpful to know about the key trends in the threat landscape. It can provide ammunition
for effective defense and information on where to best allocate resources.
Cisco experts, when analysing traffic from the Umbrella platform, look at the activities that occur in the threat environment, thus, analysing traffic on infected sites and
9
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DNS protocols. They do this by looking at the organization as a whole, and only in the
next step do they analyse the number of endpoints that can potentially connect to malicious sites and the number of queries that these sites receive. These actions give you
an insight into how many users click infected links in your email, how active RAT (remote
access Trojan) viruses are, or whether crypto mining continues to grow. The collected
data can be a source of knowledge on where to invest more resources, e.g. for security
training or areas where guides on how to hunt cyber threats should be built.
By analysing DNS queries sent to suspicious domains and those infected with specific viruses in the period from January to December 2020, Cisco experts reviewed a
number of trends related to cyber threats. On this basis, they distinguished those which
organizations may encounter most often.
According to Cisco Umbrella data, in 86 percent of organizations, at least one user
tried to connect to a phishing site, possibly by clicking a link in the message.
Interestingly, similar scenarios appear in other categories:
- In 70 percent of organizations, there were users who were presented with malicious
ads in their browser.
- 51 percent of companies experienced ransomware-related activity.
- 48 percent of organizations have detected information-stealing malware.
The troll factory - it’s not a fairy tale
Considering the analysis of propaganda activities carried out via the Internet, two
basic groups should be distinguished: online trolls. The first of them are the Internet
users performing their tasks on behalf of their work and they are paid for it. Their duties include placing entries and comments intended to show the “principal” in a positive
light, based mainly on facts - only which properly selected and manipulated. The second
group is made up of internet users called the so-called “Useful idiots”. Their duties include setting up profiles in social media and blogging, where they should display properly
prepared and crafted information. This group also includes all those who, unaware of the
entire operating game, disseminate read information further, believing in its authenticity
and thus contributing to its credibility in the eyes of the public.
The CERT.GOV.PL team warned that both social media and the entire internet are
eagerly used to support conventional military, intelligence and propaganda activities.
Analysing these types of cases, administrators of social networking sites and the largest
news sites in the country noticed that in many cases entries appearing on the internet
was almost the carbon of those appearing in other websites. All of them were published
almost simultaneously. Initially, they were characterized by poor Polish language, ridiculed by other Internet users, but over time their quality in terms of language improved
significantly. The CERT.GOV.PL team warned that the increase in this type of behaviour
has long exceeded a level close to natural and constitutes an increasingly serious threat
in the information war.11
However, the real sensation was revealed by the disclosure of the functioning of the
“troll factory” in St. Petersburg. The exact mechanism of operation of the Kremlin-paid
Internet trolls was quite simple: The officially employed people as bloggers were supposed to set up fictitious accounts on social networks. Then they started their activities
on the Internet using many fictitious identities. In this way, they generated and published
hundreds of entries and comments, intensifying the information noise around the selected topic. What is extremely important, trolls usually connecting to the Internet through a
11
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network of proxy servers. This is to be the guarantor of anonymity, and in the worst case,
effective blurring of traces and misleading the lead in reaching the source of information. The use of a proxy is to create the impression that entries are published by persons
who have no connection with Russia and are not on the territory of that country. From the
point of view of an ordinary user, unaware of the entire propaganda machine, everything
looked as if Internet users were actually in a country where propaganda was being undertaken. The “troll factories” thriving like thriving marketing companies were basically
able to flood the internet around the clock with comments of more or less pro-Russian
meaning. Often, to authenticate the whole action, individual trolls even entered into a
polemic with each other. A typical action was also a group reporting to social network
administrators of alleged abuses and a request to block or remove entries deviating
from the propaganda line.
Unfortunately, the recognition of entries written by commissioned Internet trolls
from those distributed only by naive Internet users has proved increasingly difficult over
time. Therefore, it was difficult to find incontrovertible evidence of using elements of
information warfare and manipulation on the Polish Internet. A reliable assessment of
this phenomenon was undertaken by Andrzej Gołoś, a sociologist from the ARC Rynek
i Opinia marketing agency, who decided to treat the entire problem from the scientific
point of view.
Gołoś began his research by trying to measure the real presence of Russian influence on the Polish Internet. He also analysed a number of discussions taking place there
and traced the content of hundreds of comments. Some regularities were found in this
way. It turned out that pro-Russian entries accounted for 39 percent, and in only 10 of the
most popular articles on Ukrainian-Russian subjects as many as 70 percent. Of all the
analysed entries, pro-Ukrainian ones constituted 32 percent, and in the 10 most popular
articles alone there were only 17 percent. The same pattern could be seen in discussions
on social media. As soon as any pro-Ukrainian entries appeared, there was an avalanche
of pro-Russian voices. After a few hours, the attack ended and the situation returned to
normal.
Similar observations were also made after analysing the entries appearing under
texts about Russia on the CNN and BBC websites. This mechanism of action means
that numerous forces were thrown into the cyberspace war to prepare the ground for
any subsequent phases of the hybrid war. It would be naïve to say that such coordinated
actions are only a coincidence.
In addition to the “propaganda soldiers” themselves, the weapons they use in cyberspace are extremely important. Most often it is generating information noise in the
form of spreading a large amount of false information, like fake news. There are several
reasons for the huge firepower of fake news. First of all, the mere “bombing” of the internet (mainly social media) with false information about a subject of high public interest
makes it much more difficult to find facts and reach the source of news in the flow of
information. Secondly, there will always be some percentage of Internet users who will
uncritically believe in Internet propaganda, and sometimes even will provide this type of
information further, only increasing their reach. Thirdly, publishing fake news at the right
time can help divert public attention from other topics.
Russia is well aware of the potential of digital propaganda. On May 9, 2017, Vladimir
Putin signed a decree “On the strategy for the development of the information society
in the Russian Federation for 2017-2030.” The main goal of the document is the need to
“create conditions for shaping the knowledge society in the Russian Federation.” Experts
from the Center for Propaganda and Disinformation Analysis operating in Poland have
no doubt, however, that Russia is in fact “preparing for a total information war with the
world,” which is planned as a protracted conflict. The Russian strategy focuses on two
main threads: the first is to extend the authorities ’control over the internet within the
territory of the Russian Federation, while the second is to plan to displace foreign infor-
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mation and communication technologies and replace them with Russian counterparts.
There is one more intriguing thread in the content of the document. It concerns the development of a mechanism to regulate the functioning of the media and the principles
and methods of accessing information. Interestingly, from the document we learn that,
in line with the intention of the creators of the strategy, in the category of media cannot
be considered Internet TV, social networks, websites and instant messengers. This legal approach gives the Kremlin the possibility of easily limiting access to information
transmitted via digital media, or limiting access to the Internet in general, and creating
something like an “information bubble” in which Russian society will exist.
Researchers have also been interested in the subject of propaganda and disinformation in the media and on the Internet for some time. Extremely relevant analyses
have been carried out at Oxford University. The “Computational Propaganda Research
Project” carried out by the Oxford Internet Institute showed how dangerous it can be to
ignore the risks associated with online troll activities, spread fake news, and the information and propaganda war, which is already a permanent feature of the hybrid war. A team
of twelve researchers in nine countries analysed the use of social media to manipulate
public opinion. Based on millions of entries from top social networks collected in 20152017, a really alarming picture emerges. Scientists analysed entries published during
major social tensions, presidential and local elections, political crises and incidents in
the field of national security in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, Poland, Taiwan, Russia,
Ukraine and the USA.
It turns out that, in addition to using the “human factor” for propaganda purposes,
some automation of war and disinformation in cyberspace can be seen more and more
often. The place of Internet trolls is slowly taken by specially developed programs - bots,
which are algorithms that allow you to significantly improve the mechanism of disinformation and the deliberate dissemination of false information through social media. The
use of bots allows you to significantly reduce the cost of propaganda, while expanding
the power of fake news. Today, there is no doubt that social media have become key platforms for social engagement and at the same time act as key news channels. In addition,
social media are currently the basic type of media that shape the political awareness and
identity of many young people around the world. In many countries, websites such as
Facebook and Twitter have monopolized the entire segment of public life. A study at the
University of Oxford showed that in most countries, during elections, social media are
the main channel for exchanging information on political views. In addition, social media
has been shown to be widely used as a tool for manipulating public opinion, although
this happens in different ways. For example, in countries under authoritarian rule, social
media is an essential means of social control. In democracies, on the other hand, social
media are most often used to spread information, including propaganda and impact on
specific segments of society.
The most shocking data relate to propaganda actions directed against Ukraine and
Poland. It turns out that the analysis of social media in Ukraine confirms the conduct
of one of the most advanced propaganda operations around the world. Over the years
2015-2017, numerous disinformation and propaganda campaigns were conducted
against Ukrainian citizens via social networking sites VKontkte, Facebook and Twitter.
Interestingly, the first cases of disinformation campaigns were found in this country in
the early 2000s.
Oxford researchers have also shown that authoritarian governments direct propaganda and disinformation campaigns on the internet that are not only directed at their
own people, but also at citizens of other countries. For example, Chinese campaigns
were largely directed at political actors in Taiwan, and Russia’s campaigns targeted political actors in Poland and Ukraine.
As can be seen, the unleashing of an information war on a large scale by using
cyberspace to spread propaganda and even causing panic among the local population
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can have far-reaching consequences. It is therefore crucial to develop appropriate mechanisms for responding to this type of action.
In order to fully understand the scale of the threat, it is worth looking at the latest
research on Internet access in Poland. In the August issue of the PC World magazine,
Ludwik Krakowiak cites Eurobarometer statistics, which show that in 2011 only 59% of
households in the country had Internet access, and only 5.5 million could have a Facebook account Poles. Amazingly intriguing, these data have changed dramatically for six
years. It turns out that even 80% of households across the country have access to the
Internet. It is estimated that the number of Internet users in Poland already exceeds
30 million people. However, according to data compiled by Gemius / PBI, 22.6 million
Poles already have their Facebook account. Almost universal access to the Internet in
the country, apart from many undeniable benefits, is also associated with a considerable
threat. The data presented above leave no doubt that over 30 million Polish Internet
users are a fairly easy target for propaganda specialists. Starting from advertising and
marketing, through media misinformation, to the world of great politics, Internet users
are exposed to various forms of manipulation on a daily basis.
Extremely important analyses were carried out at the University of Oxford. Oxford
Internet Institute project the “Computational Propaganda Research Project” has shown
how dangerous it can be to ignore the risks associated with online troll activities, spreading fake news, and the information and propaganda war, which is already a permanent
feature of the hybrid war. A team of twelve researchers in nine countries analysed the use
of social media to manipulate public opinion. One of the researchers - Robert Gorwa - as
part of his part of the project, in the study “Computional Propaganda in Poland: Falsce
Amlifiers and the Digital Public Sphere” looked at the mechanisms of internet propaganda. He pays special attention to three types of information warfare: bots, trolling and
fake news. The term “bots” should be understood as computer algorithms, machines
whose main task is to improve the mechanism of account management in social media.
Interestingly, the bots can be programmed in such a way as to resemble other Internet
users. It is increasingly difficult to distinguish between content distributed by bots and
content created by network users. Obviously, the computer program is not able to cope
with all tasks, which is why Internet trolls’ services enjoy unflagging interest from propaganda specialists. Considering the analysis of propaganda activities carried out via the
Internet, two basic groups should be distinguished: online trolls. The first of them are
Internet users performing their tasks on behalf of their paid work. Their duties include
placing entries and comments intended to show the “principal” in a positive light, based
mainly on facts - only which properly selected and manipulated. The second group is
made up of internet users called the so-called “Useful idiots”. Moreover, in addition to
the mechanism of functioning of this type of Internet users described last month, it is
worth adding the intriguing findings from Robert Gorwa’s report. The Oxford researcher
in his study describes the mechanism of creating artificial identities on the Internet in
order to spread large-scale propaganda activities. Gorwa refers to information obtained
from a Polish communications and marketing specialist who, for obvious reasons, reserves anonymity. As an employee of a company dealing with creating false accounts
and entire identities on the Internet for years, he has extremely valuable knowledge in the
use of this type of mechanism in various branches of marketing - from trade to political
marketing. It turns out that only this one company was able to create almost 40 thousand artificial identities in just 10 years. It is worth mentioning here that each such fake
internet user had unique attributes assigned to him, a relevant history and a group of
accounts in social media. Fake users have also been given unique IP addresses so that
their online activities do not arouse anyone’s suspicions and are reminiscent of standard
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Internet activity.12
The process of creating a fake user resembles the espionage activities of special
services, especially the process of functioning of the so-called illegal or sleepyheads
(spies who, after recruiting and developing the right legend, sometimes wait several to a
dozen or so years “in dormancy” for orders to start operations). In the case of the Internet,
creating a false identity is much simpler and much less risky. Such an artificial creation
is primarily to act as a warmonger, who at the right moment will direct the discussion on
Internet forums and popular services to specific tracks. Everything starts, however, with
the acceptance of a specific order. Often, it is the company or political formation that
accurately defines the “psychological profile” and main goals. Then a team of specialists
comes into action, which creates the right number of artificial Internet users. Personal
data is invented, stories and biographies are developed, and unique email addresses and
social media profiles are created for everyone. In order to authenticate a given “person”,
even properly crafted photos are published and entries are regularly added on various
topics that are in the sphere of interest of the subject and in close relation with the given
version of the legend. After building a history of activity on a given account, the artificial
surfer is fully ready for action. As it turns out in companies dealing with this type of activity, each employee is able to control / monitor in parallel up to fifteen of these types of
artificial accounts. These types of activities significantly impede the user’s identification
as an artificial creation, and the use of this mechanism for propaganda and disinformation purposes is much more effective in the long run than using bots. Compared to the
use of bots, the creation of artificial accounts controlled by man gives almost unlimited
possibilities, and above all allows for reliable interaction with other Internet users. In this
model of information warfare, bots are mainly used to conduct agitation, spread fake
news on a large scale or send spam, as well as to discredit any opponents.
The manipulation scenario
In this context, the public manipulation model developed by Trend Micro - an international company specializing in security of the IT sector - is extremely interesting. It
consists of eight basic stages:
Stage 1 - reconnaissance
It assumes collecting information about the planned action and analysing the target
recipients. As part of these activities, information is gathered about people potentially
interested in the topic of the activities, their loyalty, as well as knowledge in a given area.
Stage 2 - reinforcements
It assumes the preparation and preparation of a key history and own version of the
facts, which are then to be forwarded to the target recipients. This stage also involves
the preparation of additional fake news supporting the key story and the development of
various “alternative versions” of the event. This leads to the creation of information noise
around a given topic and the literal flooding of the internet with a manipulated message.
Stage 3 - delivery
It assumes the distribution of previously prepared, crafted materials and fake news
through specific communication channels, e.g. social media or traditional media. In addition, activities at this level also provide for the possibility of using all possible channels
12
Gorwa, R.: Computational Propaganda in Poland: False Amplifiers and the Digital Public Sphere,
[online: October 12, 2019] http://comprop.oii.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/89/2017/06/Comprop-Poland.pdf.
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for distributing fake news, including primarily manipulation and disinformation using bot
networks and troll internet farms.
Stage 4 - operation
It assumes constant heating of the topic in social media and strengthening the
credibility of fake news by fuelling the moods of specific social groups and supporters,
as well as activists who identify with the promoted idea.
Stage 5 - fixing
One of the key steps to increase the credibility of the entire propaganda campaign.
It assumes reaching the largest possible target group, including critically oriented people. The main goal at this stage is to force users to interact and the so-called viral effect.
The more people write / talk about a topic, the more people read and hear about it and in
this way the number of potential supporters of the promoted idea or the group of people
who simply believe in the fake news propagated in this way will increase. The impression
of a quarrel on a given topic is often used here, and entries with positive and negative
overtones are prepared in order to raise the rank of fake news and draw the attention of
initially critical persons.
Stage 6 - maintaining commitment
It assumes the introduction to the game of “supporting stories” prepared at earlier
stages and fuelling activities at the highest possible level.
Stage 7 - moving from words to deeds
It assumes the implementation of the actions announced at the beginning of the
action. It may result in additional motivation of the target recipient and lead, for example,
to the implementation of actions assumed by the initiators of the campaign, e.g. organization of a rally, manifestation, appeal, open letter.
Stage 8 - blurring the tracks
It assumes the fastest possible distraction of public opinion from a given problem
and its transfer, appropriate canalization on a completely different topic. In extreme cases, this stage is even associated with complete negation and obliteration of the memory
of all previous activities in order to calm social moods. Such action ensures full control
over the situation and gives the opportunity to efficiently “switch” public attention to other tracks, subject to the possibility of reactivation of the target group if the need arises
in the future.
Summary
As mentioned in the introduction, the main purpose of this analysis is to answer the
question to what extent the average Internet user may be a participant or a victim of the
activities of disinformation, manipulative nature or threatening information security. The
case study method was applied in order to help to find an answer to this question. The
author discussed the following examples:
1. In case of the Phenomenon of Wikileaks, it turned out that the verification of the
documents disclosed by this organization was only a myth. The network hit a lot of
“fakes” and for some time the organization seemed to be guided by the principle of
“publish everything, as long as it was interesting.” It turned out that the disclosure
of confidential information of doubtful authenticity caused quite a stir in the public
space, and was received more critically by the public.
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2. In the case of Edward Snowden and the disclosure of PRISM and XKeyscore surveillance, the most astonishing fact is that given the importance of the information disclosed and the potential dangers of large-scale surveillance and restriction of the right
to privacy, the subject quickly disappeared from public debate. Snowden revealed the
existence of a system XKeyscore and caused that its reach and capabilities outshine
even the wake of controversy PRISM. XKeyscore provides access to almost everything
that a typical user is doing on the internet and can penetrate the database where information is gathered about what is happening on the network globally. Edward Snowden
fled the U.S. and is hiding in Russia, where he applied for asylum. Although Snowden
virtually disappeared, the problem of global surveillance remained.
3. The case of large-scale disinformation and fake news operation against Poland,
leads us to the conclusion that we can already find the first symptoms of a hybrid war
against Poland. It was about a sudden increase in social media, discussion forums
and news sites of all kinds of propaganda activities and large-scale disinformation.
4. The case of the intensification of cyber threats during the coronavirus pandemic,
leads us to the conclusion that according to Cisco Umbrella data, in 86 percent of organizations, at least one user tried to connect to a phishing site, possibly by clicking
a link in the message. Interestingly, similar scenarios appear in other categories such
as ransomware-related activity and information-stealing malware.
5. The case of “Computational Propaganda Research Project” proves that the process
of creating a fake user resembles the espionage activities of special services, especially the process of functioning of the so-called illegal or sleepyheads (spies who,
after recruiting and developing the right legend, sometimes wait several to a dozen
or so years “in dormancy” for orders to start operations). In the case of the Internet,
creating a false identity is much simpler and much less risky.
It turns out that, in addition to using the “human factor” for propaganda purposes,
some automation of war and disinformation in cyberspace can be seen more and more
often. The place of Internet trolls is slowly taken by specially developed programs - bots,
which are algorithms that allow you to significantly improve the mechanism of disinformation and the deliberate dissemination of false information through social media. The
use of bots allows you to significantly reduce the cost of propaganda, while expanding
the power of fake news. Today, there is no doubt that social media have become key
platforms for social engagement and at the same time act as key news channels. In addition, social media are currently the basic type of media that shape the political awareness and identity of many young people around the world. In many countries, websites
such as Facebook and Twitter have monopolized the entire segment of public life.
At this point, the question probably arises: “Can we defend ourselves against this?”
The only sensible solution seems to be the widespread use of the principle of limited
trust. In the Internet age, checking facts and sources of information takes just a few
moments. Such a high susceptibility to fake news means, therefore, that often we are
just... too lazy.
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Abstract
Media are present today in many areas of human life, also in the sphere of faith. New ways of
communicating of media content are emerging. Podcasts are an example of such a form. In this article, an attempt has been made to analyse radio podcasts concerning the faith as a form of religious
communication. The aim of the research was to answer the question: Are radio podcasts concerning
the topics of faith as a form of religious communication? If so, why and how do they do that? Additional questions were also established: What is religious communication? What are the characteristics of radio podcasts? What are the characteristics and content of the faith-themed podcasts? The
concept of religious communication was defined in order to obtain answers to these questions. Then,
the specificity of radio podcasts was shown, and, in the next part of the article, the author moved on
to the identification and analysis of the content of popular Polish-language podcasts on the topics
of faith.
Keywords: radio podcasts, faith, religious communication, podcasts in Poland

Introduction
The media today exert an enormous influence on social and public life, as well as
on the lives of individuals, human behaviour and attitudes - including religious or moral attitudes. As early as 1992, the Pontifical Council for the Social Media stressed the
enormous role of the media in the transmission of faith and Church teaching: “At the
dawn of a new era, the scope for people to communicate with each other is expanding
considerably, which is having a very profound effect on culture throughout the world.
Technological breakthroughs are only one aspect of this phenomenon. There is no place
today where the influence of the media on religious and moral attitudes, on political and
social systems or education cannot be felt.” [Pontifical Council for the Social Media,
1992, pp. 50-59].
Pope Benedict XVI, in his “Message for the 44th World Media Day” in 2010, perceived that: “The digital world, providing means that give almost unlimited capacity for
expression, allows us to read Paul’s call in a new way: ‘Woe to me if I do not preach the
Gospel’” (1 Cor 9:16). With the spread of new technologies, the duty to preach not only
1
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increases but also becomes more urgent, requiring a more motivated and affective commitment. The priest, therefore, finds himself, as it were, at the beginning of a ‘new era’, for
the more modern technologies build ever closer relationships and the more the digital
world expands its boundaries, the more he will have to take all this into account in his
pastoral work, multiplying his commitment to using the media at the service of the Word”
[Benedict XVI, 2010, p. 6].
As we can see, therefore, the Catholic Church sees a great and ever-growing need
for evangelisation through social media. New technologies and the emergence of more
and more modern forms of media is becoming a challenge in the field of research on
their use to proclaim the Good News.
It is also worth emphasizing that the shaping of the media space - also that related
to evangelization by the media - is influenced by the phenomenon of media convergence
and blurring the boundaries between media genres. In general, media convergence refers to merging and interconnection of media content IT and telecommunications technologies [Dobrek-Ostrowska 2007, p. 77]. This phenomenon is crucial for understanding
the essence of changes in the media [Jakubowicz 2011, p. 27]. From a technical point
of view, convergence is a combination of various techniques of information processing
and distribution [Jenkins 2006, p. 9]. A key element of convergence is the digitization
process that helps to connect previously separate media platforms - print media (newspapers and magazines), telecommunications media (TV, radio, cable and satellite) and
the internet. Due to digitization, technical and institutional constraints between different
types of media have been overcome. This has led to reduction of production costs and
distribution of media content, enabling recipients to find new ways of archiving, commenting and redistributing them. In the new media reality, the Internet has become a potential distribution channel for all media messages. As it was noted by A. Pawlik [2012,
pp. 382-383], “the Internet is a capacious platform within which all existing media can
function - television, radio, telephony, newspapers, books”. The concept of podcasting is
related to the functioning of audio and / or video files on the web. This article will analyse
a new and increasingly popular form of Internet audio publication - radio podcasts that
concerns the subject of faith as a form of religious communication.
The aim of the research is an attempt to answer the question: Are radio podcasts on
the topics of faith a form of religious communication and why? To answer this question,
additional auxiliary questions were established: What is religious communication? What
are the characteristics of radio podcasts? What are the characteristics and content of
the faith-themed podcasts discussed?
To answer the main research question and additional questions, the concept of
religious communication will first be defined and its characteristics will be described.
Then, the specifics of radio podcasts will be presented, and in the next part of the article,
we will move on to identify and analyse the content of popular Polish-language podcasts
about faith. These podcasts will be analysed in terms of the role they play in the context
of religious communication. The author will also investigate how religious content is
presented in studied podcasts.
Religious communication in the media - an attempt at definition and characterisation
Religious communication falls within the field of social communication [Marcyński,
2016a, p. 71]. The subject of religious communication is more and more often studied
in Polish and foreign literature. The most significant works published so far on this topic
concern, among other topics: the context of anthropological relativism and religious
pluralism [Kim J., Kim C. 2016], Catholic media and their position on the media market in
Poland [Adamski, Jupowicz-Ginalska, Leonowicz-Bukała 2020; Guzek 2016], the image
of the Catholic Church in secular media [Guzek 2019], marketing communication of the
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Catholic Church [Gawroński, Majkowska 2018], mediatisation of religion [Hjarvard 2016],
and the influence of markets and the media on the contemporary religious environment
of major institutional Christian churches in the Western world [Moberg 2019].
It should be noted that religious communication is a quite ambiguous and not fully
defined concept; however, both foreign and Polish researchers are trying to standardize
the definition of this term. One of the definitions of this term is formulated by Father
Krzysztof Marcyński, referring, among others, to the etymology of the term religious
communication (Latin communication religious). He defines it as a kind of communication linking man with the Absolute, referring to the Absolute: [Marcyński, 2016a, p.
72]. Marcyński notes that like any communication, also religious communication has its
form and content. And so the content can be created in this case: the Absolute itself, religious practices, and religious knowledge. The form is e.g. word, sound, silence, image,
and symbol. Also important in religious communication are the media that enable the
transmission of the message - e.g. print media, electronic media, mobile communication
media, social media [Marcyński, 2016a, p. 72].
The researcher also devoted a book to religious communication Religious Communication and the Media, in which he examines this concept in depth. At the end of this
publication, summarising his reflections on religious communication in the media, he
notes: “The communication of Jesus of Nazareth is “more than the communication of
ideas or the expression of feelings”. It is, above all, ‘giving oneself out of love’. This form
and this style of communication are for the preaching of the Word of God the greatest
and most innovative paradigm of religious communication” [Marcyński, 2016b, p. 159].
Another author, Rafal Jakub Pastwa, emphasises - regarding the new media as a
platform for the exchange of knowledge about the views of faith and the Church - that
“religious communication is in this sense an uninterrupted and permanent process, characterised however by variability and different levels of intensity” [Pastwa, 2020, p. 42].
He defines this concept as “the process of externalizing, presenting, as well as portraying religion as a reality capable of uniting persons within the area of the institution of
the Church and based on the universal message of the Gospel” [Pastwa, 2020, p. 41].
According to Pastwa, the process of religious communication also includes the space
and manner of contact of man with God, but also a man with another man, also through
the media. He notes that often the form attracts more attention of the recipient than the
content. Therefore, the form, quality and attractiveness of the message are so important
in the process of religious communication [Pastwa, 2020, p. 44].
Media scholar, Rev. Rafal Lesniczak, presents the term of religious communication
as “mediatised forms of social communication relating to people belonging to churches and other religious associations or addressing religious issues in their messages”
[Lesniczak, 2018, p. 88]. So, he refers the term to a variety of faiths without limiting it
to Christianity or Catholicism. As Lesniczak also notes, in some academic publications
(e.g. La missione digitale - Comunicazione della Chiesa e social media [Tridente, Mastroianni, 2016] religious communication is interpreted as “exclusively an institutionalised
form of communication carried out by representatives of the hierarchical church” [Lesniczak, 2018, p. 87].
The author of this article finds the definition of religious communication presented
by Father Krzysztof Marcyński as the most precise. Namely, the author understands the
term of religious communication as a special part of social communication, connecting
a man with the Absolute or a man with a man to the Absolute.
Radio podcasting - a conceptual framework and an attempt at description
Radio podcasting is another key concept in the context of the considerations undertaken. Podcasting is a relatively new concept, having been present in the media for only a
short time. The first use of the term ‘podcasting’ is attributed to The Guardian journalist
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Ben Hammersley in 2004. The term was created by combining the particle ‘pod’, derived
from the name of a portable mp3 player - the iPod - and a part of the word ‘broadcast’,
which is associated with radio transmission. It described the new phenomenon of producing and making available online audio content that can be subscribed to using special software [Bonini, 2015, pp. 21-30].
Researcher Kris M. Markman understands podcasting as “a method of delivering
audio and/or video files via RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds that allow a given
piece of content to be received in one place for download or playback on a variety of
devices” [Markman, Sawyer, 2014, pp. 20-35]. It is worth noting that K.M. Markman limits
podcasting to receiving files via RSS.
Grażyna Stachyra extends K.M. Markman’s approach by adding that the recipient
can both subscribe to and store podcasts. A computer, an mp3 player, and a mobile
phone can be used for this types of files. Podcasts can also be received, for example, as
excerpts from broadcasts on radio stations’ websites. They are naturally associated with
a radio. They are considered a post-radio product, although this is often controversial.
Stachyra also writes about the “relational” nature of this media form, which is related to
the transmission of content with interactional and interactive potential [Stachyra, 2019,
pp. 71-89]. The researcher in the article Podcasting as an audio technology [Stachyra,
2017, pp. 29-41] synthetically describes the history of the development of radio podcasting. She notes that in the initial phase of development, from 2004, podcasting was
intended only to enrich the offer of radio stations by making excerpts of selected programmes available on their websites for free. Changes came after less than a decade.
From 2012, podcasting started to turn into a profitable business. That’s when the first social media platform called Kickstarter was created to fund podcasts. The best podcasts
were able to migrate from the radio. They, thus, gained the conditions to exist without institutional constraints, relying on the contributions of listeners and sponsors to function
directly. Thanks to this platform, for example, the podcast series on Latin America entitled Radio Ambulante and many other series were launched. The project Radiotopia by
Roman Mars, among other things, featuring narrative podcasts, was also created here.
For this purpose, US$ 620,000 was raised in 2014. The guarantee of high revenues from
fundraising for the creation of podcasts became the names of well-known journalists
coming from public stations, who prepared podcasting series at a high level. They were
sometimes called storytelling stars. Journalists such as Ira Glass, Sarah Koenig and Roman Mars are among the leaders of global podcasting. Stachyra also notes that the evolution of podcasting is happening in two streams: commercial and amateur (non-profit).
And in addition to platforms that can generate revenue for established podcasters (e.g.
PodcastOne or Midroll), hosts for novice podcasters are emerging (e.g. the Podbean-integrated audio platform Patreon, the podcast-related apps and ads of the BlogTalkRadio
platform - where revenues fund podcasters’ accounts) [Stachyra, 2017, pp. 29-31].
The creator of this media form, Igor Podgórski, characterises podcasts in the trade
press interestingly, comparing them to the radio itself: “This form of information transmission is developing more and more dynamically, primarily due to the comfort of the
recipient in receiving content presented in this way. The message in this form may be
received during many other activities, even while driving a car. [There are two major
differences between podcasting and radio - the form of transmission and the form of
consumption. Radio is most often broadcast live, whereas a podcast is a recording published on the internet (just like a video on YouTube), which is always available and you
listen to it when you feel like it. In addition, a podcast is usually themed and episodic,
with each episode lasting from several minutes to as much as 2 hours. Radio, on the other hand, is broadcast for most of the day, is rarely based on a specific topic (because it
contains segments based on different topics) and often plays music” [Podgórski, 2021].
Elsewhere, Podgórski points to streaming platforms popular in Poland:
- Spotify,
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- Apple Podcasts (formerly iTunes),
- Google Podcasts,
- Soundcloud.
He also mentions podcast creators’ websites with an embedded audio player
and YouTube - which is a channel for receiving both video content and the audio itself.
Podgórski also notes that podcasts sometimes come in video form. This is known as
a videocast - that is, a file that remains a podcast but offers a vision in addition. So the
viewer sees people talking to each other [Podgórski, 2021].
The authors of the article Podcasting in Poland - an attempt to analyse the phenomenon [Doliwa, Chyczewska, Grobelski, Łatacz, 2019, p. 38] rightly note that: “Podcasting
is increasingly diverse, both in terms of form, subject matter, but also in terms of the
level of professionalism or motivations accompanying the creators. It is also one of the
fastest-growing media segments among audiences according to research by Tandem
Media2. The report shows that almost every third Polish Internet user regularly listens
to podcasts. The monthly reach of this media form in Poland recorded an increase from
27% in 2019 to 31% in 2020 (Figure 1). “The popularity of podcasts is determined by
many factors. The most important certainly include the constant access of Poles to the
internet and the widespread ‘smartphoneisation’” - reads Maciej Kozielski’s article on the
Press.pl portal [Press.pl, 2021].
How big is the market?

How do you reach podcasts?

Facts about podcast listeners

9 mln

listeners

31%

Internet users in Poland

81%

at home

47%

on smartphone

26%

on laptop

65%

users started listening to podscasts
during max one year before the research

44%

listen to podscasts more often than before

47%

listeners have higher education

57%

listeners are 35+

Figure 1. Information on podcast listeners in Poland in 2020 based on Tandem Media research
from November 2020
Source: Press.co.uk, 2021.

Additionally, it is worth noting that according to a 2020 study by Voxnest, the number of podcast audiences worldwide is growing rapidly. Interestingly, according to this
report, Poland is among the top countries where this growth is the fastest (Figure 2).
Fastest growing podcast markets:
Brasil
Great Britain
Canada
Columbia
Italy
Mexico
2
Media research by Tandem Media conducted by Publicis Groupe in November 2020 on
6,400 internet users over 15 years old.
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Spain
Poland
New Zealand
USA
Figure 2. Fastest growing podcast markets globally according to Voxnest data from January to
May 2020
Source: Majchrzyk, 2020.

The details of the growth in the number of viewers of this type of media form are
reflected in Spotify’s data from the first half of 2020. According to them, over 300 percent
more hours of podcasts were listened to in Poland than in the same period last year.
Not only are podcasts increasingly listened to, but they are also increasingly diverse, touching on a wide range of topics. According to a November 2020 report by Tandem Media [Press.pl, 2021], the most listened to podcasts among audiences are those
on the following topics: history and society, psychology, lifestyle, crime fiction, news and
politics, music, and health. Earlier research from August 2019 [Mmponline.pl, 2019] further differentiates podcast topics into those most popular among women (here dominated by health and lifestyle, psychology, education and foreign languages, motivation,
and development) and men (here popular topics include technology, history and society,
business, marketing, as well as advertising and sport). Music and entertainment are at a
similar, high level of listenership among both genders (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Podcast topics of greatest interest to listeners by gender - based on Tandem Media’s
August 2019 research (all 18+, N=1043)
Source: Mmponline.co.uk, 2019.

Religion is also one of the topics discussed in podcasts. The author devotes the
next part of the article to this issue, addressing Catholic radio podcasts on the Polish
market.
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Selected Polish-language radio podcasts about faith - presentation and analysis
This part of the dissertation presents thr selected Polish-language radio podcasts
about faith. The author of the article narrows the research down to Catholic podcasts.
These are both programmes produced by the clergy, church institutions and laypeople.
The selected podcasts are described on the basis of an on an analysis of materials
published on selected streaming platforms (Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Google Podcasts)
and YouTube channels - conducted through individual listening - in the context of the
research questions posed by the author.
The Pray-as-you-go podcast is about ten minutes of daily reflections combining
verses from the Bible with music. The Polish Jesuits are responsible for their preparation, inspired by the example of their brothers in Great Britain, where the Pray-as-you-go
project has over 300 thousand downloads of mp3 files a month. The content of the reflections differs each day, but the pattern of the podcasts is similar. Each recording contains the liturgical readings for the day, a commentary explaining the Word of God and
some questions for the listeners to answer after individual reflection. As the creators
of the podcast write: “Nowadays, many people spend a lot of time commuting to work
or school. This is time that can be put to good use. [...] The idea that accompanied the
development of the project was very simple: to find an answer to the rapid development
of modern ways of communication that change our daily lives, and which also affect
spiritual life. The proposal of short, accessible reflections on the Gospel is meant to
meet the needs of modern man, who leads a very active, often busy lifestyle. When we
invite Christ into all our activities, we will see that in every place He wants and can be
with us”. [Facebook, 2021b]. The recordings are prepared professionally in a recording
studio; the commentaries are read by professional lectors. The editing of the podcasts
is also on a very good technical level, along with the quality of the background music.
Such attention to sound and technical values undoubtedly influences the easy and pleasant reception of recordings. Podcasts can be listened to via the platform: Spotify, Apple
Podcasts, Google Podcasts, as well as on the website run by the Polish Jesuits - https://
modlitwawdrodze.pl/.
The Listening With the Heart podcast is a series prepared by Sister Anna Maria Pudełko of the Congregation of the Apostolic Sisters. These are weekly recordings that are
commentaries to the Sunday Liturgy of the Word together with the Gospel content. The
author of the recordings is a vocation psychopedagogue. She leads retreats, lectures
and workshops [Facebook, 2021a]. She has been preparing podcasts since April 2021.
The content transmitted in the podcasts is interesting and important. However, after
listening, one can undoubtedly conclude that the recordings are not prepared in a professional recording studio. The editing along with the background music is of a reasonably
good quality. The series can be listened to via platforms: Spotify, Apple Podcasts or
Google Podcasts.
The podcast We Read the Whole Scripture is a series prepared by the author of the
Langusta na palmie channel, Dominican Fr Adam Szustak. The podcasts contain excerpts from the Bible. They are released daily from 1 October 2020, and the project aims
to present the whole of Scripture in recordings. “Let’s read all of Scripture together! [...]
Everyday 1 chapter of the life-giving WORD OF GOD!” [Apple Podcasts, 2021a] - exhorts
Fr Adam Szustak in the series description. In a video on the YouTube channel, Fr Szustak
promotes the action as follows: “I hope that while driving to work, or having a moment,
you will listen to this one chapter. [...] And so every day, one chapter. I hope that as many
of us as possible will read the Holy Scriptures. That would be great!” [YouTube, 2021a].
After listening to the excerpts of the series, one can notice that the recordings are prepared in good technical quality; the editing itself is also of a very good level. The layout of
each podcast is the same - Fr Adam Szustak’s reading of a chapter of Scripture enriched
with issues in the form of questions left unanswered for your consideration. The series
enjoys great interest and good opinion of the audience, especially young people. In their
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comments they point out, for example (original spelling): “This is exactly what I missed,
Fr. Adam reads the Scriptures and comments briefly, as if to encourage further consideration :) Well, the best idea, just after ‘Terrible Retreats’, my absolute favourite! Great
diction, radio voice, Scripture in a listening version, what more do you want? Thanks :)”,
“Super! Flawless diction + relevant, moving comments - what more do you want?” [Apple
Podcasts, 2021a]. The series can be listened to via platforms: Spotify, Apple Podcasts,
Google Podcasts and on the YouTube channel created by Fr Adam Szustak - Langusta
na palmie.
The podcast Broken Histories is another series by Fr Adam Szustak “Broken Histories are stories about the daughters and sons of God, the beautiful and the ugly, the holy
and the sinful, the happy and the on the verge of despair. They are stories about the road
one takes to heaven and the twists and turns and cringes that push one to hell. They are
stories about people simply. Which is to say, about us.” [Apple Podcasts, 2021b] reads
the series description. The podcasts appear weekly on Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Google
Podcasts and the YouTube channel Langusta na palmie. The series presents stories sent
by recipients of the channel run by Father Adam Szustak. The creator reads letters from
listeners and gives commentary on faith, advice and guidance. The series enjoys very
good reviews (original spelling): “I love it. Especially before bedtime, it calms you down,
allows you to calm down. You can catch a lot of valuable advice. I don’t know if it’s a matter of Father or what..., but I feel more intimacy with God listening to these podcasts”; “I
find them very engaging and they give me a wonderful strength to survive these difficult
times.” [Apple Podcasts, 2021b]. The podcasts are prepared to a very good standard in
terms of recording quality, editing and musical setting.
The podcast Listen, Son, to the Master’s Teachings... is a series of nearly 300 episodes of a podcast prepared by Father Konrad Małys of the Benedictine Abbey of Tyniec.
The series is published every other day. It is a form of advice and life guidance in relation
to the teachings and attitudes of St Benedict. “It is said of this Rule that it is characterized by an exceptional moderation: it finds the way to holiness not in the sharpness of
ascetic practices, not in concentrating one’s energies on this or that task in the Church,
but in the harmonious combination of the fundamental practices of the Church’s life, by
means of which the Christian is no longer threatened with spiritual stagnation, but enters
upon the path of constant growth in grace and love.” [Apple Podcasts, 2021f] - reads
the series description. The podcasts are recorded in good technical quality. The editing
is also correct. The recordings are prepared without a soundtrack, but according to the
author of this article it does not affect the reception of the podcast - the content itself
is interesting enough without background music. The series enjoys good ratings from
the audience e.g. (original spelling): “Thank you for these teachings! It’s great that the
podcast is back on this platform, thank you especially for the version that appeared in
late 2019 and 2020 and I hope this one will be just as developmental and fascinating.”
[Apple Podcasts, 2021f]. The series can be listened to via: Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts.
The podcast After Familiarity is a series hosted by Fr Robert Hetzyg. As the creator
of the podcast writes about himself: “I am a priest, a member of the Catholic community
Koinonia Jan Chrzciciel. I am also involved in internet, press and radio journalism (now
mostly podcasting). I have published in the Studio of Reportage and Documentary of the
Polish Radio and on the website of Radio Wnet.” [Apple Podcasts, 2021d]. So, as we can
see, the clergyman is very strongly connected with the media and has a good journalistic
technique. The format of the podcast resembles a radio show - you can listen to interviews, statements by the creator himself, as well as fragments of sermons. “Stories you
want to share, conversations that bring people together and a Jesus worth listening to.”
[Apple Podcasts, 2021d],” reads the series description. The platforms through which the
series can be listened to (Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts) lack audience comments. Also, an analysis of the fanpage dedicated to the series allows us to conclude
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that despite the appeal of the creator, there is no response from the audience. However,
it should be emphasised that podcasts are prepared on a good technical level - both in
terms of recording, editing and music. Perhaps, therefore, there is a lack of promotion of
the series.
The podcast Mass21.Dominicans is a series consisting of sermons by Dominican
priests (Fr Roman Bielecki and Fr Norbert Augustyn Lis) in mp3 form, recorded during
Sunday Masses at 9pm - hence the name Mass21. A new episode appears on Spotify,
Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts every Sunday. What is missing here, however, is the
relevant information about which church the sermons are recorded in. Only the analysis
of the fanpage of the Mass21.Dominicans initiative allows us to state that the place
where the recorded homilies are preached is the Dominican Monastery in Poznań. It can
also be read here that the recorded sermons in the form of podcasts are a part of a larger
initiative, the aim of which is to invite the faithful to participate in Holy Mass celebrated
at 9 p.m. in the monastery mentioned above. On the fanpage, find numerous comments
referring to the recorded sermons, such as (original spelling): “A wonderful sermon and
guidance for us on how to live and fight our weaknesses! Thanks, Father Roman, every
sermon stays with us longer and makes us reflect on ourselves!”; “Great sermon! Thank
you”; “Thank you - I would listen more. Warm regards.” [Facebook, 2021c] can be found.
The comments show how important the content of the recordings for the recipients of
the community gathered around the Mass21.Dominicans campaign is. The analysis of
the recordings allows us to conclude that as far as the technical level of the recordings
and editing is concerned, they are correct, but the quality could be more refined. The
content of the comments, however, indicates that viewers focus on the essence of the
message rather than the technical quality of the podcast series itself.
The Highlander Sermons podcast is another sermon series in the form of podcasts
after Mszy21.Dominicans. The series is conducted by Father Wojciech Pal. The sermons
are presented partly in the highlander dialect. The series is thus prepared in an unusual
form, with the use of folk dialect. The content presented in the form of sermons is short,
funny and original. Additionally, the reception is enriched by the musical setting of the
recordings using the music of a highlander band. The quality of recording and editing
itself is on a very good technical level. The series is available via such streaming services as Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts and on the website of the creator of
the podcast: http://kazaniagoralskie.pl (in addition to the podcast, various other forms
of expression are made available - e.g. prayer reflections in the form of online articles
or poetry by the creator of the website) and the YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.
com/channel/UCB_9OlTIDiMkvjkJAVU9riA [YouTube, 2021b].
The podcast Listen to Hear is a series hosted by Piotr Żyłka – a journalist, blogger
and book author. The podcasts appear once a month. They are published in the form of
interviews. The description of the series reads: “I give voice to people who, for various
reasons, find it increasingly difficult to find themselves in the Church. I look for answers
to important questions about our community. I look for sensitivity and light. I invite you
to walk a part of the way with me and with my interlocutors. With faith that something
good and important will happen to us along the way.” [Apple Podcasts, 2021e]. The interviews are very deep, insightful, emotional, extended (about 1.5 hours each), and always
with a reference to faith. The series enjoys great interest and very good feedback from
the audience. This is evidenced by comments on the creator’s YouTube channel, e.g.:
“Very interesting and informative talk”, “How I was waiting for this podcast”, “Very good
interesting and orderly talk”. [YouTube, 2021c]. The recordings are prepared in good
technical quality, also concerning editing and musical setting. The series is available
on platforms: Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts and on the journalist’s website:
http://piotrzylka.pl, as well as his YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCzIriT9umG933jE8U9POvjA [YouTube, 2021d].
Kindle your faith is a series of podcasts prepared by a lay charismatic and author
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of religious books Marcin Zielinski. The recordings are prepared in the form of interviews.
“This series is full of inspiring stories, moving testimonies and content that I trust will
strengthen your faith!” [YouTube, 2021e] - reads the description of the recordings. This
is a relatively new series, appearing in the form of interviews. By August 2021, eight podcasts have been presented as part of the series. However, one inaccuracy is apparent
here. Although the series description announces that recordings are published weekly, in
practice new podcasts appeared on average twice a month, up to and including February
2021. Since then, only one has been released - the episode of 27 May 2021 [YouTube,
2021e]. Recordings are available on the YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UCT67rkd2HTeHLfITX_D3LiQ), Spotify and the website run by Zielinski (https://
www.rozpalwiare.pl/).
Conclusions
The analysis of the selected ten Polish-language podcasts on the subject of faith
allows us to answer the question about characteristics and content of the discussed
podcasts on faith posed in the introduction. All presented series are available on audio
platforms such as: Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts (very often podcasts are
imported into other platforms via the free, easy-to-use, especially for novice audio form
creators, platform Anchor [Google Play, 2021] or Spreaker [Spreaker, 2021]). Within the
series presented, only one (Spread the Faith) limits itself to Spotify in terms of audio
platforms. Half of the podcasts discussed are made available on the YouTube channel
(including two series hosted by Fr Adam Szustak). Four cycles out of ten are placed on
the creators’ websites. As far as the content itself and the form of conveying faith topics
are concerned, three out of ten (Praying on the Way, Listening with the Heart, Reading the
Whole Scripture) contain reflections and commentaries on the Holy Scripture. Two of the
discussed series are published in the form of sermons (Mass21.Dominicans, Kazania
góralskie), three take the form of conversations, interviews concerning God, religious
life, testimonies of conversions, etc. (After the acquaintance3, Listen to hear, Light up the
faith). One of the podcasts (Stories Broken) are letters read by the creator of the recordings describing stories, while the series Listen, son, to the teachings of the master... is advice and life guidance in relation to the teachings and attitudes of St Benedict. All of the
podcasts discussed, according to the author of this article, convey interesting, important
religious content. The technical and editing quality of most of the analysed podcasts
was assessed as high or very high. Only a few are prepared in a quality that requires
considerable technical refinement (e.g. the Heart Listening series). However, it happens
that the content of the series is so interesting that despite the shortcomings related to
the technical quality of the sound, it “defends itself” (homily series Mass21.Dominican).
Sometimes the shortcomings in the podcast concern the regularity of the appearance
of the recording declared in the description. In most of the discussed series, the creators publish podcasts following the announced frequency, but there are also some (e.g.
Kindle your faith), where this condition is not fulfilled. It is worth noting that most of
the analysed podcasts are created by clergy persons (most often priests, monks - here
Dominicans prevail). The recordings are prepared by clergymen usually in the form of reflections on the Word of God or commentaries to it, homilies or advice and tips related to
religious life. Two of the discussed series are authored by laypeople (Piotr Żyłka, Marcin
Zieliński), who are strongly involved in living the Catholic faith. Interestingly, these materials take the form of interviews, conversations. The creators of the presented podcasts
often ask their audience for interaction and refer to their comments and statements.
Conclusions derived from the analysis made it possible to affirmatively answer the
3
Here, in addition to interviews, excerpts from the podcast creator’s sermons and speeches
are also published.
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main research question: Are podcasts on topics of faith a form of religious communication and why? This is undoubtedly supported by several issues:
1. The selected religious podcasts carry a message of faith (communication with or
about the Absolute using mass media).
2. The form of faith transmission in the podcasts in question is interesting and modern, both regarding the format and, for the most part, the technical quality of the material; only a few examples of material need refinement.
3. The content covered in the podcasts is interesting and relevant to a faith-related
audience.
4. The podcasts are produced by people who identify themselves with the Catholic
Church, often associated with Church institutions or communities.
5. Faith podcasts are a form of interaction between people of faith - the viewers and
creators of this content.
Summary
Polish language radio podcasts about faith are one of the forms of religious communication. They convey religious themes in an interesting and modern way; they are a
tool for conveying the Gospel, teachings on topics close to the Catholic Church. The content concerning faith is presented in podcasts in good technical quality, only a few need
to be refined in this context. The topic of the relation between podcasts and religious
communication is worth further consideration, especially in terms of research on the
reception of this form by listeners - e.g. how this reception affects their faith and whether
there is anything that needs to be refined or improved in religious podcasts. The author
of the article hopes that the study may be a contribution to further scientific research
among scholars dealing with the theology of social media in Poland.
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Abstract
The marketing communication sector is experiencing a particularly intensive development,
mainly due to the ongoing dynamic changes in the area of media, which are the driving force of
communication changes. Numerous market studies prove that in the conditions of such rapid transformation processes, it is particularly important to provide students with current and desired by employers’ professional competences. The presented article verifies the system of shaping the so-called
competences of the future in the sphere of marketing communication by analysing the practical form
of education of Polish universities and the expectations of students from four European countries:
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Communication competence as an element of professional qualifications and
competences
The key concept describing the effect of educational activities is qualifications and
professional competences, because they define the employee’s preparation to meet
the challenges of the labour market. The area of shaping professional competences is
interdisciplinary in nature, as it is of interest to management (mainly human resource
management), pedagogy, sociology, but also the science of social communication. In
the Polish literature on human resource management, the concept of qualification or
competence is often used interchangeably, as the scopes of both concepts largely overlap (Orczyk 2009). Over the years, professional qualifications have become synonymous
with the effect of acquiring certain skills necessary to perform a job. The massification
of educational processes, combined with the inability to prepare pupils or students for
the comprehensive use of a wide range of skills, and at the same time the dynamics of
progressing civilization changes and the need to adapt to the specificity of social, organizational and technical changes resulted in the diversification of the qualification process
under the conditions of successive industrial revolutions. One of the more diversified
and undefined competency resources is managerial qualifications (Chełpa 2003).
Over time, professional competences have acquired a slightly different dimension.
The literature review shows that having competences more and more often does not
only mean having formal powers or knowledge of procedures, but also constitutes a
specific ability to perform tasks. This ability has been defined in various ways, but most
often specialists in the field of human resource management assumed that it was primarily a good performance of duties related to a given job position (Boyatzis 2008) or
through the prism of the assessment of work results, which is expressed in the relation
between the size of the results obtained and the expenditure incurred, that is, the effort
associated with the action taken (Gilbert 2007). One of the features describing professional competences is their transferability (universality), i.e. the possibility of using them
in various activities. The high degree of transferability of competences means that they
cannot be permanently assigned to one task or group of tasks. Performing a specific
task requires the use of several competences at the same time, and each of these competences can be used in the implementation of other tasks (Jurek 2012). According to
this article, not only purely professional competences and qualifications based on the
area of knowledge and skills are important in the area of marketing communication but
also communication competence, which is one of the foundations and, at the same time,
a binder for a wide range of competences in the area of marketing communication.
Communication competence, along with other substantive competences, is one of
the key elements appearing in general models of social communication. Although it is
not an unambiguous concept, different research approaches are characterized by certain common components, constituting a fairly standardized set of parameters used
to describe the concept of communicative competence (Mrozowski, 2001). In the area
of social communication, communicative competence is most often understood as an
ability expressed in interaction in a relationship with another person and is the result of
relational and communicative cooperation. A person with communicative competence
has the ability to participate and create interactions (Tucker, 2006). K. Marcyński (2017),
after reviewing and analysing the key definitions of the concept, states that communicative competence is not a simple sum of the terms: “competence” and “communication”,
but it is a construct expressing knowledge about it, skills, as well as the motivation to
acquire it. Communicative competence, however, is a very extensive and complex phenomenon, having many understandings and definitions (McCroskey 1994). By its very
nature, communicative competence relates to interpersonal relations, it is a quality in
communication, resulting from the creative tension between being appropriate and effective, expressed in a wide range of communicative behaviours. M. Mrozowski (2001)
proposes to define communicative competence as “the ability to communicate, which
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includes all the knowledge, skills and abilities that define the scope of human communication with the environment - both from the position of the sender and recipient of verbal
and non-verbal messages”.
Future competences in the area of marketing communication
Recent years have been a time of dynamic development of information technologies, affecting all areas of social life, and the changes affect the marketing communication sector in a special way, closely related to the intensively developing media and
communication technologies. The universality of the possession and use of modern
technologies implies the progressive process of mediatisation of social life, understood
as the process of the emergence and dissemination of new media forms and channels,
as well as the penetration of various spheres of everyday life through them, as well as
their growing use in various types of public institutions (Goban- Klas, 2012). This also
applies to the growing need for changes also in teaching (Rasmussen et al. 2017), as
well as in the area of education, the so-called competences of the future, understood as
those that, on the one hand, are deficient on the part of employees, and at the same time
are particularly appreciated and expected by employers.
In 2020, the Sector Council for Marketing Communication, which is an advisory body
to the Minister of Development in Poland, developed a catalogue of future competences
based on empirical research, which may constitute a market determinant of education in
the area of marketing communication. One of the statutory tasks of sector councils is to
inspire people to adjust education to the requirements of employers in the best possible
way, so that people who choose a specific industry as a workplace are best suited to it.
Marketing, and thus also marketing communication, is a field that undergoes dynamic transformation and revolutionary transformations, which means that the demand for
competences dynamically changes over time. According to the authors of the study,
the results of which will be partially presented in this article, the sector council should
constitute a kind of link between the industry and public administration institutions that
manage the stream of public funds and educational institutions. One of the key tasks is
to recommend development services most suited to the needs of the marketing communication industry, for co-financing of which participants will be able to receive funding
from public funds. At the same time, these qualifications and competences should be a
determinant of modernized educational plans and programs implemented by universities in the area of marketing communication.
The competences of the future for the area of marketing communication cover a
total of 13 general training and development areas, containing several or a dozen issues, differently assessed by employers from the point of view of their usefulness on
the labour market. Apart from the detailed results of the study, which are presented in
the report provided by its authors (Marketing Competences of the Future 2020), six key
competence areas, defined by employers, should be indicated. They include: 1. Strategy area; 2. New marketing technologies; 3. Planning and effectiveness of advertising
campaigns; 4. Project management; 5. The area of creativity; 6. Managerial skills. Each
of these competence areas was assigned detailed issues, which, as a result of the conducted research, were then ordered according to the criterion of the training potential
indicated by the participants of the labour market. In order to understand the scope of
the competency areas better, the issues within the individual key areas with the greatest
training potential are indicated below.
1. Strategy area: communication strategy; brand strategy; communication brief; insight; acquiring knowledge about consumers.
2. The area of new marketing technologies: e-commerce; mobile marketing; influencer
marketing; content marketing; native advertising.
3. The area of planning and effectiveness of advertising campaigns: social media;
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planning of online marketing campaigns; performance marketing; analytics; video in
advertising campaigns.
4. Project management area: agile; time and budget management; specifying project
goals and KPIs; risk management; team building and management.
5. The area of creativity: techniques of creative thinking; creative brief; creation presentation; creation; copywriting.
6. The area of managerial skills: building commitment in a team; building project
teams; mentoring; diversity management; managing creative teams.
It is not the intention of the authors of this article to polemicize or verify the indicated competences, defined as the competences of the future, because their selection and
ranking was carried out as part of empirical research on a large research sample by an
extremely competent entity formed by representatives of the marketing communication
sector in Poland. The data obtained in this study clearly shows that the digital change
and education of enterprises, the return to active communication and promotion of products, services, brands and ventures is now becoming an absolute necessity and a basic
need. The task of the authors of the presented manuscript was to assess the presence
of the indicated competences of the future in the plans and curricula of universities in
Poland, as well as to verify this presence with the opinions of students.
Methodology
As part of the project “Media and Communication and Education and Science”, an
international team of researchers conducted a multi-thread study of the methods of education in the field of marketing communication in Poland and three countries participating in the project (Czech Republic, Latvia, Slovakia). One of the stages of the study was
to study the content of education paths related to marketing communication, conducted
by Polish universities. The study population was the fields of study and specializations
related to marketing communication (marketing, management-related, typically communication-media and other fields of study that were not closely related to the area of marketing communication were omitted). Based on the desk research analysis focused on
examining the curricula and curricula available on the university’s website, the subjects
of study were verified in 115 education paths as part of first-cycle studies and 155 study
paths in second-cycle studies. Taking into account the names of the subjects and the
content of education contained therein, the presence of key competences of the future,
as defined in the report of the Sector Qualification Council for the Sector of Marketing
Communications, was verified in the plans and curricula.
As part of the project, a questionnaire study was also carried out on a group of 588
students of first and second cycle studies in the fields of marketing communication. Its
aim was to verify the presence of the competences of the future in educational programs
through the opinions obtained from students. The study was carried out using the CAWI
method in the period May-June 2021. The obtained sample size, as well as the fact that
it was deliberately selected, taking into account students of universities participating
in the project, makes it impossible to extrapolate the results to the entire population.
The results are, however, an important indication of educational standards, as the research carried out covered those universities that intensively develop modern education
programs in the field of marketing communication and are a recognized brand on the
higher education market. The study used a questionnaire as a research tool, formulating the questions in such a way as to obtain possibly true declarative assessments, in
accordance with the self-assessment methodology used in measuring communication
competence (McCroskey and McCroskey 1998; Duran 1983).
As part of the student opinion survey, 588 completed questionnaires were obtained.
The structure of the studied sample is presented in graphs 1 and 2.
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Chart 1. Nationality of the surveyed students (N = 588)
Own source.

Chart 2. Gender of the surveyed students (N = 588)
Own source.

Most of the surveyed students study specializations related to marketing communication, but the research was also attended by those for whom visual communication,
journalism or communication management were the leading areas of education. Chart 3
shows the structure of the respondents in the area of the studied area.

Chart 3. Structure of the sample by field of study / specialization / path of education
Own source.
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Findings
Marketing communication is an interdisciplinary area of education in the higher
education sector, because we find it both in the field of management, marketing, social
communication and media, journalism and many others. However, the authors of the
article assumed that marketing communication is primarily communication, and only
then is it defined through the prism of the marketing goals and functions it implements
(Gawroński and Jakubowski 2018). Thus, the courses and paths of education of a typically communicative nature, which fit into the discipline of social communication and
media studies, have become a special object of interest. It was important because the
research carried out under the project “Media and Communication in Education and Science” was a kind of continuation of the research conducted by the team representing
UITM in Rzeszów on education in the field of social communication, including marketing.
The obtained research results clearly indicate an increased amount of content devoted
to marketing communication in the programs of such fields of study as Journalism and
social and related communication over the past years. While even a dozen or so years
ago, marketing communication was a slight supplement to completely different directional content, today there are much more subjects, learning outcomes, as well as entire
paths and specialties devoted to marketing communication (Gawroński and Polak 2010;
Gawroński et al. 2009; Gawroński 2010).
Taking into account the 155 study paths studied in the first cycle studies, the most
frequent competency seems to be the one related to the communication strategy. It
appears as a key element in 179 subjects conducted in the studied studies, which is a
much higher result than the number of subjects related to other competences. Detailed
information in this regard is presented in Chart 4.

Chart 4. Competences of the future in first-cycle study programs (expressed in the number of
subjects)
Own source.

The list of subjects containing the key competences of the future within the second-cycle study programs is completely different. It is natural, as these are supplementary studies, intended to both consolidate and expand the competences acquired by
graduates of first-cycle studies, as well as introduce new, more advanced ones, which
are, in a way, a consequence of the earlier stage of education. The key competences of
the future, appearing in the largest number of subjects, are brand strategy and branding.
However, the list presented in Chart 5 includes additional competences, which are not
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present in the first-cycle studies to a large extent. This may mean their greater refinement compared to other competences and the need to implement the previous “foundation” with other elements of knowledge, skills and social competences.

Chart 5. Competences of the future in second-cycle study programs (expressed in the number
of subjects)
Own source

The presence of future competences in education plans and programs was verified
on the basis of two factors. First, the name of the subject was taken into account, as it
clearly indicated the relationship with competence. In case of any doubts, the entries in
the subject cards or syllabuses available on the websites or in the university information
systems were additionally taken into account.
A specific verification of the actual presence of competences in educational programs, felt by students, was the study aimed at indicating by the surveyed students
those competences that they consider important in their future professional life. In the
proposed cafeteria of responses, they received a set of those competences of the future,
which were defined in this way by the Polish Sectoral Council. The five most frequently mentioned thematic competences in the area of marketing communication include
those relating to new trends in marketing communication (content marketing, mobile
marketing, influencer marketing) as well as competences relating to social media. The
three competency areas least desirable by students should be described as “hard”, difficult and “numerical”, which are not always easy to achieve by students of social sciences
and humanities. Detailed data on the most important and least desirable competences
by students are presented in Chart 6.
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Chart 6. The most important and least important competences according to the surveyed
students (N = 588)
Own source

The surveyed students were also asked what forms of education in the field of communication competences, relating to marketing communication they valued the most. In
this respect, without any surprises, the most practical ones were indicated most often.
Half of the respondents value the classes carried out by practitioners the highest, which
gives the possibility of translating the theoretical determinants of the issues discussed
into practical tasks and case studies. Classes simulating real practical tasks performed
during studies are equally highly appreciated. Such highly simulated forms of education were rated the highest by students from Poland and the Czech Republic. A slightly
less popular form of acquiring competences are internships in enterprises, although this
form of activity was indicated by 45.5% of respondents.
The surveyed students rate the usefulness of their studies relatively high. Almost
80% of them assess it either high (60.2%) or very high (19.4%). It turns out, however,
that this professional usefulness does not require at the same time practical forms of
education, because regardless of high ratings for the usefulness of the studies, the assessment of their practicality is lower. Two thirds of the surveyed students assess this
aspect either high (45.9%) or very high (20.4%). A detailed distribution of responses in
this respect is presented in Charts 7 and 8.
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Chart 7. Assessment of the professional usefulness of studies (N = 588)
Own source

Chart 8. Assessment of the practical dimension of studies (N = 588)
Own source

The competences of the future relating to the area of marketing communication
have been subject to standardization for some time. Dimaq seems to be the most popular among several international certificates in this area. It is an international digital marketing qualification standard that has existed since 2015. It defines the necessary level
of knowledge and qualifications of specialists in the field of digital marketing, allows
for its comparison and evaluation. The DIMAQ methodology was developed by experts
appointed by IAB Polska under the substantive supervision of the IAB Polska Industry
Competence Council. The standard is recommended by IAB Europe and is available in
9 European countries: Poland, Greece, Slovakia, Slovenia, Serbia, Montenegro, Romania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Cyprus. The certificate, in line with the assumptions of the
European Qualifications Framework, is available at two levels: Basic and Professional. In
order to obtain it, one needs to pass an exam that tests the cross-sectional knowledge
of 12 areas of e-marketing. Due to the dynamically developing industry, the validity of the
certificate is limited to 2 years and is subject to the recertification procedure. Due to the
fact that out of 4 countries in which the “Media and Communication in Education and
Science” study was carried out, only two (Poland and Slovakia) could certify Dimaq - the
knowledge of this standard among students of marketing communication is low. 18.4%
of respondents declared that they know this certificate, and almost one in ten declared
their willingness to obtain it in the future.
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Summary
Taking into account the conclusions from the study of employers’ market expectations, the content of plans and curricula of universities in Poland, experiences in education in the field of marketing communication of universities participating in the research
program and the opinions of students, several key conclusions can be observed. There
is a correspondence between the expectations of employers, students and the offer of
Polish universities, but only in the area of marketing communication strategy and brand
strategy. The educational plans of Polish universities are not adapted to the market
realities, as too few courses are focused on key competences for the industry. Students
expect education in areas close to the expectations of employers - similar competences
are treated as important. Competences in the field of marketing communication are international in nature, as there are no significant differences between the expectations of
students from among the four surveyed countries. This is most likely due to the global
nature of marketing communication, the presence of global brands, as well as the global
consequences of mediatisation of social life. The surveyed students expect even greater
practicality of education, which universities offer only to a limited extent, and employers
should provide significant support for the formal education system in this regard. The
information from academics and employers shows that filling the competency gap in
the area of marketing communication takes place in the labour market or in the phase of
postgraduate education.
The presented conclusions are reflected in the observations of the Sectoral Council
for Competences of the Marketing Communication Sector, expressed in the second edition of the research on the expectations of the labour market towards the competences
of the future. They clearly show that both universities and employers in the marketing
communication industry expect mainly the development of the most popular field of cooperation so far, that is, the system of student internships. Moreover, business expects
from the cooperation acquiring employees with higher qualifications, i.e. better prepared
graduates. At the same time, enterprises from the marketing communication sector are
moderately interested in the possibility of influencing the curricula and adapting them
to their needs. They would rather expect the universities themselves to put more emphasis on the development of communication and collaboration skills among students.
Business also calls for the need to develop creativity, innovation and cognitive flexibility
at universities as their importance is growing in a world increasingly dominated by algorithms.
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